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Samenvatting g
Inn dit proefschrift worden de resultaten beschreven van een studie van
cataclysmischee variabelen; dit zijn dubbelsterren, waarin een van de twee
componentenn materie verliest aan de andere ster, onder invloed van diens
zwaartekracht. .
Dee ster die de materie ontvangt van zijn begeleider is een zogenaamde
wittee dwerg (wanneer de massa-ontvangende ster een neutronenster is,
hebbenn we te maken met een lichte röntgendubbelster). Deze witte dwerg
heeftt een massa ongeveer als van de zon, en een straal vergelijkbaar met
diee van de aarde, en de gravitatie potentiaal put waar de materie in valt
iss zo diep dat een grote hoeveelheid zwaartekrachtsenergie vrijkomt en
uitgestraaldd wordt. De materie die van de begeleider overstroomt valt
spiraalsgewijss naar de witte dwerg, ten gevolge waarvan het een schijf
vormtt rondom de witte dwerg.
Dee helderheid van veel van deze dubbelsterren, die hoofdzakelijk
bepaaldd wordt door de vrijgekomen zwaartekrachtsenergie gedurende dit
overstromingsprocess van de materie blijkt niet constant te zijn, maar op
kortee tijdschaal (van de orde van dagen) met grote factoren (tien tot honderdd keer) te veranderen. Die veranderingen moeten het gevolg zijn van
eenn verandering van de hoeveelheid materie die per tijdseenheid de witte
dwergg bereikt.
Voorr de oorzaak van deze z.g. dwerg-nova uitbarstingen zijn twee
soortenn modellen voorgesteld; bij de een is de oorzaak een instabiliteit
vann de materie-verliezende begeleidende ster, bij de ander ligt deze instabiliteitt in de schijf rondom de witte dwerg, waardoorheen de materie naar
binnenn stroomt.
Dezee modellen voor uitbarstingen doen ook een voorspelling over het
gedragg van de dwerg novae tussen uitbarstingen in. In het eerste type
modellenn verwacht men dat de helderheid dan gemiddeld constant
blijft;; het tweede type model voorspelt dat de helderheid toeneemt. In de
hoofdstukkenn 2 t / m 4 van dit proefschrift wordt een observationele studie
beschrevenn naar het helderheidsgedrag van dwerg novae tussen uitbarstingenn in, met als doel om op grond van bovengenoemd onderscheid deze theoretischee modellen te testen. Het resultaat van dit onderzoek is, dat de
waarnemingenn moeilijk te rijmen zijn met het model dat de uitbarstingen
laatt ontstaan in de schijf van materie rondom de witte dwerg.

Err is een kleine groep van cataclysmische variabelen waarin de witte
dwergg een sterk magneetveld heeft. Dit veld zorgt ervoor dat de naar
binnenn vallende materie, voor het de witte dwerg bereikt, geen schijf
meerr kan vormen, maar langs de magnetische veldlijnen verder beweegt
tott het op de magnetische polen van de witte dwerg terechtkomt. Het
vann deze polen ontvangen licht wordt gemoduleerd, als gevolg van de
rotatiebewegingg van de witte dwerg.
Materiee die op de witte dwerg terechtkomt of voortijdig via een magneetveldd aan de witte dwerg gekoppeld wordt, oefent daarbij een koppel
uitt dat de rotatiesnelheid van de witte dwerg kan doen toenemen en afnemen.. Alleen bij de magnetische systemen kunnen we deze veranderingen
waarnemen,, omdat de rotatieperiode gemeten kan worden.
Inn de hoofdstukken 6 en 7 van dit proefschrift wordt een lange-termijn
studiee beschreven van deze magnetische cataclysmische variabelen, waarin
gepoogdd is te zien of, en in welke mate deze verandering van de rotatieperiodee van de witte dwerg plaatsvindt. Uit de verkregen gegevens blijkt
niett alleen dat sommige witte dwergen sneller gaan draaien en andere
langzamer,, maar bovendien dat de tijdschalen waarop dit gebeurt, veel
korterr zijn dan de tijdschaal van de evolutie van de dubbelster. Dit kan
geïnterpreteerdd worden als een gevolg van grote variaties in de massaoverdrachtt op relatief korte tijdschalen.
Dee lange-termijn waarnemingen van cataclysmische variabelen hebben
ookk tot enkele verrassingen geleid.
Inn de eerste plaats (zie hoofdstuk 5) bleek dat gedurende een speciaal
soortt dwerg nova uitbarsting (de z.g. superuitbarstingen) de kleuren van
hett systeem VW Hyi op een vooralsnog onverklaarbare wijze variëren.
Tenn tweede hebben deze waarnemingen laten zien, dat uitbarstingen
niett alleen bij de dwerg novae optreden, zoals voorheen het geval leek,
maarr ook, en regelmatig, bij de magnetische systemen. Ten opzichte
vann de dwerg nova uitbarstingen doen de uitbarstingen in de magnetische
systemenn zich andere voor (ze duren korter en zijn minder intens), hetgeen
zeerr wel te maken kan hebben met het feit dat het magnetisch veld van de
wittee dwerg de vorming van (in ieder geval) de binnenkant van een schijf
tegenhoudt.. Deze resultaten worden in de hoofdstukken 8 en 9 besproken.

Summary y
Inn this thesis the results are described of a study of cataclysmic variables;
thesee are binary stars, in which one of the two components transfers
matterr to its companion star, due to gravitational force of the latter.
Thee star that receives the matter from its companion is a so-called
whitee dwarf (if the mass-receiving star is a neutronstar, we are dealing
withh a low-mass X-ray binary). The mass of this white dwarf is approximatelyy that of the sun, and its radius comparable to that of the earth;
thee gravitational potential well into which the matter falls is therefore so
deepp that a large amount of gravitational energy is released and radiated
away.. The matter transferred from the companion star spirals inward
ontoo the white dwarf, as a consequence of which it forms a disk around
thee white dwarf.
Thee brightness of many of these binaries, which is mainly determined
byy the above release of gravitational energy does not appear to be constant,, but to change strongly (by a factor of 10 to 100) on a rather short
timee scale (of the order of days). These changes are the result of a change
inn the amount of matter that reaches the white dwarf per unit of time.
Too describe the origin of these so-called dwarf nova outbursts two kind
off models have been proposed; in one model the outburst is caused by
ann instability of the mass-losing companion star, in the other model this
instabilityy occurs in the disk around the white dwarf, through which the
matterr flows inward.
Thesee models for outbursts also make different predictions regardingg the quiescent behaviour of dwarf novae between outbursts. In the
firstfirst type of models one expects that, on average, the brightness between
outburstss remains constant; the second type of model predicts that the
brightnesss then shows a steady increase. In chapters 2 to 4 of this thesis
ann observational study is described of the brightness behaviour of dwarf
novaee between outbursts, with the aim to test these theoretical models
onn the basis of the above-described difference. The result of this study is,
thatt the observations are difficult to fit within the disk-instability model.
Inn a small group of cataclysmic variables the white dwarf has a strong
magneticc field. This field prevents the infalling matter, before it reaches
thee white dwarf, to form a disk, but forces it to stream along the magnetic

fieldfield lines, until it reaches the white dwarf at its magnetic poles. The
radiationn received from these polar regions is modulated, as a consequence
off the rotation of the white dwarf.
Matterr that reaches the surface of the white dwarf, or is connected
too the magnetic field of the white dwarf, excerts a torque that leads
too variations of the angular velocity of the white dwarf. Only in the
magneticc systems can we observe these changes, as the rotation period
cann be measured.
Inn chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis a long-term study is described of these
magneticc cataclysmic variables, with the aim to detect such changes in
thee white-dwarf rotation period. It appears that some white dwarfs spin
up,, and others spin down; in addition the time scales of these spin-rate
variationss are much shorter than the evolutionary time scale of the binary.
Thiss indicates that there are large variations in the mass-transfer rate, on
relativelyy short time scales.
T h ee long-term observations of cataclysmic variables also led to some
surprises.. In the first place (see chapter 5), it appears that during a special
kindd of dwarf nova outburst (the so-called superoutbursts) the spectral
colourss in the system VW Hyi vary in an, as yet, unexplained way. In the
secondd place, the observations showed, that outbursts occur not only in
thee dwarf novae, as so far seemed to be the case, but also, and regularly,
inn the magnetic systems. These outbursts in the magnetic systems look
differentt from the dwarf nova outbursts (these last shorter and are less
intense),, which can very well be due to the fact that the magnetic field
off the white dwarf prevents the formation of (at least) the inner parts of
thee disk. These results are described in chapters 8 and 9.

Chapterr 1

11

Introduction

1.11

Cataclysmic variables

Thee basic theoretical framework of our present ideas of the evolution of
starss was developed in the early 1950's; a fundamental aspect of these
ideass is that the evolution of a star proceeds faster the more massive it
is. .
However,, this fundamental law of stellar evolution seems to be violated
inn some close binary star systems. In these systems the less massive of
thee two components is a subgiant, and therefore has evolved away from
thee main sequence in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, whereas the more
massivee component is still in its main-sequence stage of evolution.
Thee solution of this so-called 'Algol paradox' (after the prototype
off these binary stars, Algol=/? Per) was found independently by Kopal
(1954)) and Crawford (1955). They showed that in all these systems the
lesss massive, but more evolved, component fills a certain critical surface
(thee Roche lobe), critical in the sense that if the star were larger than this
surfacee it would lose its surface layers due to the gravitational attraction
off its companion.
Itt was soon realized that mass transfer due to Roche lobe overflow
playedd an important role in the evolution of close binary systems. The
firstt non-Algol system to be studied was AE Aqr (Crawford and Kraft
1956),, in which a K-type star is accompanied by a hot blue star, which
wee now know is an accreting white dwarf. AE Aqr is a member of the
classs of variable stars called cataclysmic variables, after the apparently
eruptivee nature of their brightness variations. These cataclysmic variables
(CV's)) comprise the classical novae, recurrent novae (sub-divided into U
11
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Gemm type, Z Cam type, and SU UMa type systems), and the nova-like
variables. .
Subsequently,, in a series of classical papers Kraft (1962, 1964) showed
thatt all old novae and dwarf novae are probably binary stars with short
orbitall periods of the order of hours.
Duringg the 1960's it became clear that the exotic behaviour of CV's
iss caused by mass transfer and accretion (see e.g. Smak 1969). Accordingg to the now generally accepted standard model of CV's (see Fig. 1)
thesee objects are 'semi-detached' binary stars, composed of a low-mass
(—11 M©) star near the main sequence (the secondary), and a white dwarf
representingg the final stage of evolution of an intermediate mass star (initiall mass ~ 8 M Q ).
T h ee secondary fills a critical equipotential surface (the 'Roche-lobe'),
whichh has a single point in common with the equipotential surface around
thee white dwarf. In this so-called inner Lagrangian point (L t ), the effectivee potential has a saddle shaped extremum (it is a maximum along the
linee joining the two stellar centers, on which Li is located). Because only
onee of the stars fills its Roche-lobe the binary is 'semi-detached' (Fig. 1).
Att the inner Lagrangian point matter is no longer bound to the secondary,, but can stream freely into the Roche-lobe of the white dwarf.
Ass it falls into the deep gravitational potential well of the white dwarf
(ontoo whose surface it is finally accreted) a large amount of energy can
bee released. This energy release, in the form of optical, UV, and X-ray
emission,, usually dominates the luminosity of the two stars in the binary,
sincee both are intrinsically faint objects.
Cataclysmicc variables provide a relatively 'clean' environment for the
studyy of mass transfer and accretion, and for this reason much of what is
knownn about the mass transfer process has been learnt from observations
off cataclysmic variables.
Recentt extensive reviews, describing the properties of CV's, have been
givenn by Cordova and Mason (1983), Patterson (1984), Watson (1986),
andd Van der Woerd (1987).

1.22

Accretion disks

Duee to the orbital motion of the two components in the binary, the matterr released by the secondary has angular momentum with respect to the

1.21.2

Accretion

disks

33

FigureFigure 1.
SchematicSchematic configuration of a cataclysmic variable in the orbital plane of
thethe binary. The ratio of the mass of the white dwarf to the mass of the secondaryondary is q=Mwtj/M2=5.
The stream of matter (S) leaves the secondary
(Mi)(Mi) at the inner Lagrangian point (L\) of the Roche-lobe (RL), and upon
hittinghitting the accretion disk (AD), forms a bright spot (BS). In the accretion
diskdisk matter slowly spirals inward, until it is finally accreted by the white
dwarfdwarf (WD).

44
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whitee dwarf, and therefore cannot fall radially onto it. Actually, since the
whitee dwarf is rather small, it will be missed by the stream of overflowing
matter,, which will, instead, settle initially into a ring-like configuration
aroundd the white dwarf. In this ring the matter moves in near-Keplerian
orbitss at a distance from the white dwarf roughly determined by its specificc angular momentum at the inner Lagrangian point.
Itt is generally thought that viscous processes will tend to damp out the
shearingg motion present in the Keplerian differential rotation of the materiall in this ring, leading to exchange of angular momentum. Matter that
losess angular momentum diffuses inward, while matter that gains angular
momentumm moves outward. Thus the ring spreads out into a 'disk-like'
configuration,, the accretion disk (see Pringle (1981) and Verbunt (1982)
forr recent reviews on accretion disks).
Ass this process continues part of the matter transferred from the secondaryy diffuses inward untill it finally reaches the white dwarf. The angularr momentum that is transported outward is converted into orbital
motionn through tidal interaction between the outer parts of the disk and
thee secondary star.
Also,, material at the outer edge of the disk interacts with the stream
off matter, coming from the secondary, which has relatively low specific
angularr momentum. As a result the accretion disk is forced to stay within
somee maximum outer radius.
Suchh accretion disks, in which matter transferred from a companion
starr slowly spirals inward in near-Keplerian orbits, are also found in other
typess of semi-detached binary systems, e.g. the low-mass X-ray binaries:
heree the compact star is a neutron star.

1.33

Standard 'a-disks'

Stationaryy inward diffusion of matter through a disk-like configuration
aroundd an accreting star is described in the accretion-disk model of Shakura
andd Sunyaev (1973), which is based on a number of assumptions, which
leadd to great simplifications in the hydrodynamic equations for the disk
structure. .
T h ee first assumption is that the disk is axisymmetric. This assumption
impliess that the gravitational influence of the secondary, and the effect of
centrifugall and Coriolis forces due to the binary rotation, are neglected.

1.31.3

Standard

^-disks'
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Forr the inner part of the disk this is a reasonably good approximation;
however,, the tidal effect of the secondary leads to a breakdown of this
assumptionn in the outer part of the disk, which may be deformed. The
secondd assumption is that the disk is thin, i.e. the ratio of the disk
thicknesss to radial distance from the white dwarf is much smaller than
unity.. As a consequence energy transport within the disk need only be
consideredd in the direction perpendicular to the disk. A third assumptionn concerns the viscous processes that drive the inward flow of matter
throughh the disk. An estimate of the efficiency of this viscous process can
bee obtained from the diffusion time scales for matter to travel through a
diskk (as measured e.g. by the decay time of dwarf nova outbursts (Bailey
1975).. These estimates show that molecular viscosity is insufficient by
manyy orders of magnitude. Clearly, much a more efficient process must
bee invoked to account for the observed properties of accretion disks. The
naturee of this process has not yet been established unambiguously. However,, it is generally believed to be related to turbulence, and/or magnetic
fieldsfields in the disk.
Too make the calculation of the structure of accretion disks manageable,
Shakuraa and Sunyaev made the key assumption that locally the viscosity
inn the disk is proportional to the pressure. This description of viscosity
iss similar to that often used in models of turbulent processes. After the
constantt of proportionality, a, the accretion disks described by the model
off Shakura and Sunyaev are often called a-disks.
Thesee disks are thin, and slightly concave, with a local thickness (H)
thatt varies with the radial distance (R) from the central white dwarf as
HH oc R 9 ' 8 .
Fromm the assumption that the disk is stationary its radial (effective)
temperaturee distribution can be derived. Half the gravitational potential
energyy that is released locally in the disk, is radiated away, the other
halff is converted into kinetic energy of the infalling matter, which moves
inn almost Keplerian orbits. (It follows that half of the total available
gravitationall energy is released when the matter is finally accreted onto
thee white dwarf.) Part of the locally released gravitational potential energyy is transported outward through the disk due to the viscous processes,, so that in the outer disk regions more energy is radiated away
att the surface than is locally released, while in the inner disk regions
thee opposite is the case. This leads to a radial distribution of the effec-
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tivee temperature Te/f approximately according to Teff ex M1^4 x M
R" 3 / 44 x (1 - (i?w/i2) 1 / 2 ) 1 / 4 .

x

Forr typical mass transfer rates M ~ 10 1 6 - 1 7 g/s the outer parts of the
accretionn disk (with radii of 2-5 xlO 5 km) are rather cool (Teff ~ 104
K),, and radiate mainly in the optical passband. The inner disk (with
aa radius of ~ 10 4 km and temperatures up to 10 6 K) dominates the
ultraviolett emission. X-rays are generated predominantly in the boundary
layerr between the accretion disk and the white dwarf.

1.44

Observed properties and evolution of cataclysmic
variables s

Sincee the optical (and UV) brightness of cataclysmic variables is dominatedd by the emission from the accretion disk, the spectral energy distributionn of CV's is quite different from that of a star. For instance, in
manyy cases the spectra show strong emission lines, particularly from the
Balmerr series. Because of the approximately linear relation between orbitall period and mass of the secondary, and the strong increase of the
secondary'ss luminosity with its mass, the presence of the secondary can
bee deduced from the optical spectrum for orbital periods exceeding ~ 6
hours. .
Thee optical brightness of many cataclysmic variables shows a regular
variationn with orbital period. For cataclysmic variables with sufficiently
highh inclinations of the orbital plane the accretion disk is eclipsed by the
secondary.. Information on the brightness distribution of the accretion
diskk can be obtained, in principle, from the detailed eclipse light curves.
Thiss 'eclipse mapping' method, developed by Home (1985) has so far been
appliedd to only a small number of systems.
Inn cases that eclipses have been observed, it is found that a 'hump'
occurss in the light curve a few tenths of a cycle before the eclipse of the
accretionn disk and the white dwarf. This hump is due to emission from a
'hott spot' at the outer rim of the disk where the disk is hit by the stream
off matter coming from the secondary. Release of the kinetic energy of
thiss stream in a shock makes this collision area appear as a bright spot.
Orbitall periods have been determined so far for more than hunderd
cataclysmicc variables, mainly from regular variations of the optical brightnesss and radial velocity (see Ritter 1987). The distribution of orbital pe-

1.41.4

Observed properties and evolution of cataclysmic
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FigureFigure 2.
TheThe distribution
1987). 1987).

of orbital periods of cataclysmic variables (from

Ritter

riodss is shown in Fig. 2, from which it appears that almost all systems
havee periods between ~ 1 and 10 hours. The distribution appears to be
splitt into two groups by the so-called 'period-gap' between ~ 2 and 3
hours,, in which interval very few cataclysmic variables have been found
soo far.
Thee mass of the secondary star in cataclysmic variables (a few tenths
off a solar mass) is generally smaller than that of the white dwarf. Under
thee assumption that no mass or angular momentum is lost from the system
itt can be shown that the transfer of mass from the secondary to the white
dwarff leads to an increase of the separation between the two stars. As
aa result the secondary becomes smaller than its Roche lobe. One would
thereforee expect that mass transfer is self-quenching. It follows that one
needss a mechanism that can keep the two stars together.
Onee mechanism which applies to systems with orbital periods in excess
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off about half a day is the evolutionary expansion of the secondary during
itss ascent along the giant branch.
Anotherr mechanism, effectively operating in short-period systems, is
thee loss of orbital angular momentum due to the emission of gravitational
radiationn (Kraft et al. 1962) predicted by general relativity and recently
confirmedd from the observed decay of the orbit of the Hulse-Taylor binary
radioo pulsar (Hulse and Taylor 1975).
Ann important consequence of gravitational radiation is that the orbital
separationn decreases with time, so that a cataclysmic variable evolves
towardd shorter orbital periods. Detailed calculations of the evolution of
aa cataclysmic variable in which mass transfer is driven by gravitational
radiationn show that sustained mass transfer can be explained in this way.
Itt is of interest to compare the mass transfer rates expected from this
evolutionaryy model with observed values. From the discussion above it
followss that the (bolometric) luminosity of the accretion disk is proportionall to the mass-accretion rate, and the mass of the white dwarf.
Inn general the bolometric luminosity of a CV is hard to determine,
andd mass transfer rates from observed luminosities are rather uncertain.
Nevertheless,, from a survey of Patterson (1984), there appears to be an
averagee empirical relation between the mass-transfer rate and the orbital
periodd P of the binary.
M=M= 6 x 10- 1 2 x ( J i - ) " M 0 j / r - 1
Deviationss from this relation up to one order of magnitude may occur,
substantiallyy larger than the observational uncertainty.
Thee observed average mass transfer rates are much larger than those
expectedd on the basis of loss of orbital angular momentum due to gravitationall radiation, in particular for systems above the period gap. It appears
t h a tt an additional angular-momentum loss mechanism is required; it is
generallyy accepted that magnetic braking of the secondary star (which is
keptt in corotation by tidal forces) is responsible for the fast orbital decay
off CV's (see Verbunt and Zwaan 1981).
Thiss evolutionary scenario for CV's can provide an explanation for
thee gap in the distribution of orbital periods, if it is assumed that when a
systemm has reached a period of ~ 3 hours magnetic braking stops, possibly
becausee the secondary star becomes fully convective.

1.51.5

Different types of cataclysmic

variables
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Thee secondary star, untill then slightly out of thermal equilibrium (due
too the loss of mass), and therefore somewhat larger than the equilibrium
sizee appropriate to its mass, will shrink to within its Roche lobe. Mass
transferr will then stop completely, and not resume untill the system has
shrunkk so far (due to the emission of gravitational radiation alone) that
thee secondary fills its Roche lobe again. The corresponding orbital period
iss ~ 2 hrs. Thus, in this model, systems with periods between ~ 2 and 3
hrss exist, but mass transfer does not occur, so that they are not observed
ass CV's.
Theree exists a minimum orbital period (at ~80 minutes), which is
aa result of the fact that the secondary's mass becomes so small that
hydrogenn burning in its core stops. The secondary becomes degenerate,
andd its radius will increase as its mass decreases. As a consequence the
binaryy system reacts to mass transfer by an increase of orbital period,
andd very low mass transfer rate, which makes it extremely difficult to be
detected. .

1.55

Different types of cataclysmic variables

Cataclysmicc variables can be divided into several groups according to
differentt observational criteria. An important classification criterion is
relatedd to the variability characteristics of the system. In this way one
distinguishess e.g. old novae, dwarf novae, and nova-like variables.
Inn the old novae only one 'classical nova outburst' has been observed,
duringg which the system brightness increases by typically more than 10
magnitudes.. These classical nova outbursts are the result of thermonuclearr hydrogen flashes in material accreted onto the white dwarf, which
recurr at intervals of 10 4 - 5 years.
Thee nova-like variables have colours and optical spectra similar to
thosee of the old novae; however, in these systems the nova explosion has
nott been observed (it presumably occurred a long time ago).
Dwarff novae are characterized by irregular 'outbursts', during which
theirr brightness increases by one to two orders of magnitude above a quiescentt level. These outbursts typically last 1-10 days, and are separated
byy quiescent intervals ranging between weeks up to years during which
thee brightness is fairly constant (see Fig. 3). Dwarf nova outbursts are
duee to a sudden increase of the rate of mass transfer through the disk,
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FigureFigure 8.
PartPart ofthe light curve of the dwarf nova SS Cygni collected by the Americanican Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) in the Johnson
V-bandV-band (Mattei 1988). In this dwarf nova the outbursts last for about 1
toto 2 weeks, they recur at intervals between about 1 and 2 months, and
havehave an amplitude of about 8.5 to 4 magnitudes.
andd accretion onto the white dwarf.
Cataclysmicc variables can also be distinguished according to the magneticc field strength of the accreting white dwarf. The first magnetic CV,
AMM Her, was discovered in 1977. AM Her is a variable star and a relativelyy bright X-ray source whose intensity varies with a period of 3.1
hours.. Its optical brightness, polarization, and radial velocity vary with
thee same period.
Thesee correlated phenomena can be understood when the magnetic
fieldfield of the white dwarf in this system is sufficiently strong to channel the
accretionn predominantly onto the magnetic poles of the white dwarf, as
soonn as it has left the secondary. Interaction between the white-dwarf
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magneticc field and the secondary star leads to synchronization of the
white-dwarff rotation rate with the orbital frequency: the white dwarf is
phase-lockedd in the binary. In these magnetic CV's, which we call polars,
orr AM Her type systems after the prototype, the white-dwarf magnetic
fieldfield prevents the formation of an accretion disk. About a dozen of such
systemss are at present known.
Inn a second type of magnetic CV's, the so-called intermediate polars,
orr DQ Her type systems, the white-dwarf rotation frequency is much
higherr than the orbital frequency. The rotation period of these magnetic
whitee dwarfs is observable through periodic variations of the X-ray and
opticall brightness, with periods between about half a minute and half an
hour. .
Inn these systems (thirteen are known at present) the influence of the
white-dwarff magnetic field does not extend all the way to the secondary,
andd at least the outer parts of an accretion disk can probably be formed.
Thee disk is bounded at the inner side by the magnetosphere around the
whitee dwarf, within which the inflowing matter follows the magnetic field
lines,, and accretes onto the white dwarf near the magnetic poles.
Likee in the non-magnetic CV's a bright spot is probably formed at
thee outer disk edge where the stream of matter from the secondary hits
thee disk. Thus, in these systems one finds optical brightness variations at
bothh the orbital and the white-dwarf rotation periods (see Fig. 4).
Theree is a systematic difference between the orbital period distributionss of the polars and the intermediate polars (see Fig. 5). Intermediate
polarss tend to have orbital periods above the period gap, whereas for
polarss it is the other way around. As suggested by Chanmugan and Ray
(1984),, and King et al. (1985) this can be understood as the result of
thee long-term evolution of these systems, during which the separation
betweenn the components decreases as a result of loss of orbital angularr momentum. Then, for a given value of the magnetic moment of the
whitee dwarf, the size of its magnetosphere (within which the motion of
thee transferred matter is determined by the magnetic field), relative to
thee orbital separation, increases. Phase locking of the white dwarf to
thee orbital frequency will then occur preferentially for systems with short
orbitall separations, i.e. periods.
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FigureFigure 4SimulationSimulation
of the (V-band) light curve of the intermediate
pola
H2252-035H2252-035 with parameters (amplitudes, phases) derived from observ
tions.tions. It contains three modulations: the orbital modulation of the binary
atat 8.6 hours, the white dwarf rotation modulation at 18.4 minutes, and
thethe beat modulation between these two periods, at 14.S minutes.
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FigureFigure 5.
PeriodPeriod distributions of the magnetic cataclysmic variables, (a) AM Her
typetype systems (polars), with white dwarfs synchronously rotating with the
orbitalorbital revolution; (b) DQ Her type systems (intermediate polars), with
non-corotatingnon-corotating white dwarfs.
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Long-term observations

Inn my thesis I present results of long-term optical monitoring of two of
thee above described types of cataclysmic variables, i.e. dwarf novae, and
intermediatee polars.
1.6.11

L o n g - t e r m monitoring of d w a r f novae

T h ee dwarf-nova observations were aimed at understanding the mechanismm that causes the outbursts, for which two types of models have been
proposed. .
Inn the mass-transfer instability model (Bath 1975) a suddenly increasingg mass-transfer rate from the secondary results in an outburst, as the
m a t t e rr flows through the disk and accretes onto the white dwarf. In this
modell the disk is assumed to be 'passive', and always tranfers the mass
att a rate which is determined by the secondary.
Inn the disk-instability model (Osaki 1974; Meyer and Meyer-Hofmeister
1981,, 1982) the mass-transfer rate from the secondary is more or less
constant,, but the accretion disk undergoes a limit cycle with alternating
statess of high and low mass-transfer (through the disk).
Theree are a number of potential tests of these models (see e.g. the
revieww by Verbunt 1986). One of these tests is concerned with the quiescentt behaviour of dwarf novae, for which the two types of models make
differentt predictions.
Inn the disk instability model the rate (Mo) at which the secondary
transferss mass to the white dwarf is constant. However, the rate at which
thiss matter is transferred inward through the disk is smaller than MoTherefore,, in quiescence the surface density in the disk increases. As a
resultt the disk becomes brighter.
T h ee expected variation of disk brightness depends on the details of
thee physical assumptions which are made with regard to e.g. the opacity
off the disk material. From theoretical long-term light curves of dwarf
novae,, calculated according to this type of model (see e.g. Meyer and
Meyer-Hofmeisterr (1984), Mineshige (1986)), it appears that the typical
increasee of the optical brightness of the disk during quiescent intervals is
off the order of 0.5 to 1.0 magnitude.
Accordingg to the mass transfer instability model the brightness of the
diskk simply reflects the rate at which matter is lost from the secondary
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star.. No systematic trend in disk brightness is then expected between
outbursts.. Only until the disk has reached equilibrium after outburst a
declinee of its luminosity will occur.
Inn Chapter 2-4 the results are described of long-term observational
studiess of the dwarf novae VW Hyi, and Z Cha. The observations of
VWW Hyi were part of an international campaign of X-ray, UV, and opticall observations. The results of this campaign show no evidence for a
systematicc brightening of VW Hyi in quiescence, in either X-ray, UV, or
optical.. For the X-ray and UV observations see Van der Woerd and Heise
(1987),, Verbunt et al. (1987), and Polidan and Holberg (1987). The upperr limit to a variation in optical brightness is 0.15 mag (3cr) over a full
interoutburstt interval.
Itt could be argued, that the disk in VW Hyi becomes systematicallyy brighter between outbursts, but that the total system brightness
remainss approximately constant, e.g. due to a compensating decrease of
thee brightness of the white dwarf, which might become hot during an
outburstt and afterward cool significantly. This possibility has been investigatedd by long-term observations of the dwarf nova Z Cha, whose orbital
inclinationn angle is so large that eclipses of the disk and the white dwarf
occur.. This allows the separate determination of the brightness of the accretionn disk and the white dwarf. From these observations we found that,
apartt from a short time interval of a few days after an outburst, neither
thee disk nor the white dwarf vary significantly. Thus, the disk-instability
modell in its present form can not account for the observed absence of a
secularr quiescent flux increase.
1.6.22

Long-term observations of i n t e r m e d i a t e p o l a r s

Thee white dwarfs in CV's accrete not only mass but also angular momentum.. If the specific angular momentum of the accreted matter is higher
(lower)) than that of the white dwarf, the white dwarf will spin up (down).
Thee value of the specific angular momentum is determined by the
Keplerr frequency at the distance from the white dwarf at which the inflowingflowing matter becomes connected to the white dwarf. In the case of
aa strongly magnetized white dwarf this distance is similar to the radius
off the magnetosphere. One would therefore expect that the rotation frequencyy of the accreting white dwarf will tend toward an equilibrium value
whichh will be of the order of the magnetospheric Kepler frequency; this
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equilibriumm frequency will depend on the strength of the white-dwarf
magneticc field, and the mass accretion rate. It will change if, e.g., the
accretionn rate changes. One expects such changes to occur due to the
secularr evolution of the binary, that occurs on a time scale of the order
off 10 8 years.
Thee spin history of the white dwarf can be studied in the intermediate
polarss through long-term observations of the pulsations. Such long-term
studiess are the second subject of this thesis. The main results of this
project,, which are described in Chapter 6 and 7, are that the rotation
periodss of all well studied intermediate polars change on time scales of
lesss than ~ 105 to 10 6 years, much shorter than the (evolutionary) time
scale. .
Thee most straightforward explanation for the relatively rapid pulse
periodd changes is that the mass transfer rate varies on this short time
scale.. Since it is unlikely that these variations are related to the high
magneticc field of the accreting white dwarf, it follows that rapid variations
inn M are probably present in all CV's.

1.77

Serendipitous results

1.7.11

S u p e r h u m p s during a superoutburst of V W Hyi

Duringg our monitoring observations of the dwarf nova VW Hyi, this systemm underwent a so-called superoutburst. This type of outburst which
hass been observed only in systems below the period gap (the so-called SU
UMaa systems (see Vogt (1980), Patterson (1984)) differs from the 'normal** outbursts by their much longer duration (~2 weeks, vs a few days
inn a normal outburst), their higher maximum brightness, and their much
longerr recurrence times.
Itt has been established that these superoutbursts have a precursor,
whichh has all the properties of a normal outburst. This has led to the
ideaa that superoutbursts are somehow triggered by a normal outburst.
AA striking property of superoutbursts, which sets them apart from the
normall outbursts, is the presence of the so-called superhumps. These are
regularr variations of the optical brightness with a period that is a few
percentt longer than the orbital period of the binary (see Warner (1985)
forr a recent review of the superhumps).
T h ee super hump modulation appears in systems, independent of the
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orbitall inclination; it is therefore probably an intrinsic brightness variationn of the system, and is not, like the orbital hump observed during
quiescence,, caused by purely geometrical effects. These superhumps have
forr a long time remained an enigma; only very recently some more detailedd models have been proposed for superoutbursts and superhumps
inn terms of enhanced mass-transfer from the secondary star, which can
explainn some of the observations.
Fromm numerical simulations Whitehurst (1988) found that in a burst of
mass-transferr the accretion disk is eccentric and that due to tidal forces
exertedd by the secondary, it undergoes precession with a long period,
whichh he identifies with the beat period between the orbital and superhumpp periods.
Accordingg to this model the superhumps are the result of variable
tidall forces in the disk, which give rise to a modulation of the effective
viscosity,, as a result of which the mass flow in the disk is modulated.
Mineshigee (1988) proposed that the superhumps are due to a periodicc modulation of the mass transfer rate from the secondary to the disk
(duringg a mass-transfer burst), as a result of a variable heating of the
secondaryy by UV radiation from near the white dwarf. This variation is
causedd by an (assumed) azimuthal variation of the height of the rim of
thee (slowly precessing) disk.
Ann unexpected result of our observations of VW Hyi in superoutburst
(describedd in Chapter 5) is the very strong colour variation near the peak
off the superhump, which can be described as a progressive delay of the
superhumpp as one observes it at longer wavelengths. In the V band the
superhumpp peaks later than in the W band, by 0.06 cycle.
Mineshigee (1988) argues that this progressive delay with wavelength
off the peak of the superhump can be accomodated within the framework
off the modulated-mass-transfer model of superhumps, by distinguishing
twoo regions in the disk. These are the bright spot, which adapts more
orr less instantaneously to the mass-inflow variations, and the outer disk
regionss whose heating by the energy input from the flow is delayed by a
timee interval of the order of the Kepler period at the outer disk edge.
1.7.22

O u t b u r s t in i n t e r m e d i a t e p o l a r s

Ann unexpected result of our long observations of intermediate polars (describedd in Chapter 8 and 9) was the detection of brief outbursts (flares)
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inn the systems T V Col and V1223 Sgr. One such flare had been observed
before,, in T V Col, simultaneously in optical and UV radiation (Szkody
andd Mateo 1984). In one week of Walraven observations of T V Col we
encounteredd two flares; the second of these was also monitored with a
spectrograph.. The flare from V1223 Sgr was detected during a one-week
spectroscopicc study.
Fromm the analysis of the photometric and spectral data of these flares
itt is clear that they are remarkably similar to each other, but differ substantiallyy from dwarf novae outbursts: (l) The flares last for at most half
aa day, whereas dwarf nova outbursts last for a few days. (2) The flares
havee an optical amplitude of about 1-2 magnitudes, while dwarf nova outburstss typically reach amplitudes of between 2 and 5 magnitudes. (3) The
spectrall behaviour of these flares differs strongly from that of dwarf novae.
Thee characteristic spectral reddening seen during the rise of dwarf-nova
outburstss is absent. Also, the line emission during the flares increases,
whereass in dwarf nova outbursts the emission lines disappear, and change
intoo absorption.
Wee argue that, in spite of these differences, it is possible that the
mechanismm that gives rise to these flares is the same as for dwarf novae;
thee difference may be related to the absence, in intermediate polars, of
thee inner regions of the accretion disk.
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Summary.. The results of a prolonged and coordinated set of observations of the
dwarff nova VW Hydri spanning optical to X-ray wavelengths are described in this
andd four subsequent papers. In this paper we give an overview of the data set as a
whole,, with particular reference to its implications for our understanding of the
object. .

11 Introduction
Thiss paper (Paper I) is the first in a set of five papers which describe a prolonged and coordinated
sett of observations of the dwarf nova VW Hydri. The observations span the period 1984 July to
November.. They were made in a number of different wavelength ranges using a variety of
instruments.. The optical data are described in Paper II (van Amerongen et al. 1987), the
ultraviolett data from the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) in Paper III (Verbunt et al.
1987),, the far-ultraviolet data from the Voyager spacecraft in Paper IV (Polidan & Holberg 1987)
andd the X-ray data from EXOSAT in Paper V (van der Woerd & Heise 1987).
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Inn this paper we provide an overview of what is now known about VW Hydri. We tie together
thee various observations from different wavelength regions and we set the observations within a
theoreticall framework with a view to understanding the processes which are taking place. In
Sectionn 2 we summarize our present theoretical understanding of dwarf novae and discuss why a
prolongedd series of observations such as that described here is of value in clarifying current
theoreticall ideas. In Section 3 we draw together and briefly review the large amount of
observationall data already gathered on VW Hydri. In Sections 4-7 we discuss the current data set
withh regard to the theoretical implications of the observations made at the various wavelength
intervalss during quiescence (Section 5), outburst (Section 6) and superoutburst (Section 7). In
Sectionn 8 we discuss the implications of our findings for the outburst mechanisms and describe
furtherr observational and theoretical work which is still necessary. We summarize our
conclusionss in Section 9.

22 Dwarf novae and the purpose of the observations
Dwarff novae are a subset of the cataclysmic variable stars. An observational overview describing
theirr general properties is given by Wade & Ward (1985). and earlier reviews include those by
Robinsonn (1976), Warner (1976) and Cordova & Mason (1983). Dwarf novae are binary stars
withh orbital periods of a few hours. They consist of a cool low-mass secondary star which fills its
Rochee lobe and transfers material via an accretion disc on to a white dwarf. Dwarf novae are so
calledd because they undergo small (2 5 mag) outbursts in visible light. The outbursts recur at
irregularr intervals of weeks to months, and their duty cycle (fraction of time spent in outburst) is
usuallyy in the range 0.1-0.5. It is now generally accepted that the outbursts are caused by an
enhancementt in the accretion rate on to the white dwarf. This possibility was among those
enumeratedd by Smak (1971a). and the detailed case for this point of view was put forward by Bath
etet al. (1974) with reference to a set of observation;, of Z Cha made by Warner (1974). Thus the
observationall study of dwarf novae gives us a rare opportunity to measure the time-dependent
behaviourr of accretion flows and accretion discs.
Bathh et al. (1974) were the first to apply simple steady accretion disc theory to dwarf novae.
Theyy drew attention to the fact that in dwarf novae, especially in outburst, most of the luminosity
cann be expected to be emitted at wavelengths shortward of the visible range so that a complete
observationall picture of these objects requires observation with satellite-based detectors. In
outburstt the peak temperature in the disc is likely to be around 60000 K, giving radiation
predominantlyy in the ultraviolet. and there is also likely to be a comparable contribution from the
boundaryy layer (the disc-white dwarf interface), which can emit at around 200000 K if
thermalizedd (Pringle 1977) and at up to around 108 K if not thermalized (Pringle & Savonije 1979;
Tylendaa 1981). Thus, given the spread of wavelengths over which emission is to be expected on
straightforwardd theoretical grounds and the short time-scale and unpredictable nature of the
variabilityy of these objects, it is evident that nothing short of a prolonged campaign of observation
overr a broad range of wavelengths as simultaneously as possible, covering complete cycles of
outburstt and quiescence, is likely to give a complete picture.
Withh this in mind, it is useful to consider what such observations might tell us about the nature
off the outbursts in dwarf novae. The reason for the enhancement of the accretion rate on to the
whitee dwarf which causes the outburst is still a matter of active debate. Present theoretical ideas
splitt broadly into two classes (a general discussion is given by Bath & Pringle 1985). One
postulatess a variation in the mass transfer rate from the secondary; several reasons for this
behaviourr have been put forward (e.g. Bath 1969,1974; Osaki 1970,1985) but none has met with
universall approval. The other postulates an inherent instability in the accretion disc caused by the
presencee of two possible disc equilibria in a certain temperature range for a given surface density
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Figuree 1. The behaviour of the effective temperature at an arbitrary radius in the disc according to (a) the
mass-transferr variation model and (b) the disc-instability model. The equilibrium effective temperature - surface
densityy relation is shown in each case. In (a) the disc remains close to the equilibrium r e - 2 relation, and Tc increases
andd decreases according to how much mass is being transferred on to the edge of the disc and thence through the disc
too the inner white dwarf. The outburst and quiescent levels thai Ts would achieve according to the outburst and
quiescentt levels of mass transfer are shown. In (b) the steady mass-transfer rate is presumed to give rise to a Tc on the
unstablee branch of the jTe-2 relation. Thus the disc undergoes a limit cycle, as shown, alternating between the upper
hott stable branch and the lower cooler stable branch. In both cases the behaviour of 7"e on the decline from and during
quiescencee is shown by the broken arrow. The behaviour on the rise to and during outburst is shown by the dotted
arrow.. During quiescence Tc declines in case (a) but rises in case (b).

(Meyerr & Meyer-Hofmeister 1981). Several investigators have carried out calculations of this
instabilityy (e.g. Papaloizou, Faulkner & Lin 1983; Smak 1984a; Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister
1984;; Mineshige & Osaki 1985; Cannizzo, Wheeler & Polidan 1986; Pringle, Verbunt & Wade
1986). .
Inn Fig. 1 we give an illustration of how the effective temperature at a particular disc radius is
expectedd to behave through the outburst cycle according to the mass-transfer and disc-instability
models.. In the mass-transfer model the disc just evolves viscously towards the equilibrium disc
correspondingg to the mass-transfer rate pertaining at the time (Bath & Pringle 1981). In
particular,, in quiescence the disc luminosity is expected to fall until equilibrium is achieved. In the
disc-instabilityy model the jump between the two stable branches occurs on a rapid thermal
time-scale.. In quiescence the disc mass and disc luminosity slowly increase until the end of the
lowerr stable branch is reached and a rapid upward transition occurs.
Ass a rough guide we might expect our optical data to tell us about the outer regions of the disc,
ourr ultraviolet data to tell us about the hotter inner disc regions and our X-ray data to tell us about
thee boundary layer. The difference between the two main theoretical models for the outbursts is
particularlyy marked during quiescence. The amount and direction of secular change in the flux
fromm a dwarf nova provides a strong constraint on the viability of these models. The mass-transfer
modell predicts a slowly declining or steady flux from the accretion disc during quiescence (unless
forr some reason the quiescent mass-transfer rate increases secularly), whereas the disc-instability
modell requires a slowly rising flux in order that the end of the lower stable branch be reached.
Thuss prolonged observation of the behaviour of dwarf novae through the quiescent period is
important. .
33 VW Hydri
Ann extensive set of observations of the optical behaviour of VW Hydri, drawn from observations
madee by members of the Variable Star Section of the Royal Astronomical Society of New
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Zealandd (VSS RAS NZ) is presented by Bateson (1977). The outbursts fall into two classes,
implyingg that VW Hydri is in the SUUMa subclass of dwarf novae. The normal, or ordinary,
outburstss recur every 20-30 days, last about 3-5 days and reach a peak visual magnitude of
aroundd mv=9.5. The superoutbursts recur about every 180 days, last for about 10-14 days and
reachh a peak visual magnitude of around m v =8.5.
VWW Hydri was chosen as the target for our coordinated observations because, in addition to the
previouss extensive optical coverage, the ultraviolet behaviour in ordinary outbursts had already
beenn monitored (Schwarzenberg-Czerny etal. 1985), and it is a relatively strong X-ray emitter in
bothh quiescence (Cordova, Mason & Nelson 1981) and superoutburst (van der Woerd, Heise &
Batesonn 1986). Furthermore the quiescence interval between outbursts is well defined, with the
recurrencee time between outbursts nevertheless being reasonably short.
Inn the remainder of this section we briefly survey previous observations of VW Hydri.
3 . 11 QUIESCENT BEHAVIOUR IN THE OPTICAL

Inn quiescence VW Hydri is at a level of about m v =14. This level varies in a regular manner
displayingg a hump of amplitude about 0.4 mag every 107 min which lasts for about half a period
(Warnerr 1972). By analogy with the hump seen in other systems [e.g. U Gem (Smak 1971b;
Warnerr & Nather 1971)], which occurs once per orbital period (as judged from regular eclipses),
thiss period is taken to be the orbital period of VW Hydri. Further observations of the orbital
humpp period (Vogt 1974; Haefner, Schoembs & Vogt (1979), and spectroscopic data (Schoembs
&& Vogt 1981) confirm this view, although the VW Hydri system does not display eclipses. The
humpp is interpreted as being due to a bright spot which is formed where the mass-transfer stream
strikess the outer edge of the accretion disc and whose visibility varies with orbital phase. The size
off the hump is not constant. It can (usually just after outburst) vary in the range 0.13-0.56 mag,
butt is normally within 0.05 mag of a mean amplitude of 0.36mag. An intermediate hump is
sometimess visible (Haefner et al. 1979). Haefner et al. find no evidence for the hump amplitude to
bee correlated with interoutburst phase, and note that there is increased variability and flickering
inn the light curve just after outburst and marginally increased scatter in the hump phase before
andd after outburst. Bateson (1977) reports a general lowering of the observed quiescent
brightnesss just prior to about half the observed outbursts and some of the superoutbursts.
3 . 22 THE OPTICAL OUTBURSTS (NORMAL)

Thee rise to outburst in the optical is quite sudden. Vogt (1974) presents 7 hr of continuous data on
thee rising branch and finds a mean rise rate of -0.37 mag hr" l . Bateson (1977) reports an average
risee rate of about - 0 . 2 mag hr" 1 . Walker & Marino (1978) present composite light curves drawn
fromm a number of outbursts. These investigators and Bateson (1977) agree that the initial rise
occurss at a rate of about -0.25 mag hr~', that this is terminated by a short standstill of up to about
22 hr duration at a brightness level of 11-12 mag and that the final rise is steeper at a rate of up to
- 0 . 55 maghr" 1 . On the rise the colours of the system become very red (Walker & Marino 1978;
Haefnerr et al. 1979). The system does not stay at maximum light for any pronounced interval and
immediatelyy begins to decline. The decline rate is markedly slower, with the system taking
aroundd 3 days to return to quiescence.
Vogtt (1983) reports that the intensity of the orbital hump is always constant on the rise to
outburst.. Haefner et al. (1979) report that in one outburst the hump was seen 1 day before
maximumm at an increased intensity of a factor of 1.7, and that on another occasion at 0.4 day
beforee outburst peak the hump was seen enhanced by a factor of 3. In both these outbursts there
wass evidence for an increased hump intensity throughout the outburst. Vogt (1983) suggests that
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thee standstills seen on the rise at about m^Y 1-12 only last for 20 -50 min ami ih.it the\ are caused
byy the continued presence of the orbital hump. The decline of the humpt omhmed with the rise to
outburstt produces an apparent brief interval of constant flux. However, to counteract a rise
gradientt of—0.2 to -0.3maghr~' for a quarter of an orbital cycle (and so produce a standstill for
aboutt 30min) requires the hump amplitude to be about 0.1 -0.15 mag. This implies an enhanced
humpp intensity of a factor of 1.7 at mv= 12 and of a factor of 4 5 at /?/, ^-11 Tims theie appears to
bee no general agreement on the behaviour of the orbital hump dining outburst
3 . 33 THE OPTICAL OUTBURSTS (SUPER)

Thee initial rise to superoutburst is very similar to that of an ordinary outburst For the 1972
Decemberr superoutburst both Vogt (1974) and Warner (1975) agree on a rise rate of about
—0.322 mag hr _ l and on the presence of orbital humps at their noimal intensity Haefner et al.
(1979)) find that the initial rise (around mK= 12.7) occurs at a rate of -0. I4maghr '. somewhat
slowerr than in ordinary outbursts, but that thereafter the rise rate is ihe same. Humps are seen
duringg the superoutburst but the hump period is larger than the orbital period by about 3 per cent
(Marinoo & Walker 1974; Vogt 1974; Warner 1975). These so-called superhumps appear near the
peakk of the superoutburst with an intensity 20-50 times that of the ordinarv orbital hump. Their
amplitudee declines through outburst but they may even persist for some days after the
superoutburstt has ended (Haefner etui 1979). The peak-to-peak interval between superhumps
decreasess in a repeatable manner through superoutburst. Vogt (19X3) claims that the phase of the
peakss shifts by 1.24 superhump periods throughout the superoutburst. He obtains This by
deducingg the superhump period from the few few days of the outburst. However, if a best-fit
periodd is obtained from all the superhump peaks, the maximum phase v under of the peaks from
thiss constant period is about 0.15 periods. Thus whether the period decrease is intrinsic to the
superhumpp mechanism or is just caused by a systematic change in the superhump shape or phase
throughh outburst is at present indeterminate.
Batesonn (1977) agrees that, although the initial rise to superoutburst resembles I hat of a normal
outburst,, the rise through the final 0.5mag or so occurs at a much slower rate. He splits the
superoutburstt light curves into eight distinct classes, ('lasses SI S5 all rise from the top of the
initiall rise to peak magnitude. However, types S6--S8 show a fall for a day or so after the initial
rise,, followed by the final rise to peak magnitude. Type S6 shows only a slight fall. t\peS7a fall by
upp to about a magnitude and type S8 a fall by more than 1.2 mag. The final case (SK) looks almost
likee a superoutburst commencing during the decline from an ordinary outburst, and Bateson
suggestss that the ordinary outburst may trigger the superoutburst in some cases. Marino &.
Walkerr (1979) make the case for all superoutbursts being triggered by an ordinary outburst,
regardingg the sequence S1-S8 as being one of an increasing time-lag between the onset of the
ordinaryy outburst and the superoutburst. They note that 18 «nit of 44 superoutbursts (i.e. 40 per
cent)) presented by Bateson (1977) are of types S6 ~S8. They present observations of the 1977 May
superoutburstt which is of type S7 showing a decline of 1 mag over J. da\s following the initial rise
andd then a rapid rise to peak of the superoutburst. This decline is much slower than the decline of
aa typical ordinary outburst (which declines 1 mag in less than 1 day), and during this decline they
seee the orbital hump (not the superhump) at an intensity of about 20 times normal. On the final
riserise to peak, however, the superhumps appear. Vogt (1983) claims a correlation between the
orbitall hump amplitude seen during ordinary outburst and the time to the next superoutburst
(whichh would lend support to the idea of triggering). However, most of his correlation appears to
bee caused by the two points on his diagram which correspond to the large orbital hump seen by
Marinoo & Walker during the initial stages of the 1977 May superoutburst. Further confusion is
addedd by Marino & Walker (1979) who report observations of an ordinary outburst seen on 1978
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Octoberr 9 which occurred close to the predicted time of a superoutburst. On the decline from that
outburst,, humps were seen to occur at the superhump period.
Inn summary, the initial rise to superoutburst resembles that of an ordinary outburst and takes
placee in about a day. The peak of the superoutburst is about a magnitude brighter than that of an
ordinaryy outburst and occurs 3 or 4 days after the initial rise. Between the top of the initial rise and
thee superoutburst peak there is a variety of observed behaviour varying between a slow gradual
riserise to peak and a drop of over a magnitude before a shorter sharper rise to peak. After peak
magnitudee the superoutburst declines slowly by a magnitude or so over the next 7-10 days. The
finall drop to the quiescent level is rapid and resembles the drop to quiescence of an ordinary
outburst. .

3 . 44 THE ULTRAVIOLET BEHAVIOUR

Thee behaviour of VWHyi through normal outburst is well documented. Simultaneous WE
(XX(XX1200-3000)1200-3000) and ground-based (/U4OOO-7000) observations through one complete nor
outburstt in 1982 January are presented by Schwarzenberg-Czerny et al. (1985). They also show
thatt the observations of various stages of other outbursts (Bath, Pringle & Whelan 1980; Hassall
etet al. 1983) can be interleaved with those of the January 1982 outburst and conclude that the
outburstt behaviour repeats well from cycle to cycle. Similar repeatability is found for the optical
alonee by Walker & Marino (1978) and has been found to hold for the ultraviolet and optical
behaviourr of other dwarf novae (Pringle & Verbunt 1984).
Inn quiescence the overall continuum can be fitted approximately by Fv==constant«8mJy. The
risee to outburst occurs first at optical wavelengths. Hassall etal. (1983) report a rise of a factor 10
(2.5mag)) in the optical with no apparent change at wavelengthsX< 1900 A. At that stage the
opticall spectrum was dominated by a single temperature spectrum (blackbody or stellar) of
aroundd 6000-7000K. Schwarzenberg-Czerny etal. (1985) report that, when the optical flux has
risenrisen by about a factor of 30 (3.75 mag), the flux at 1300 A has barely begun to rise. After a further
200 hr most of the radiation is emitted in the ultraviolet; the 1300 A flux has then increased by a
factorr of about 140 over its quiescent value, and the optical [WE fine error sensor (FES)] flux is
decliningg at a rate of about 0.05 maghr -1 . The behaviour on the decline is quite different from
thatt on the rise. The ultraviolet and optical fluxes fall simultaneously keeping the outburst
continuumm of roughly Fv<* v035, until m v =13, after which the spectrum flattens to its quiescent
shape. .
Noo ultraviolet observations of VWHyi in superoutburst have been reported hitherto.
AA long series of broadband photometric observations in the ultraviolet using the ANS satellite
iss presented by Wu & Panek (1982). The observations cover an 8-day interval in the centre of a
20-dayy quiescent period between a normal outburst and a subsequent superoutburst. They report
thatt the amplitude of the orbital hump is significantly smaller at ultraviolet wavelengths and find
noo convincing evidence for significant evolution of the accretion disc between outbursts.
3 . 55 THE X-RAY BEHAVIOUR

AA measurement of the 0.1-4.5-keV flux of VWHyi in quiescence, taken with the IPC on
Einstein,Einstein, is reported by Cordova et al. (1981). They find L x (0.1-4.5 keV)==
SxlO^D/lOOpc^ergs" 1 ,, where D is the distance to the source.
Observationss of VWHyi with EXOSAT during and shortly after a superoutburst in 1983
Novemberr and optical coverage provided by the VSS RAS NZ are reported by van der Woerd et
al.al. (1986). From the optical light curve, the superoutburst appears to be of Bateson type S1-S5,
withh no drop in flux after the initial rise. The 1-6-keV flux, seen with the EXOSAT
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medium-energyy (ME) experiment, is detected weakly and appears to be unchanged throughout.
However,, the soft X-ray flux observed with the EXOSA T low-energy (LE) telescope does
displayy large variability. About 79 hr after the onset of the outburst in the optical, the flux through
thee 3000-Lexan filter (0.05-1.5 keV) is still near the level seen in quiescence. 12.7 hr later, the
3000-Lexann flux had increased from 0.05 to 0.42 counts s"1 and was still rising at that rate
(equivalentt to - 0 . 1 8 m a g h r ' ' ) . During the optical decline the 3000-Lexan flux was observed to
declinee rapidly (0.16 mag hr"') to about a factor of 2 below the quiescent level before recovering.
Duringg outburst the soft X-ray flux has an effective temperature between 5 and 8eV, and a
totall luminosity of (10 34 -10 35 )(D/100pc) 2 ergs _1 . The detection of this extremely soft X-ray flux
setss an upper limit to the interstellar absorption column of /V H =2xl0 1 9 cirr 2 . The fact that the
bulkk of the emission peaks at wavelengths longer than 170 A explains the lack of detection in the
0.18-0.43-keVV band during a long-term X-ray study of VW Hyi with HEAO-1 (Cordova et al.
1980). .
44 The current observations
Thee details of the observations made in the various wavelength intervals are given in Papers II-V.
Inn the remainder of this paper we give an overview of the data set, drawing together evidence
fromm the various wavelength ranges and discussing its implications. Some idea of the coverage we
obtainedd can be found in Fig. 2. The coordinated observations span about 70 days in 1984
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Figuree 2. The light curves of VW Hydri during our monitoring period at various wavelengths. The curves shown are
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September-- Nmembei .mil o n e r three consecutive ordinary outbursts, which we denote A, B
andd < . and ;i subsequent supei outburst. The optical light curve in Fig. 2 represents data from the
VSSS RAS NZ (I'.alcsoii 1983) and trom the FES on board the WE satellite. The three ordinary
outbuislss peak <>n Jl) ?445«U9.s (A). 965 (B) and 981 (C). The superoutburst shows a slight
declinee after the iniii.il lise (in the visual) and would be classed as S6 in Bateson's classification
scheme.. As can be se-„ n the decline is more strongly marked at shorter wavelengths. The initial
risee to \isual outburst ends on JD 244>v>9fo and the main peak is reached on about JD 2445999.
Bee hire proceeding to a more detailed overview, however, we comment briefly on the possible
impactt of into stellar absoiption on the flux levels we obtain. An upper limit to the interstellar
reddeningg of
* I y 11.115 mag obtained from the lack of a detectable 2200 A feature in WE
spectraa was given by Bath a al. (1980). From the correlation between reddening and hydrogen
columnn density obtained by Bohlin. Savage & Drake (1978) £(fl-V) = 0.05mag corresponds to
/V,,, = (l -5)x 10 'cm : . In Paper III Verbunt et al. obtain an upper limit to an equivalent
interstellarr hvdiogen column density /Vf,<9x HVcm ""- from the lack of detectable Znn lines
(-U2062.. 2025) in high-resolution WE spectra. These upper limits are in accord with the
absorptionn required to match the EXOSAT LF. flux with the ME spectra during quiescence,
whichh gives A',, = ( 1 4)> lo'Vin - (Paper V). We conclude that the reddening to VW Hydri is
veryy low and would not significantly affect the overall spectral shape in the WE range or the flux
att ultraviolet and tai-ultiaviolet wavelengths.
55 Oiiiesrencf
Thee tin ee ordi nary outbursts peaked on days (JD 2445900+) 49.5 (A). 65 (B) and 81 (C). The end
off the initial rise to superoutburst occurs on day 96.5. Thus the three interoutburst intervals are of
lengthh I 5.5 days. 16 days and 15.5 days respectively. These intervals are shorter than the mean
interoutburstt int-i\;i| of 27 days observed for VW Hydri (Bateson 1977), but are not unusually
short. .
Judgingg from the optical light curve, the outbursts fit the usual pattern of taking about a day or
soo to rise to peak and they decline from peak immediately, taking a further 3-4 days to re-attain
thee quiescent level. Thus in terms of the interoutburst phase ip (with y;=Q defined at outburst
maximumm in the optical) the optical quiescent level is achieved at ^=0.25 and lasts until ^=0.95.
Fromm the pliysi- si point of view it is not clear whether interoutburst phase or simply time is the
mostt relevant measure when behavioural trends are being sought during the quiescent interval.
Sincee the interoutbuist intenals are the same length for the period 1984 September-November
thee distinction between time and phase is unimportant, but care must be taken in the
interpretationn nl qiue-cent tiends when data from other quiescent intervals are included.
5.11 1 RENOS

Theree is marginal evidence in the optical data for secular changes in the shape of the orbital light
curvee through quiescence. In previous work (Section 3) the observations in quiescence have been
madee in white light or occasionally in broadband colours. We find (Paper II) that the variability in
individuall colours is much greater than that seen in integrated colours or white light. For this
reasonn the trends we find are much more uncertain than those claimed hitherto.
Thee dominant feature of the quiescent orbital light curve (Paper II, fig. 3) is a hump which lasts
forr about 0.7 of the orbital cycle with an amplitude of about 30-40 per cent depending on
wavelength.. The standard interpretation of the humps seen in the orbital light curves of quiescent
dwarff novae (e.g. Wade & Ward 1985) is that they are caused by a bright spot on the outer rim of
thee disc generated by the impact of the mass-transfer stream there. Such humps, however, do not
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inn general extend much over 0.5 in orbital phase. In the quiescent light curve of the unusual dwarf
novaa WZ Sge two humps are seen (a hump and an interhump of equal amplitude) each orbital
periodd as measured from regular eclipses (Robinson, Nather & Patterson 1978). In VW Hydri
theree is occasional evidence for the presence of a distinct interhump (Haefner et al. 1979; Paper
II)) occurring close to orbital phase 0.5 (Paper II, figs 3 and 4). Although the interhump is not
alwayss apparent in the individual light curves, it is clearly visible in the average light and colour
curves.. A secular trend in hump amplitude (Paper II, fig. 6) is difficult to assess in view of the
uncertaintiess in the relative sizes, shapes and phases of the putative hump and interhump. The
clearestt trend seen in the optical data is a change in orbital colour through quiescence. The shapes
off the orbital B- U and U-W colour curves change with interoutburst phase with the amplitude of
thee B- if colour curve decreasing and the amplitude of the if- W colour curve increasing. It is not
clearr how these trends should be interpreted.
Secularr trends in quiescence at WE and EXOSA Twavelengths are already apparent in Fig. 2.
Thee most complete WE coverage of a quiescent interval is for the one following outburst A, and it
iss clear that for this interval the WE flux declines at all wavelengths throughout the quiescent
intervall with a decline of 20-30 per cent occurring during the period 5-14 days past peak in which
thee optical quiescent level has already been reached (Paper III, fig. 6). The single observation
madee 2 days before the peak of outburst A and 24 days after the previous peak is slightly lower
thann the final observation in the post-A quiescence interval. However, the flux seen some 5 days
afterr outburst C is already low, indicating that the quiescent behaviour in different intervals can
showw enough scatter to conceal a trend of the magnitude observed. A similar trend of declining
ultraviolett flux through quiescence has been reported for WX Hydri (Hassall, Pringle & Verbunt
1985)) from a prolonged set of observations obtained in similar fashion to those discussed here. It
seemss likely that the detection of such trends requires a prolonged set of observations through a
particularr quiescent interval, and that because of the inherent scatter the usefulness of archival
dataa taken in various quiescent intervals in the detection of such trends is limited.
Thee EXO SAT data provide good coverage of all three quiescent intervals, and it is evident that
thee 3000-Lexan flux decreases throughout each interval (Paper V, fig. 1). This can be seen in
moree detail in Paper V, fig. 2(a), where the data later than 4 days post-outburst show a decrease in
thee X-ray flux. The scatter in the data is due to the different rate of decrease for each quiescent
interval.. The 3000-Lexan flux decreases between 4 and 14 days post-outburst by a factor of 1.2
afterr A and 1.6 after B and C. The Al-Pa flux is only weakly detected so that, although its
behaviourr in the quiescent interval appears to repeat, the determination of a trend is prohibited
byy the statistical uncertainties. The 1-6-keV flux is plotted as a function of interoutburst phase in
Paperr V, fig. 3. The separate quiescent intervals show considerable scatter. This scatter may be
due,, besides the large intrinsic uncertainty, to possible flaring activity like that observed in SS Cyg
(e.g.. Ricketts, King & Raine 1979). A linear fit to these dataa shows a decrease in the hard X-ray
fluxx by a factor of 1.6 after interoutburst phase 0.16.
5 . 22 THE ORBITAL VARIATIONS

Ass we have seen (Paper II, fig. 1) the orbital hump in the quiescent light curve is very prominent
withh a maximum variation of 0.37 mag occurring in the B band. If we obtain the flux of the hump
alonee at each of the five Walraven wavelengths by subtracting the underlying (i.e. minimum) flux,
wee obtain four colours which are consistent with a colour temperature for the hump of
..
Additionall information can be obtained from the marginally significant result (Paper III) for
thee ultraviolet flux differences between two adjacent half-orbital cycles. The WE data indicate
thatt the hump is not a strong contributor at those wavelengths (see also Wu & Panek 1982). By
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consideringg flux ratios between the short-wave WE, the long-wave WE and visual portions of the
spectrum,, in particular for the data of 1984 September 13, we can estimate the temperature of the
variouss components (cf. Hassall 1985). We find that the underlying flux roughly matches a
Kuruczz atmosphere of temperature about 16000K, whereas the hump flux matches a lower
temperaturee of about 13 000 K. We note that these temperatures are subject to considerable
uncertaintyy mainly because of the uncertainties in the WE flux calibration for double exposures
andd the lack of simultaneous ultraviolet and optical data, but the overall conclusion that the hump
iss cooler than the main flux contributor is probably correct.

5 . 33 THE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION

Thee optical and WE continuum distribution in quiescence can be roughly represented by
S v ^constant=88 mJy for 7000 A>,4> 1400 A (Paper III, fig. 2;Schwarzenberg-Czernye/a/. 1985)
withh a rapid fall-off at shorter wavelengths. The total flux observed at optical and WE
wavelengthss is F u v = 1 . 7 x l 0 _ 1 0 e r g c m ^ 2 s " i , of which about half comes from optical
wavelengths.. We note that, although the system is too faint in quiescence to be seen by Voyager,
wee would expect from the WE spectrum that the Voyager wavelength range would contribute
littlee to the total flux.
Thee dominant X-ray flux observed during quiescence comes from a hot plasma with
kT>5kT>5 keV. No upper limit to the temperature could be determined from these data. The actual
fluxx observed in the 1-6-keV spectral region is about 1//Jy. If the emitting plasma has a
temperaturee of 108K (Zc7=10keV), the total emitted flux would correspond to
F x = 1 . 5 x l 0 ~ u e r g c m ~ 2 s _ 1 .. Thus in quiescence Fx/^uv^O.l. A higher temperature for the
X-ray-emittingg plasma would increase this fraction. However, even at 109K we have
^x/^uv=0-3.. Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that in quiescence the bulk of the radiation is
emittedd at the observable WE wavelengths.

5 . 44 THE ORIGIN OF THE ULTRAVIOLET FLUX

Ass discussed in Paper III it has been suggested that the white dwarf contributes significantly to the
quiescentt flux in VW Hyi. In order to investigate this we use the relation between the flux fv
receivedd at Earth and the flux Hv emitted by one unit surface element of a radiating body with
radiuss R at distance d:
ƒ > ( - ))

4JTHV~684Q(

\d/\d/

R

) (—^—)

V 7.2x10 s cm / VlOOpc/

Hvm)y.

(1)
w

HHvv is related to the effective temperature Teff through
4^r|| Hvdv=aTiff.
Jo o

(2)

Noo model fluxes have been published so far for models with normal abundances and high gravity
(logg=8).. However, comparison of the normal-abundance models at logg values of 4.5 or 5
(Kuruczz 1979) with pure hydrogen models at logg=8 (Wesemael et al. 1980) with the same
effectivee temperature show only relatively small differences (less than 10 per cent at 1525 A).
Thuss the flux at this wavelength for a model with normal abundance at logg=8 can be
approximatedd with either normal-abundance models at logg values of 4.5 or 5 or with pure
hydrogenn models at logg=8 to this accuracy.
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Figuree 3. Comparison of a quiescent spectrum of VW Hyi with stellar atmosphere model spectra. We combine SWP
109111 and LWR 9594 (obtained on 1980 December 28, the lowest quiescence fluxes observed so far) with the
Walravenn VBLUW measurements during orbital minimum (see Paper II. fig. 3). The model spectra have been
normalizedd to fit the observed flux around 1500 A. For the Wesemael el al. (1980) pure hydrogen model with
T=20T=20 000 K and log g=8.0(D) this implies R«2x (7.2xl08cm)x(d/100pc) (see equation 1). For the Kuruczf 1979)
modell with 7= 12 000 K. and logg=4.5 (x) it implies /?=6x(7.2xl0 8 cm)x(d/100pc).

Withh equation (1) and the Wesemael et al. model fluxes we find that the white dwarf must have
r ef f>200000 K to account for the ultraviolet flux. The marked turnover at X < 1400 A indicates that
thee temperature is not higher than 20 000 K (cf. Mateo & Szkody 1984), i.e. much lower than the
valuee of 32 000 K given by Smak (1984b). A white dwarf with Teff=20 000 K can account for up to
aboutt 90 per cent of the observed flux between 1200 and 8000 A (Fig. 3). The fit is poor near
Lymann a (1230 A<i<1250 A) but might be improved by the inclusion of heavy elements in the
modell atmosphere.
Thee turnover around 1400 A can also be explained using a low-temperature (T= 12 000) Kurucz
atmospheree model. A disc at this temperature and with radius i\>5x(7.2xl0 8 cm)(d/100pc)
describess the ultraviolet spectrum well but predicts an optical flux of more than twice that
observedd (Fig. 3). However, firm conclusions cannot really be drawn until the relevant
(high-gravity,, solar abundance) atmosphere models are available.
5.55 THE ORIGIN OF THE X-RAY FLUX

Sincee the quiescent X-ray flux originates from plasma with temperature 7">5xl0 7 K and since
thiss is close to the free-fall temperature on to a white dwarf, we expect the X-ray flux to be coming
fromm deep in the white dwarf's potential well and to be due to accretion. The flux might perhaps
comee from an optically thin boundary layer which operates at low accretion rates (Pringle &
Savonijee 1979) or from an X-ray emitting corona out of the plane of the disc (Icke 1976).
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Wee have discussed above (Section 5.4) the two main possibilities for the origin of the buik of the
quiescentt flux: either it comes from thermal energy stored in a hot white dwarf or it comes from
continuedd accretion. A combination of these two might also be possible. In the former case the
decreasee in the ultraviolet flux observed during quiescence would be due to a cooling of the white
dwarf.. Since the cooling time is so short, we would have to argue that the depth to which the heat
hadd penetrated was small or, in other words, that the white dwarf is intrinsically cool but that
areass of it had been heated briefly by the previous outburst. In the latter case the observed
ultraviolett decrease would be due to a decrease in the accretion rate on to the white dwarf. Since
thee X-ray flux must be due to accretion, the decrease in the X-ray flux, which is the same size and
onn the same time-scale as the decrease in the ultraviolet flux, is probably due to a corresponding
decreasee in the accretion rate. A further tie between the ultraviolet and X-ray fluxes is provided
byy the Civ A1550 emission line. This line is emitted by plasma with a temperature around 105 K,
whichh is probably heated by irradiation from the X-ray source (Drew & Verbunt 1985). The
equivalentt width of the C rv line stays constant through quiescence (Paper III), indicating that it
partakess in the general flux decrease. The simplest picture then is one in which the total quiescent
fluxx (X-ray and ultraviolet) is due to accretion and the decrease of some 30 per cent observed
duringg quiescence is due to a similar decrease in the accretion rate on to the white dwarf.
66 Outburst (ordinary)
6.11 RISE

Thee best observed outburst, and the only one for which observations were made of the rise, was
outburstt C which peaked on JD 2445981 or 1984 October 7. The WE spectra taken on the rise are
shownn in Paper III, fig. 2, and the optical photometry in Paper II, fig. 15. These confirm previous
observationss (Hassall etal. 1983; Schwarzenberg-Czerny etal. 1985) that the outburst starts in the
opticall and later progresses to ultraviolet wavelengths. The finding that in this case the spectrum
onn the rise was somewhat steeper than that observed by Schwarzenberg-Czerny et al. implies that
thee progression of the outburst to shorter wavelengths was slightly slower. No Voyager data are
availablee for the rise to these outbursts, but an outburst peaking on 1983 December 8 was covered
inn full (Paper IV, fig. 3). The Voyager observations of this outburst indicate that the rise in the
10500 A flux lags behind the optical rise by about half a day. Gaps in the data (both optical and
Voyager)Voyager) around peak make an exact figure for the amount of delay difficult to assess. However,
thee Voyager findings are in line with those obtained with WE.
Noo X-ray observations were made on the rise to outburst.
6 . 22 PEAK AND DECLINE

Thee observations at ultraviolet (Paper HI) and far-ultraviolet (Paper IV, fig. 3) wavelengths
agreee with earlier findings that the decline through the first magnitude takes about a day and then
acceleratess to a rate of 2-2.5 mag day - 1 at ultraviolet and optical wavelengths. At peak the WE
spectrumm corresponds approximately to Sv=constant==600mJy, a factor of about 70 up on the
quiescentt level. The spectral shape at the short-wavelength end of the WE spectrum at peak
becomess more like that of an early-type B star, suggesting temperatures more than about
255 000 K. The flux observed at peak at optical and WE
wavelengths is
F u v = l . l x l 0 _ 8 e r g c m ^ 2 s _ 1 .. Inclusion of flux observable by Voyager at far-ultraviolet
wavelengthss assumed comparable with that seen in 1983 December would give a total flux
F(AF(A >912 A) about 40 per cent greater than this.
Att X-ray wavelength the ME flux (1-6 keV) drops by at least a factor of 2 but the soft
(3000-Lexann and Al-Pa) flux increases considerably. The slope of the correlation between the V
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magnitudee and soft flux (Paper V, fig. 4) implies that the initial soft X-ray decline takes place at
aboutt twice the rate seen at longer wavelengths. Because of this it is not clear that the peak soft
X-rayy flux has been observed. The observation made soonest after outburst peak was for outburst
CC and at that time the derivative of the X-ray flux was small, perhaps indicating that the flux was
closee to maximum. The 3000-Lexan and Al-Pa fluxes were at levels of about four times and about
700 times their respective quiescent values. During decline both these fluxes drop by a factor of
aboutt 100 so that towards the end of decline the 3000-Lexan flux is about a factor of 25 below the
quiescentt level. It is at about this time that the ME flux recovers to its quiescent value. It is
difficultt to assess the total flux of radiation emitted in outburst because of the fact that the
EXOSAEXOSA T fluxes are consistent with temperatures of the emitting regions of a few times 105 K. At
thesee temperatures most of the flux is emitted at energies too low for EXOSAT to detect.
Furthermore,, interstellar absorption can play a significant role in diminishing the number of soft
photonss which are detected. A lower limit to the X-ray flux can be obtained by assuming that all
thee photons detected had energy corresponding to the energy-weighted peak of the filter
sensitivityy function. For the peak flux of 0.7 counts s _ 1 observed with the Al-Pa filter this gives
Fx > l-2xl0~ 1 0 ergcm _ 2 s _ 1 .. Theoretically we can expect the boundary layer to emit up to as
muchh flux as the accretion disc. If so a bolometric correction factor of about 100 is needed if the
fluxflux at wavelength A < 1050 A is to be comparable with that detected in the ultraviolet and optical.
Thiss possibility cannot be ruled out.
6 . 33 ENERGETICS

Withh the caveats of the previous section in mind we are now in a position to compare the total
energyy £ 0 B emitted in an outburst with the energy £ Q emitted in quiescence, at least during the
periodd of our observations. For the outbursts seen here we estimate £ O B ( 1 2 0 0 k<A <8000 A)=
1.4xl0" 3 ergcm~ 2 .. This figure is in agreement with the flux from the outburst of 1982 January
reportedd by Schwarzenberg-Czerny et al. (1985). The underlying quiescent flux in the same
wavelengthh band is 0.22xl0 - 3 ergcm~ 2 . These give a model- and (almost) reddeningindependentt estimate of E0B/EQ
of about 6.5. If our estimate of the outburst flux in the far
ultraviolett is correct, this should be increased to £ O B /£ Q s =9 and would be increased still further if
anyy (unseen) X-ray flux in outburst were significant. We note that these values are slightly larger
thann the value of about 5 found by Warner (1976) on the basis of optical measurements alone.

77 Superoutburst
Ourr main finding with regard to the VW Hydri superoutburst we observed in 1984
October-Novemberr was that, although at optical wavelengths it appears as a normal
superoutburst,, it is clear from the WE and especially from the Voyager far-ultraviolet (Paper IV)
observationss that the superoutburst consists of a precursor, which resembles an ordinary
outburst,, followed by a brighter and longer main outburst. In Fig. 4 we plot the far-ultraviolet and
opticall light curves together with an indication of the relative phasing of our other data points.

7 . 11 PRECURSOR (DAYS 95.0-98.0) AND RISE TO PEAK (DAYS 98.0-99.0)

Ass can be seen from Paper IV, fig. 4, which shows a scaled ordinary-outburst light curve
superposedd on the precursor, at 1050 A the precursor fully resembles a normal outburst until
aboutt 1 day post peak when the flux has fallen by about a magnitude. The WE spectrum obtained
att the precursor peak (1984 October 23; Paper III, fig. 2) is essentially identical with that obtained
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Figuree 4. Comparison of the visual and far-ultraviolet light curves of the start of superoutburst of VW Hyi. The
opticall fluxes are calculated from magnitude estimates provided by the VSS RAS NZ. The far-ultraviolet fluxes are
takenn from the Voyager observations (Paper IV. table 3). Approximate times for the South African Astronomical
Observatory,, WE and EXOSAT observations are indicated.

att the peak of the previous outburst (1984 October 7; Paper III, fig. 3). The IUE and Voyager data
forr this day are shown in Fig. 5 and confirm our impression that the continuum distribution at the
short-wavelengthh end is dominated by material emitting at temperatures in excess of 25 000 K.
Twoo X-ray observations were made during the precursor decline, and these were
indistinguishablee from those made during the same stages of decline from ordinary outbursts.
Att optical wavelengths, however, the presence of a precursor is by no means evident. As is
foundd for a normal outburst the optical flux reaches its initial peak about half a day before the
ultraviolett does. However, the optical light curve shows only a hint of a slight decline from the
initiall peak (by not more than 0.4mag), and then rises rather erratically towards the main
outburstt peak. The link between the two ends of the spectrum is provided by the IUE
observationss (ultraviolet spectra and accompanying FES measurements). The FES measurementss taken over the first 4 days of the superoutburst increase monotonically as do the fluxes at
i>2000A.. However, the SWP spectra taken on 1984 October 24 just after the start of the
secondaryy rise in the far-ultraviolet lie below that taken 1 day earlier at the peak of the precursor
(Fig.. 5). The drop is a factor of about 2 at 1300 A and less at longer wavelengths.
7.22 MAIN PEAK AND DECLINE

Afterr reaching a maximum brightness of mv~8.5 mag, the optical flux remained just below this
levell for several days, remained above mv=9.5 for a week and declined by a further half
magnitudee over the next 3 days. It then declined rapidly to quiescence within 2 days just as in the
declinee stage of a normal outburst. In Fig. 5 we plot the simultaneous IUE and Voyager spectra
takenn during this period, and it is clear that the far-ultraviolet and ultraviolet fluxes follow the
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Figuree 5. Combined Voyager and WE short-wavelength spectra obtained during the rise and maximum of
superoutburst.. The data shown are (see Paper III, table 1, and Paper IV, table 3) Voy 5997.179+SWP 24276
(Octoberr 23), Voy 5998.305+SWP 24284 (October 24), Voy 5999.289+SWP 24293 (October 25), Voy
6000.519+SWPP 24303 (October 26) and Voy 6005.688+SWP 24361 (October 31). Points with/l«1176 A are from
Voyager.Voyager. The SWP spectra (AS1200A) are binned in 5-A bins.

samee trend. The correlation between soft X-ray flux and visual magnitude found for normal
outburstss also applies here. In Fig. 6 we plot the far-ultraviolet and visual fluxes on a linear (rather
thann magnitude) scale. It is evident from this diagram that from the peak of the superoutburst to
thee rapid decline that marks its end the flux at far-ultraviolet and visual wavelengths is declining in
aa linear fashion and that most of the decline in linear terms takes place during this interval. These
factss are not immediately apparent from the logarithmic plots.
Superhumpss were seen in the optical (on the first day of optical observations) during the final
risee to peak (day 98.5) with an amplitude of 0.35 mag, and were seen at decreasing amplitude until
thee end of the optical observing runs (day 108.5). We cannot therefore comment on the presence
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Figuree 6. Comparison of the visual ( + ) and far-ultraviolet ( V ) light curves of the superoutburst of VW Hyi. The flux
iss plotted on a linear scale to show that most of the decline occurs during what appears in logarithmic plots as the
prolongedd 'maximum' (see Fig. 2).

off superhumps during the precursor. We note, however, that since the peak amplitude of the
superhumpss is comparable (in magnitudes) with that of the orbital hump seen in quiescence the
intensityy of the superhumps must be up to about 130 times those of orbital humps. Similar
commentss to those made for the orbital hump light source (Section 5.2) apply to the superhump
lightt source. By similar reasoning we come to the same tentative conclusion that the disc light as a
wholee is hotter than the light giving rise to the superhump modulation.
7 . 33 ENERGETICS

Ass for normal outbursts the fraction of energy emitted shortward of the Lyman limit is uncertain.
Thee peak fluxes in the optical, ultraviolet and far-ultraviolet are all about twice those seen in
normall outburst and so (for the optical and ultraviolet) are about 140 times their quiescent values.
However,, the Al-Pa and 3000-Lexan fluxes reach respectively at least 400 times and at least 30
timess their quiescent values. It is not clear whether this is a real effect or is due to chance sampling
(itt is easier to catch a superoutburst at peak than a normal outburst), but it does strengthen the
possibilityy that the soft X-rays and extreme-ultraviolet flux (400-912 A) are important
contributorss to the bolometric luminosity in superoutburst (and even in outburst).
Wee can estimate the total energy emitted during the £ S OB- We find that £ SOB (1200 k<X
<8000A=1.25xlO _ 2 ergcm~ 22 and that including the Voyager data gives £ S O B ( 9 1 2 A < / 1
<8000A)~1.61xl0~ 2 ergcirT 2 .. Therefore we find, taking account of the flux emitted longward
off the Lyman limit, that £ S O B / £ O B ~ 9 - Since at the time of observation outbursts occurred once
everyy 16 days whereas the mean superoutburst period is about 180 days, the ratio of the
time-averagedd superoutburst energy (S S OB) to the time-averaged outburst energy ( £ 0 B > is
approximatelyy ( £ S O B ) / ( £OB >=0.8. This compares well with Warner's (1976) estimates from the
opticall data of <£ S O B )/<E O B )=0.7 for VWHydri, with most dwarf novae lying in the range
0.6-1.0. .
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8.. Implications for the outburst mechanism(s)
8 . 11 ORDINARY OUTBURSTS

Wee remarked in Section 2 that a universal prediction of disc-instability models is that accretion
fluxesfluxes should increase in quiescence, whereas the opposite is the case for the mass-transfer
instability.. We argued that the X-ray flux F x seen in quiescence must be due to accretion and
notedd that it decreases through the quiescent interval. The same trend is shown by the flux F u v
longwardd of 1200 A. We have remarked that the simplest explanation for this is that the F u v flux
iss also due to accretion and that these observations imply a slow decrease in accretion rate on to
thee white dwarf through quiescence, contradicting the prediction of the disc-instability model.
However,, this simple interpretation is not the only possibility and is not without its problems. If
wee make the obvious interpretation that the ultraviolet flux is due to an accretion disc and the
X-rayy flux is due to a boundary layer, we must account for the ratio FX/FJJV^O- 1- For a steady
statee disc (or one which is effectively steady over the inner region of a few white dwarf radii) we
expectt comparable luminosities from disc and boundary layer, or crudely
FxxFVv.
Onee possibility for circumventing this is if the white dwarf is rotating rapidly and very close to
breakk up. In view of the long-term accretion of high-angular-momentum material by the white
dwarff in these systems this must be viewed as highly likely (Papaloizou & Pringle 1978). A second
possibility,, which owing to our limited understanding cannot be ruled out, is that most of the
boundary-layerr flux is thermalized and that F u v is indeed a good representation of the accretion
rate.. A third (ad hoc) possibility is that there is a larger amount of flux comparable with F u v
emittedd in the unobservable wavelength region 300A<A<912 A.
Iff F u v is not a good measure of the accretion flux in quiescence, the obvious interpretation is
thatt it is mostly due to the white dwarf. We can then argue that the secular decrease in Fuv
throughh quiescence is due to a cooling of the white dwarf. More precisely, some of the accretion
energyy released during the outburst can be supposed to heat up the outer layers of the white
dwarf,, which then cool after outburst. A possible objection to this is that, since the processes
transferringg heat into and out of the white dwarf are presumably the same, we would expect the
coolingg to occur on the same time-scale as the heating, i.e. a couple of days. Theoretical
calculationss of these processes are required to determine whether the longer time-scale over
whichh the decrease in F u v takes place is indeed a problem. In any case we expect the cooling
time-scalee to be less than (or of the order of) the interoutburstt interval, or otherwise a long-term
secularr heating of the white dwarf would occur. This implies that only about 30 per cent of the
quiescentt flux is due to the re-emergence of outburst energy or, since EOB/EQ=9, that only about
33 per cent of the outburst energy is absorbed to re-emerge over the quiescent interval. Theoretical
calculationss are also required here. However, even if F u v is not a good measure of the quiescent
accretionn flux, the presence of a hard X-ray flux and its decrease through quiescence must still be
accountedd for. For example, we could argue, not implausibly, that F x and M are anticorrelated.
Onn more general grounds we might expect that, since outbursts repeat well with regard to
durationn and magnitude, the amount of energy absorbed by the white dwarf and so the decline in
F u vv through quiescence would repeat well from cycle to cycle. This appears not to be the case,
andd individual cycles show considerable scatter in the decline behaviour of F u v - We remark that
onn theoretical grounds it is easier to produce a variation in accretion rate than a variation in the
coolingg time-scale of a white dwarf. Furthermore, since superoutbursts are brighter and last
longerr than ordinary outbursts ( F S O B / £ O B ~ 9 ) , we might expect a correspondingly large and
slowerr decrease in F u v after a superoutburst if heating of the white dwarf or its outer layer is
relevant.. Better coverage of the behaviour of a quiescent interval following a superoutburst is
requiredd to test this.
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AA further discriminator is the ratio EOB/EQ which we have found to be about 9. The fraction of
availablee accretion energy which is released by matter falling on to the outer disc is approximately
^wD/^disc^OOSS (here # disc =s3xl0 ,0 cm is the outer disc edge and # W D =10 9 cm is the white
dwarff radius). The disc-instability picture in which matter accumulates at the outer disc radius
duringg quiescence and falls on to the white dwarf during outburst would predict
^OB/^o^^disc/^WDD if all the energy received is due to accretion. We see therefore that, for
thesee reasons also, the disc-instability picture demands that the bulk of the quiescent flux (more
thann 70 per cent) is due to a bright white dwarf and not to accretion. A lower limit on the amount
off quiescent flux due to accretion is given by the amount of flux emitted in the bright spot (i.e. in
thee orbital hump), which is about (0.05-0.1) £ Q .
Too within the uncertainties this is consistent with the accretion of all the mass transfer on to the
brightt spot by the white dwarf during quiescence (if Fuv is due to accretion) or with the accretion
off none of it (if F u v is due to a bright white dwarf). Thus a crucial test to be made is to determine
thee source of the ultraviolet flux in quiescence. One important observation would be to measure
thee time variability of the source at ultraviolet wavelengths. There are indications (Paper V) that
thee hard X-ray flux does show strong variability. If the ultraviolet and far-ultraviolet fluxes show
similar,, and perhaps correlated, short-time-scale variability, the case for the quiescent flux's
beingg due to accretion would be strong.
8 . 22

SUPEROUTBURSTS

Thee discovery of the existence of a precursor in the superoutburst in which the optical data show
noo real evidence of one gives support to the ideas of Bateson (1977) and Marino & Walker (1979)
thatt all superoutbursts in VWHydri are preceded, and perhaps triggered, by an ordinary
outburst. .
Itt is already evident, however, that such a triggering mechanism is not straightforward. For
example,, the idea (e.g. Osaki 1985) that the radiation from the precursor is capable of stimulating
masss transfer at a self-sustaining rate is inadequate since the bolometric flux in this precursor
appearss no different from the flux we observe in the previous outburst or in other outbursts
observedd by us. Our observations do not conform to Smak's (1986) statistical categorization of
supee rout bursts: the lengths of the preceding quiesce nt intervals were less than 23 days, indicating
hiss supercycle type S, but the strength of the last outburst before superoutburst was not weaker
thann the others. Statistical work on outbursts and quiescent intervals of VW Hyi has also been
carriedd out by van der Woerd & van Paradijs (1987). They agree with Smak that the energy
emittedd in a normal outburst is positively correlated with the length of the preceding quiescence
interval,, and argue further that relative to this correlation the outbursts become stronger as
superoutburstt approaches. Our observations show no evidence of this and indeed contradict it to
somee extent, but given the scatter in the correlations this is not particularly surprising. This does,
however,, underline our conclusion that there is no clear-cut signal in the outburst or quiescent
behaviourr of VW Hydri that a superoutburst is imminent. Furthermore, the behaviour of the
superoutburstt precursor at far-ultraviolet and X-ray wavelengths is indistinguishable from that of
ann ordinary outburst until well past peak.
Marinoo & Walker (1979) have argued that the variety of superoutburst light curves is caused by
aa variation in the length of time between the occurrence of the precursor normal outburst and the
onsett of the main outburst. They show that in some superoutbursts the delay in the optical can be
severall days, so that the optical flux has returned almost to quiescence before the main outburst
starts.. Thus, whereas for the superoutburst we observe it is not evident that the UV flux has
peakedd before the superoutburst starts at optical wavelengths (and all the more so for
superoutburstt light curves S1-S5 for which the optical hesitation after reaching the initial peak is
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evenn shorter), for other superoutbursts the ultraviolet flux has probably declined almost entirely
beforee the superoutburst starts. Thus any model for the superoutbursts must account not only for
thee clock mechanism which decides the interval between superoutbursts but also for the
time-scalee and variable length of delay between the precursor and the main outburst. Any general
modelmodel for the outbursts should also account for the fact that the ratio <£ S OB)/<£OB> is of order
unity. .
99 Conclusions
Ourr stated aim in undertaking this series of observations was to shed light on the outburst
mechanism(s)) in VW Hydri.
Ass far as the ordinary outbursts are concerned we have discussed two self-consistent ways of
interpretingg the data. First we can assume that all or most of the matter transferred in quiescence
iss accreted by the white dwarf, and therefore that the outbursts are due to bursts of mass transfer.
Thee bulk of the quiescent flux is then ascribed to accretion, and its secular decrease to a slow
adjustmentt of the accretion disc to a smaller mass input rate. Alternatively we can assume that all
orr most of the matter transferred in quiescence is accumulated in the accretion disc and deposited
onn the white dwarf by a disc instability during outburst. In this case we must ascribe the flux seen
inn quiescence to a luminous white dwarf and argue that the decrease of flux is due to a cooling of
thosee parts of the white dwarf which were heated during outburst. Apart from theoretical
modelling,, we have suggested that ultraviolet high-speed photometry would shed light on the
naturee of the ultraviolet flux and that the extra heating of the white dwarf, which presumably
occurss during superoutburst, should be looked for by ultraviolet observations during the
quiescentt interval following superoutburst.
Ass far as the superoutbursts are concerned we have strengthened the suggestion of Bateson
(1977)) and Marino & Walker (1979) that all superoutbursts are triggered by an ordinary outburst
andd have shown that the ordinary outburst concerned appears to be very ordinary. A better idea
off the implications of this finding will be obtained by undertaking calculations of the spectral
developmentt of combined disc evolution and variable mass transfer of the kind made by Pringle et
al.al. (1986) for the ordinary outbursts of VW Hydri. It is already clear, however, that none of the
superoutburstt mechanisms proposed so far is adequate to explain the range of behaviour which is
observed. .
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Summary.. In this paper we present results of five-colour photometric
observationss (Walraven system) of VWHyi, made between 1984 July and
November,, as part of a long-term multiwavelength study of this dwarf nova. The
averagee orbital light and colour curves during quiescence are accurately defined.
Apartt from a slow decay following outburst during the first quarter of a quiescent
interval,, neither the average brightness nor the maximum and minimum
brightnesss show a significant secular trend between outbursts. The 3<rupper limits
too a secular change in average brightness during the last three-quarters of a
quiescentt interval range between 0.16 and 0.20 mag in the five passbands. There is
noo strong evidence for a secular change in the shape of the orbital light curve
(amplitudee and width of the hump) through the quiescent intervals between
outbursts.. Between outbursts the colour behaviour of VW Hyi shows a significant
variation.. The system is substantially bluer just after outburst in the B-U colour,
byy about 0.09 mag. The shape of the orbital B-U and U-W colour curves change
throughh the last three-quarters of a quiescent interval. In this part of quiescence
thee amplitude of the B-U colour curve decreases by
2 mag, and that of
thee U-W colour curve increases by
. Over the wavelength range
coveredd by our photometry the onset of normal outbursts is progressively delayed
towardss shorter wavelengths. The corresponding change in the spectral energy
distributionn during the rise of normal outbursts fits the behaviour observed with
thee International Ultraviolet Explorer.
11 Introduction
Ass part of a multiwavelength observing campaign, comprising X-ray, ultraviolet and optical
observationss [Pringle et al. 1987 (Paper I); Verbunt et al. 1987 (Paper III); Polidan & Holberg
19877 (Paper IV); van der Woerd & Heise 1987 (Paper V)], we have made five-colour optical
** Based on observations made al the European Southern Observatory, La Silla. Chile.
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observationss of the dwarf nova VW Hyi. covering a time interval of about 4 months. The average
(orbital)) optical properties of VWHyi during quiescence, its long-term variations and its
behaviourr during outbursts are dealt with in this paper. The observations are described in Section
2.2. Ephemerides for the quiescent orbital light curves and for the superhump light curves
(observedd during a superoutburst) are given in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss the average
orbitall light and colour curves of VWHyi during quiescence. A search for possible long-term
trendss in the light and colour curves during quiescent intervals between dwarf nova outbursts is
describedd in Section 5. Five outbursts occurred during the period of our observations. The
behaviourr of VW Hyi during these outbursts is described in Section 6. In Section 7 we summarize
thee results of our observations.
22 Observations
Wee observed VW Hyi during 42 nights between 1984 July 19 and November 4 using the Walraven
photometerr on the 90-cm light collector at the European Southern Observatory (ESO). The
Walravenn photometer provides simultaneous measurements of the stellar brightness in five
passbands,, designated V.B.L,U and IV, with central wavelengths between about 3250 and about
54000 A (Rijf, Tinbergen & Walraven 1969; Lub & Pel 1977; see also Table 3). A summary of the
observationss is given in Table 1. During the time interval covered by our observations five
outburstss took place, the last of which is a superoutburst. An overall view of the behaviour of
VWW Hyi during the period of our observation is shown in Paper I. fig. 1.
Alll observations were made through a 16.5arcsec diaphragm with an integration time of 16s.
Ass the time of an observation we used the midtime of a 16-s integration, to which a heliocentric
correctionn was applied. During 36 nights the source was observed for at least 30 min. The
observationss were made quasi-continuously during stretches of about 30 min, with interruptions
off a few seconds for data readout and transfer to tape. Approximately every 30min the
observationss of VW Hyi were interrupted for measurement of two local comparison stars (CPD
-7P2500 and CPD -71°252) and the sky brightness. In addition, occasional checks of the guiding
off the telescope were made.
Thee Walraven photometer has approximately equal sensitivity in the V, B and U bands, and is
lesss sensitive to the L and W bands by factors of approximately 2 and 3 respectively. From the
observedd signals of VW Hyi, using the error analysis of the Walraven system (Lub & Pel 1985,
privatee communication), we estimated that for average observing conditions the accuracy of a
singlee measurement of the brightness of VW Hyi is about 4 per cent in the V. B and U bands,
aboutt 6 per cent in the L band and about 8 per cent in the W band.
Onn 16 nights a sufficient number of Walraven standard stars were observed to tie the
comparisonn stars into the Walraven photometric system. The results of this comparison with
Walravenn standard stars show that the relative brightness of the two comparison stars is constant
too within the observational accuracy.
Thee observations of VW Hyi were reduced differentially with respect to CPD -71°252, i.e. all
raww data were transformed into ratios of (sky-corrected) intensities of VWHyi relative to the
comparisonn star. The sky brightness and comparison star data were interpolated linearly between
theirr times of measurement. This interpolation was satisfactory, except for data obtained during
periodss of Moon rise and Moon set; such data were not used in the further analysis.
Byy using the absolute flux calibration of the Walraven photometric system (Lub & Pel 1985,
privatee communication) and the observations of the comparison stars we can compare the
opticall data of VWHyi directly with the ultraviolet spectrophotometric data (see Paper III).
Wee present our results in terms of logF,,, where Fv is the flux in milliJansky (1 mJy=10 _2b erg
cnTVHz-1)..
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Tablee 1. Summary of observations of VW Hyi.
d a t ee
(1984))

Julyy 19
20 0
21 1
22 2
24 4
26 6
27 7
28 8
29 9
Augg 04
06 6
07 7
12 2
13 3
15 5
16 6
18 8
28 8
29 9
31 1
Sepp 01
07 7
08 8
12 2
21 1
22 2
23 3
24 4
27 7
30 0
Octt 01
05 5
07 7
08 8
10 0
17 7
30 0
31 1
Novv 01
02 2
03 3
04 4

DT
start

8
8
8
7
8
9
9
7
9
7
6
9
7
5
8
7
8
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
6
3
3
7
2
3
5
4
3
2
2
3
0
1
4
0
1
0

37
8
47
8
27
8
47
7
50
8
15
9
05
9
7
09
9
23
7
29
27
6
17
9
7
16
57
5
15
8
57
7
52
8
55
5
54
5
25
5
44
5
54
5
5
25
4
25
17
6
29
3
3
50
07
7
52
2
07
3
30
5
14
4
53
3
55
2
2
55
17
3
0
59
42
1
4
39
47
0
14
1
56
0

7
7
7
7
0
5
5
9
3
9
7
7
6
7
5
7
2
5
4
5
4
4
5
5
7
9
0
7
2
7
0
4
3
5
5
7
9
2
9
7
4
6

UT
end

9
8
9
9
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
7
8
8
7
6
5
9
5
5
7
8
5
8
7
6
6
5
6
6
5
6

9
39
50
8
9
20
18
9
52
8
17
9
07
9
03
9
9
25
9
06
27
9
19
9
8
53
28
9
21
9
03
9
9
21
39
9
26
9
51
8
53
8
52
7
29
8
29
8
7
33
23
6
45
5
12
9
5
45
11
5
35
7
03
8
23
5
52
8
07
7
57
6
13
6
34
5
33
6
21
6
52
5
10
6

J u l i a n Day
(-2440000)

9
0
0
8
2
7
7
3
5
6
7
9
3
8
1
3
1
9
6
1
3
2
9
9
3
3
5
2
5
1
5
3
3
2
7
7
3
4
3
1
2
0

5900.859-902
5901.866-868
5902.852-889
5903.824-888
5905.868-870
5907.885-887
5908.878-880
5909.798-877
5910.891-892
5914.812-879
5918.769-894
5919.886-888
5924.803-870
5925.748-895
5927.844-890
5928.831-877
5930.869-890
5940.746-902
5941.745-893
5943.726-869
5944.739-870
5950.746-828
5951.725-854
5955.684-854
5964.762-815
5965.645-766
5966.660-740
5967.797-884
5970.619-740
5973.629-716
5974.729-816
5978.676-836
5980.662-724
5981.621-869
5983.622-797
5990.637-790
6003.541-759
6004.570-732
6005.693-773
6006.532-765
6007.551-744
6008.539-757

nuaber of
datapoints

2
8
9
8
0
7
0
7
2
9
4
8
0
5
0
7
0
2
3
9
0
8
4
4
5
6
0
4
0
6
6
6
4
9
7
0
9
2
3
5
4
7

142
4
106
181
4
4
4
166
2
200
368
4
201
270
152
152
76
400
302
408
298
266
404
430
148
352
218
280
366
226
282
470
180
766
314
350
476
380
240
628
476
400

2
4
6
1
4
4
4
6
2
0
8
4
1
0
2
2
6
0
2
8
8
6
4
0
8
2
8
0
6
6
2
0
0
6
4
0
6
0
0
8
6
0

s t a t u * of
the s y s t e a

quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
outburst t
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
outburst t
outburst t
quiescence e
outburst t
outburst t
outburst t
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
quiescence e
outburst t
outburst t
quiescence e
quiescence e
superoutburst
superoutburst
superoutburst
superoutburst
superoutburst
superoutburst

t
t
t
t
t
t

33 Orbital and superhump ephemerides
Wee observed VW Hyi for 28 nights when it was in quiescence. We determined 22 times of
maximumm light from the orbital brightness variations in the five passbands obtained during the
individuall nights (Table 2). In view of the variability of the shape of the orbital light curves (Fig. 1
showss a selection of light curves obtained during individual nights) we decided to determine these
timess by visual inspection of the data plots. We combined these times of maximum light with 73
previouslyy published values (Marino & Walker 1974; Vogt 1974; Warner 1975; Haefner,
Schoembss & Vogt 1979) to derive an updated linear orbital ephemeris:
HJDmax=2440128.02407++
99

0.074271038 E
4

Thiss ephemeris is in agreement with that given by Vogt (1974).

(1)
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Tablee 2. Times ot maximum light
inn the orbital light curve.
Cycle e

HJD-2440000 0

77727 7
77915 5
77968 77968
77969 9
78264 4
78265 5
78278 78278
78304 4
78305 5
78318 8
78319 9
78465 5
78466 6
78666 6
78667 7
78707 7
78722 2
78775 5
78776 6
78843 3
78936 6
78937 7

5900.885 5
5914.485 5
5918.785 5
5918.861 1
5940.772 2
5940.844 4
5941.813 3
5943.742 2
5943.817 7
5944.782 2
5944.860 0
5955.700 0
5955.778 8
5970.632 2
5970.708 8
5973.675 5
5874.790 0
5978.725 5
5978.801 1
5983.777 7
5990.684 4
5990.757 7

Forr six nights VW Hyi was observed when it was slowly declining from the maximum of the
superoutburst.. which started near JD 2445999. The brightness variations of VW Hyi are then
dominatedd by the superhumps, whose profiles show substantial variations as a function of both
timee and wavelength. A detailed discussion of these variations will be given elsewhere (van
Amerongenn et a!., to be published). Times of maximum light in the superhumps could be
determinedd for 12 superhumps. These were combined with the times obtained from photometric
observationss of the same superoutburst made at the South African Astronomical Observatory
(SAAO)) (Paper III). We find that the combined set of times of maximum light is described by the
followingg ephemeris:
HJDmax=2445998.443()++
55

0.07714 E - 3.13x10 * E"
5
1 x 1(1 "

(2)

Thee linear and quadratic terms (Fig. 2) of this ephemeris are in agreement with the values given
byy Haefner et ai (1979).
44 Quiescent orbital light and colour curves
Byy folding our quiescence data with the orbital ephemeris (equation 1) we derived the average
lightt and colour curves of VW Hyi. Possible long-term variations of the average brightness of
VWW Hyi, in combination with a non-uniform sampling over the orbital cycle, could give rise to a
distortionn of the average light curve. We therefore made an iteration of this folding by including
forr each night a zero-point shift relative to the average light curve obtained in the first folding.
Thee results of these iterated foldings (in 30 phase bins) are shown in Figs 3 and 4.
Thee amplitude of the pronounced hump in the average orbital light curves is wavelength
dependentt (Table 3).
Whenn the brightness variations of VW Hyi are normalized to the total amplitude of the light
curve,, the slope of the fast-rising part of the hump [which starts at phase 0.73 in agreement with
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Figuree 1. Sample of quiescent light curves (B band) of VW Hyi observed during three different nights, illustrating the
short-termm (cycle-to-cycle and night-to-night) variability of the orbital humps: log F„ is plotted on the left-hand
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Figuree 2. Variation with the superhump cycle number of the difference O-C (in days) between the observed times of
maximumm light of superhumps during the superoutburst near JD 2446000, and the values calculated for a linear
least-squaress fit. A quadratic variation of O-C is apparent. Results from observatie
tionss made by Warner (Paper III)
andd our own observations are included in this diagram.
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Figuree 3. Average quiescent orbital light curves of VW Hyi, in the five passbands, obtained by folding all data (log F„
inn units of 1 mJy) using the ephemeris given in equation (1) after correcting data from individual nights for zero-point
shiftss in the average brightness. Typical mean errors for the five passbands are indicated.
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Figuree 4. Average quiescent colour curves of VW Hyi obtained by folding all colour data (logarithms of flux ratios)
usingg the ephemeris given in equation (1). Typical mean errors arc indicated.

Vogtt (1974)] is independent of wavelength. The initial decay (up to phase 0.2) is about 20 per cent
slowerr than the rise of the hump; again, this initial decay rate is the same in all passbands when the
brightnesss variations are normalized to the amplitude of the light curve. As a consequence the
shapee and width of the hump [e.g. its full width at half-maximum (FWHM)] are independent of
wavelength.. The final decrease in the hump (between phases of about 0.3 and 0.6) is slower at
longerr wavelengths. This rather delayed final decay towards minimum in the light curve at longer
wavelengthss may be related to the possible presence of an 'interhump' near phase 0.5, which
appearss more pronounced at longer wavelengths (see Fig. 3; cf. Haefner et al. 1979).
Thee colour curves V-B, B-U and B-L (see Fig. 4) show a significant orbital variation, more or
lesss following the orbital brightness variation. At maximum light the system is bluest in V-B, and
reddestt in B-U (and B-L). The amplitudes of the colour variations are 0.041
6 mag in V-B,
gg in B-U and 0.071
g in B-L. The (U-W) index does not show a
significantt orbital modulation. Clearly, the variation in B-U (and B-L) is anticorrelated with
thatt in V-B, which reflects the fact that the light curves have their largest amplitude in the B band
(seee Table 3).

Tablee 3. Orbital light curve amplitudes of VW Hyi in quiescence.
Walraven n
passbandd

XX f~
/,!>

5422
4270
3845
3617
3234

2
0
5
7
4

equivalent
bandwidthh

705
432
214
231
156

5
2
4
1
6

amplitude
In mag

mean
error

0.335 5
0.373 3
0.313 3
0.303 3
0.288 8

0.008 8
0.009 9
0.010 0
0.011 1
0.013 3
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Figuree 5. (a) Two-colour (B-U, V-B) diagram for VW Hyi in quiescence based on the average light and colour
curves.. In order to follow the trajectory of the system during an orbital cycle selected orbital phases have been
indicatedd by numbers inside the frame. Apart from a systematic deviation near orbital phase 0.3 the two colours show
aa rather tight anticorrelation. (b) Colour-magnitude (V, V-B) diagram for VW Hyi in quiescence. During an orbital
cyclee the system follows a loop in this diagram: at the same brightness level, VW Hyi is redder (in V-B) on the rise of
thee orbital hump than during the decay, (c) Colour-magnitude (V, B-U) diagram for VW Hyi in quiescence. During
thee rise part of the orbital hump the system is bluer (in B-U) than during the decay at the same brightness level.
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Theree is evidence for a second feature near phase 0.5 in the B~U curve, which appears even
moree pronounced in the largest-baseline colour V-W. This feature is perhaps related to the
above-mentionedd wavelength-dependent 'interhump'.
Thee colour behaviour is displayed in more detail in Fig. 5. It appears that the (V-B. B-U)
relationn is quite tight, although a significant departure from a unique relation occurs near phase
0.3. .
Thee plots of V-B and B- U versus V show that there is no unique relation between colour and
magnitudee for VWHyi in quiescence. During the rise part of the orbital hump the system is
redderr in V-B and bluer in B-U than during the decay part (at the same level of ^brightness) by
aboutt 0.02 mag.

55 Search for trends in the quiescent light and colour curves between outbursts
Onee of the motivations for the long-term study of VW Hyi was a search for possible trends in the
propertiess of the system between outbursts. This might allow a comparison with eventual,
possiblyy different, predictions of the two main classes of dwarf nova outburst models, i.e. the
mass-transferr instability model (Bath 1975) and the disc-instability model (Meyer &
Meyer-Hofmeisterr 1981, 1982; Faulkner. Lin & Papaloizou 1983: Papaloizou, Faulkner & Lin
1983). .
Inn order to look for long-term trends during quiescence we have chosen to correlate various
propertiess of the system with the 'interoutburst phase' if' defined by
v,=

=

t-t,t-t,•_, •_,

' , - ' ,,

i

wheree /,-.. | and t, ;.«re the times of maximum light in the previous and following outburst
respectively. .
Thee times of outburst maximum have been derived from the observations performed by
memberss of the Variable Star Section of the Royal Astronomical Society of New Zealand
(Batesonn 1985). The adopted times of outburst, including one occurring just prior to the start of
ourr observations, are (JD -2440000) 5899. 5923. 5949.5. 5965, 5981. and 5996.5.
Wee looked for trends in the following quantities: (a) average, minimum and maximum
brightnesss during an orbital cycle and amplitude of the orbital light curve for the five passbands
separately;; (b) slope of the rise and decay parts of the orbital hump and the FWUM of the hump;
(c)) the deviations of the times of maximum light from that expected from the ephemeris (equation
1);; (d) the shape of the orbital light curves; (e) the average colours and shape of the orbital colour
curves. .
Thee brightness of VW Hyi undergoes substantial erratic variations on time-scales less than the
orbitall period, and cycle-to-cycle variations of the hght curve are often observed (cf. Fig. 1). Since
thee number of nights (28) in which the source was observed in quiescence is not very large, and
furthermoree these nights are distributed in different interoutburst intervals, any secular trends
whichh are seen in the behaviour of VW Hyi must therefore be viewed with some caution.
5.11 AVERAGE, MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM FI.UXHS: AMPLITUDE OF THE I.IUHT CURVE

AA good measure of the brightness of VW Hyi (averaged over an orbital cycle) is provided by the
averagee zero-point shift relative to the average orbital light curve (see Section 4). We find no
evidencee for a trend in the average brightness of VW Hyi between outbursts, except for a
decreasee of about 0.5 mag betweer. >/> 4\.! md <y -4)3. This decrease most probably signifies the
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finall decline of the outbursts toward the quiescence level. The 3<7 upper limits to changes in the
averagee flux lie between 0.20 mag (in the V band) and 0.16 mag (Wband). In view of the fact that
itt is not fully clear a priori which part of the interoutburst interval should be considered the final
taill of the previous outburst and which the quiescent interval proper, we have in our search for
furtherr interoutburst trends considered both data selected for (/'>().25 and all quiescence data
(excludingg only data which were very obviously taken during outburst, i.e. I/JSQ.1).
Forr the orbital minimum and maximum fluxes we have taken the mean values during the orbital
phasee intervals 0.53-0.73 and 0.90-0.10 respectively. The variation in the minimum and
maximumm fluxes and in the amplitude (for the B-band light curve) with interoutburst phase is
displayedd in Fig. 6. (The behaviour in this passband is representative for that in the other
passbands.)) As for the average brightness of VW Hyi we find no evidence for a significant trend in
eitherr the orbital maximum or minimum brightness, apart from the decrease (of about 0.5 mag)
justt after outburst.
Thee amplitude of the B-band light curve (see Fig. 6) ranges over an interval of about 0.2 mag
andd shows an upward trend with %<. We have estimated the significance of this trend by calculating
thee correlation coefficients for assumed linear relations between the amplitude and the
interoutburstt phase. For ;/>>0.25 the formal probability that the observed correlation coefficient
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Figuree 6. Variation of (a) the maximum (<p„ rb =().9-0.1). (b) the minimum (0 ol . b =O.53-O.73) and (c) the amplitude of
thee orbital B-band light curve (representative for the other passbands) with the interoutburst phase y. A slow decline
inn the flux is apparent before ^ = 0 . 2 5 , most probably signifying the final decline of the outbursts towards the
quiescencee level.
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(orr larger values) is due to chance coincidence varies between 0.3 and 4.4 per cent for the V, B, L
andd U curves, and is 11 per cent for the W curve. If we include all non-outburst data we find that
thesee probabilities range from less than 0.1 to 1.9 per cent.
5.22 SHAPE OF THE HUMP IN THE ORBITAL LIGHT CURVE

Wee characterize the shape of the orbital hump by the rates of increase and decrease of brightness
duringg its rise and decay, the ratio R of these two quantities and the FWHM of the hump. The rise
andd decay rates of the orbital hump have been obtained from linear approximations to the
brightnesss variations during the rise and decay regions of the orbital hump; in view of the
variationss in the hump profile the time interval over which data were used was selected by visual
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inspection.. In the case where the hump showed a double-peaked profile we took the rise part
fromm the first peak and the decay part from the second peak. The FWHM of the hump was
obtainedd from these linear approximations to the rise and decay regions. The relations between
thee rise and decay rates and y> are shown in Fig. 7 (for the B band).
Apartt from the two high points not long after the outbursts, the rise rate of the hump does not
showw a trend with interoutburst phase. The decay rate and the ratio R of the decay rate to the rise
ratee show some trend with i/>. in the sense that high values occur only for ^'>0.6. However, these
trendss are not significant. The probability that the observed correlation coefficient (for an
assumedd linear relation between the decay rate and y). or a larger value, arises by chance
coincidencee for data with >i> >0.25 is more than 10 per cent. When all interoutburst data are taken
thesee probabilities lie between ah. lut 2 and about 40 per cent (for the five passbands). We find the
samee result for the ratio R with corresponding probabilities in the ranges between about 7 and 30
pett cent and between about 1 and 20 per cent for data with y>0.25 and all non-outburst data
respectively. .
Thee variation in the FWHM of the hump with tjj is shown in Fig. 8 (6-band data). A
least-squaress fit for y>0.25 indicates that this quantity increases with ;/' at a 99.5-99.9 per cent
levell of significance in the V, B, /.and ('hands. No significant trend is found for the W'band. If we
takee all non-outburst data no significant variations in the FWHM are present. In view of the small
numbeii of data poinls between f/'=0.3 and (/>-().6 and the sampling of the data in different
interoutburstt intervals we feel that, although some of the above correlations formally appear
quitee significant, it is premature to conclude that the presence of a long-term trend in the FWHM
off the orbital hump between outbursts has been convincingly established.
5.33 TIME OF MAXIMUM LIGHT

Thee difference O-C between the presently observed times of maximum light and those
calculatedd from the ephemeris (equation 1 ) shows a decreasing trend with interoutburst phase
afterr y;=0.25, i.e. the later is the interoutburst interval the earlier the maxima tend to come (Fig.
9).. Such a trend was also noticed by Haefner el til. (1979).
Fromm the correlation coefficient for an assumed linear relation we find that this trend (for O- C
valuess obtained from our observations only, with (/;>().25) is significant to a 97 per cent level.
However,, if we also include our data obtained at ;/<<().25. the significance of this correlation
disappearss completelv.
Whenn all available O-C values are included the levels of significance of the trend are 95 per
centt (only data with ^>0.25) and 98.3 per cent (all non-outburst data) respectively.
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Itt should be noted, however, that this correlation is strongly influenced by two very high points
andd one very low point near ip=Q.2\ and #>=0.85 respectively. If we omit these points the
significancee level of the correlation drops to about 80 per cent. We conclude that the correlation
off O — C with y> has not been established as yet.

5.44 SHAPE OF THE LIGHT CURVE

Withh the possible exception of the amplitude of the hump, we have found little convincing
evidencee from the above analysis that the orbital light curve of VW Hyi undergoes long-term
changess during the quiescent interval between outbursts. In order to study the light curve in a
moree general way and to make effective use of all data we have made separate linear least-squares
fitss to the variation with y> (between 0.25 and 1.0) in the logarithm of the fluxes of VW Hyi for 10
orbitall phase bins (each 0.1 cycle wide). In Fig. 10 the slopes of these linear relations are plotted
separatelyy for the five channels as a function of orbital phase. The smooth orbital phase behaviour
off the slopes suggests that the overall shape of the light curves may change with y/. The opposite
signss of the slopes near orbital phases 0.0 and 0.5 agree with the evidence discussed above that the
amplitudee of the light curves increases with y>. However, the linear trend in the fluxes is not
significantt for any of the individual orbital phase bins. We conclude that any trend in the shape of
thee light curve is masked by erratic flux variations common to all orbital phases.

5.55 COLOUR VARIATIONS AND THE SHAPE OF THE COLOUR CURVE
Inn order to search for possible secular trends in the colour behaviour of VW Hyi we first corrected
alll individual colour data for the average orbital variation and plotted the average colour residuals
(obtainedd per night) as a function of ifi (combining data for all orbital phase intervals). We find
thatt for none of the colours is there a significant variation between ip=Q.25 and ^ = 1.0. However,
iff we include data with yi<Q.25 we find that VW Hyi is substantially bluer just after outburst than
laterr in the outburst interval, by
4 mag in B - t / ( F i g . 11). No such change is apparent in
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thee other colours. It is likely that this change in colour across the Balmer jump is connected with
thee final decay of the outbursts toward the quiescence level (see Fig. 6).
Thee shape of the orbital colour curves might show a secular trend which is masked in the above
analysiss in which results from all orbital phase intervals are averaged. Therefore. in an analogous
mannerr to the analysis of the light curves described in Section 5.4, we have made linear
least-squaress fits to the variation with y of the colours (flux ratios) for 10 orbital phase intervals of
0.11 cycles each. In Fig. 12 the slopes of these linear fits are plotted versus orbital phase. The
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orbitall phase dependence of the slopes for the B-U and U-W colours suggests that there is a
secularr change in the shape of the orbital colour curve for these colours.
Bothh the average orbital B- U curve and the slopes of the linear fits to the variations with tp for
thee 10 orbital phase intervals are shown in Fig. 13. The change in B-U with tp is inversely
correlatedd with its average value, indicating that the amplitude of the orbital B- U curve decreases
~\~\
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byy
2 mag between if)=0.25 and ip=1.0. Although the average orbital U-W curve shows
noo significant orbital modulation, we similarly find that between ^=0.25 and ^ = 1.0 the
differencee in U-W at orbital maximum and minimum light increases by
.
66 Outbursts: the onset and the evolution of the spectral distribution
Ass mentioned above five outbursts occurred during the period of our observations. The outbursts
whichh occurred near JD 2445923 and 2445949.5 were observed only during the decline;
observationss during both the rise and the decline were made for the outbursts near JD 2445965
andd 2445981.
Ann overview of our observations during these outbursts is shown in Fig. 14. It appears from this
figuree that during both the rise and the initial decay of these outbursts the rate of change of the
fluxess depends on wavelength such that, the shorter the wavelength is, the later is the maximum
off the outburst reached. Assuming that rf(log Fv)/dt varies linearly with time we estimate that the
maximumm in the W band is reached about 8 and 13 h later than that in the Vband for the two
outburstss near JD 2445965 and 2445981 respectively. It also appears that the initial decay in the
outburstt occurs somewhat earlier at the longest wavelengths. However, during later stages of the
decayy rates in the five passbands are indistinguishable, up to about -2.5 mag day" 1 halfway down
thee outburst decline.
AA further illustration of the temporal behaviour of the spectral energy distribution during a
normall outburst is shown in Fig. 15 in which we have combined Walraven and International
UltravioletUltraviolet Explorer (IUE) data (discussed in Paper III) during the rise and the decay, separately,
off the two outbursts near JD 2445965 and 2445981. This figure shows that the progressive delay
towardss shorter wavelengths of the times of onset and maximum of these two outbursts and their
simultaneouss decay at all wavelengths extend over the combined IUE and visual spectral ranges.
Thiss confirms the results of previous IUE observations of VW Hyi and other dwarf novae (Hassall
etal.etal. 1983, 1985; La Dous et al. 1985; Schwarzenberg-Czerny etal. 1985).
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(a))

(b)

Figuree 15. Spectral energy distributions of VW Hyi observed at different stages of the outbursts near JD 2445965 and
24459811 during (a) the rise and (b) the decay separately. The Walraven photometry and IUE data (Paper III) are
combined.. In the figures four Walraven distributions of the outburst near JD 2445965 are added to all the other
distributionss (IUE and Walraven) of the outburst near JD 2445981 (i.e. numbers 3 and 4 in the left figure and
numberss 5 and 6 in the right figure). The numbers indicate a (non-scaled) chronological order. Wavelength is given in
Angstroms. .

77 Conclusions
Thee main results of our long-term five-colour photometry can be summarized as follows.
(i)) The average quiescent orbital light curves in the five passbands are dominated by the orbital
hump,, whose amplitude depends on wavelength showing a maximum in the B band. At the
longestt wavelengths there is some evidence for a small 'interhump'. The shape of the average
orbitall hump in the normalized light curve (rise and decay rate and hump width) is independent of
wavelength. .
(ii)) We have detected significant orbital variations in the V-B, B-U and B-L colours. These
aree mainly connected with the presence of the orbital hump. During the rise part of the hump the
systemm is redder in V-B than it is during the decay part (at the same brightness level), but is bluer
inn B-U.
(iii)) We find no evidence for a secular variation between outbursts in either the average flux or
thee orbital maximum and minimum fluxes, with upper limits to changes in the average flux
(betweenn %p=0.25 and xp -1.0) in the range from 0.2 mag in the Kband to 0.16 mag in the Wband.
(iv)) With the possible exception of the amplitude of the hump we find no evidence for a secular
trendd in the shape of the orbital light curves between outbursts.
(v)) The flux ratio across the Balmer jump (as measured by the B-U colour) changes
significantlyy during a quiescence interval between outbursts. After an outburst (i.e. yj<0.25) the
B-UB-U colour is bluer by
g than it is later in the quiescence interval.
(vi)) There is evidence for a secular change in the shape of the B-U and U-W orbital colour
curvess through quiescence. As these changes gradually follow the average orbital colour (and
light)) curves, this indicates that the amplitudes in the colour curves change. In the B- U curve the
amplitudee decreases by
g from xp=Q.25-1.0. The average U-W curve does not
showw a significant modulation; however, between i/>=0.25-1.0 the difference between U-W at
orbitall maximum and minimum light increases by
5 mag.
(vii)) From our observations during normal outbursts we find that the shorter the wavelength is,
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thee later is the rise of the outburst. This result is in agreement with, and extends to longer
wavelengths,, the results of previous WE observations of VW Hyi and other dwarf novae.
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Introduction

Itt is generally agreed that dwarf-nova outbursts are the result of suddenly
increasedd accretion onto a white dwarf in a low-mass binary system. In
spitee of much observational and theoretical effort the mechanism of this
unstablee accretion has not, as yet, been firmly established.
Thee models for dwarf-nova outbursts can be divided into two groups.
Inn one group it is the mass loss from the companion star that is unstable;
thee outbursts reflect a large increase in the mass loss, which is transferred
inwardd by an otherwise passive accretion disk (mass transfer instability
model).. A particular mechanism for such variations has been proposed
byy Bath (1975), based on the recombination of plasma in the hydrogen
andd helium ionization zones, which can act dynamically to destabilize the
envelopee when the companion's photosphere is sufficiently close to the
innerr Lagrangian point; there is, however, no general agreement that this
mechanismm operates in cataclysmic variables (Gilliland 1985).
Inn the second type of model (disk instability model) the mass transfer
ratee from the secondary into the accretion disk is assumed to be constant;
however,, the inward transfer of this matter through the disk onto the
whitee dwarf is unstable (Osaki 1974; Meyer and Meyer-Hofmeister 1981,
1982).. This instability is caused by the fact that the disk structure can
onlyy be in equilibrium when the rate of mass transfer is either very high
orr very low; no equilibrium exists at intermediate values. When the mass
transferr rate, determined by the secondary, is at this intermediate level,
thee disk makes fast transitions between the two equilibrium states. This
alternationn between relatively brief outbursts (high state) and relatively
longg quiescent intervals between outbursts can be described as cycles on
ann S-shaped curve in a diagram of (locally defined) surface density £
versuss temperature T (equivalently: local mass transfer rate).
Sincee it is difficult to make an unambiguous choice between these
twoo types of models on the basis of observations of outbursts (Pringle,
Verbuntt and Wade 1986; Verbunt 1986) attention has recently turned to
thee quiescent behaviour of dwarf novae.
Accordingg to the mass transfer instability model one expects the brightnesss of the disk in quiescence, on average, to slowly decrease (aftermath
off the previous outburst), or remain steady, since this brightness directly
reflectss the mass transfer rate from the secondary. The disk instability
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modell predicts that in quiescence the disk slowly ascends the lower branch
off the S-curve in the (E-T) diagram, until the upper end of this branch
iss reached, and a rapid transition to the upper branch occurs. Correspondingg to this the flux from the accretion disk is predicted to increase
systematicallyy during the intervals between outbursts. From calculations
off the diffusion of matter through an accretion disk this brightness increasee of the disk through quiescence is found to be typically of the order
off 0.5 to 1.0 magnitude (see e.g. Meyer and Meyer-Hofmeister 1984;
Mineshigee 1986; Duschl and Livio 1988).
Inn view of the above, long-term observations of dwarf novae, during
thee quiescent intervals between outbursts, may assist in understanding
thee outburst mechanism of dwarf novae.
AA long-term coordinated campaign of such observations has been made
off VW Hyi, one of brightest dwarf novae, covering the X-ray, ultraviolet,
andd optical bands of the spectrum (Pringle et al. 1987; van Amerongen
ett al. 1987; Verbunt et al. 1987; Polidan and Holberg 1987; van der
Woerdd and Heise 1987). These observations have shown that during the
quiescentt intervals between outbursts the X-ray and ultraviolet fluxes of
VWW Hyi show a small, but systematic decline; the optical flux does not
changee significantly.
Thee conclusion, based on these observations, that the prediction of
thee disk instability model fails to describe dwarf-nova outbursts, may be
premature,, if a substantial fraction of the quiescent flux (particularly in
thee ultraviolet), originates from the white dwarf; the observed flux decreasee in quiescence could then be caused by cooling of the white dwarf.
Also,, since the detailed shape of the S-curve that describes the accretionn instability in the disk, depends on rather uncertain physics, a more
thoroughh coverage of the parameters describing the disk instability model
wouldd seem to be necessary before this model can definitely be considered
inapplicablee to dwarf nova outbursts.
AA possible way to test the idea that slow cooling of the white dwarf is
importantt in quiescent intervals, is to observe the quiescent behaviour of
aa dwarf nova whose orbital inclination angle is so large that it shows periodicc eclipses of the white dwarf and the accretion disk by the secondary
star.. In principle, the flux contribution from the white dwarf can then
bee determined from the detailed shape of the eclipse profile in the orbital
lightlight curve.
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Ann excellent candidate for such observations is Z Cha. This dwarf nova
off the SU UMa subtype has an orbital period of 107 minutes. It shows
normall outbursts at average intervals of -—80 days, and superoutbursts
everyy ~280 days (Vogt 1980). During quiescence it has an average (outof-eclipse)) visual magnitude Vmean between ~ 15.3 and 15.8; in eclipse its
VV magnitude increases to ~17.3.
Wee started a program of long-term observations of Z Cha in 1986 with
thee aim of investigating the presence of secular trends in the flux of the
variouss components contributing to its optical emission.
Inn this paper we report on results of these observations. The observationss are described in section 2. In section 3 we analyze the light curve
off Z Cha, and derive estimates of the fluxes of the white dwarf and the
accretionn disk. We discuss the inter-outburst variations of these fluxes in
sectionn 4. In section 5 we summarize our conclusions.

22

Observations

ZZ Cha was monitored with the simultaneous five-channel Walraven photometerr (Rijf et al. 1969; Lub and Pel 1977) on the 90 cm telescope at
ESO,, on 14 nights between November 1986 and March 1987 (see Table 1).
Duringg each of these nights the observations were continued for several
hours,, to cover at least one orbital cycle. Typically every half an hour the
measurementss (integration time of 16 seconds) were interrupted for measurementss of sky-background and two nearby comparison stars (stars A
andd B, see Mumford 1971). The centering of the source in the 16.5 arcsec
diaphragmm was regularly checked at shorter time intervals, to ascertain
thatt a faint nearby red star (see Rayne and Wheian 1981) remained in the
diaphragm.. Outbursts peaked on days (JD 2440000+) 6733, 6788, and
6886;; our observations took place during the quiescent intervals between
thesee outbursts. (The last of these outbursts, which occurred in April
1987,, was a superoutburst; during this superoutburst daily observations
weree made. Results of the analysis of the superoutburst data will be
reportedd elsewhere.)
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TableTable 1.
SummarySummary of observations of Z Cha.

date e

JD D

JD D

(-2446000) )
start t
end d
19866 Nov04 4

05
Dec 28
c
19877 Jan02
07
24
25
26
27
28
29
Feb 24
b
28
Mar 05
r

5
8
2
7
4
5
6
7
8
9
4
8
5

738.711
739.707
792.659
797.643
802.678
819.552
820.555
821.556
822.552
823.551
824.552
850.624
854.613
859.612

1
7
9
3
8
2
5
6
2
1
2
4
3
2

738.747
739.841
792.810
797.799
802.838
819.704
820.706
821.704
822.707
823.701
824.702
850.770
854.794
859.775

numberr of
datapointa a

7
1
0
9
8
4
6
4
7
1
2
0
4
5

134
396
452
462
476
434
440
446
460
454
450
66
82
84

4
6
2
2
6
4
0
6
0
4
0
6
2
4
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Analysis and results

Thee data in all five channels have been reduced with respect to the brightestt of the two nearby comparison stars (star B, see above). An absolute
fluxflux calibration (Lub 1986, private communication) of the data was obtainedd from regular observations of standard stars of the Walraven system.
Too connect our results with the detailed quadratic ephemeris of Wood
ett al. (1986) the times of mid-integration have been converted to ephemeris
times,, corrected to the barycenter of the solar system (Astronomical Almanacc 1986). The difference between barycentric and heliocentric times
forr Z Cha is always less than ~1.2 second, due to the high ecliptic latitudee of this source. In Fig. 1 we show the average orbital light curve
(5000 phase bins), obtained by folding of all data in the Walraven V-band
att the orbital period of 1.7879842 hour (Wood et al. 1986).
Basedd on high-speed photometric data Wood et al. (1986) decomposed
thee orbital eclipse light curve of Z Cha into separate contributions from
thee three emission components within the Roche-lobe of the white dwarf,
i.e.. the white dwarf, the accretion disk, and the bright spot on the outside
off the disk. The recent results of Wood (1987) show that this white-dwarf
componentt is not substantially contaminated by e.g. the emission from a
boundaryy layer.
Wee have used the accurate values (Wood et al. 1986) of the orbital
phasess of ingress and egress of white dwarf eclipse (see Fig. 1) to derive
ann update of the orbital ephermis. The phase points of the beginning
andd end of ingress (and egress) of the white dwarf have been inferred in
thee average orbital light curve, from sudden deviations from the gradual
changee before (or after) these phase points. As the mid-ingress and midegresss times we took the times at which the flux, as interpolated between
thee observed ingress and egress data, equals the average of the pre-ingress
(orr egress) and post-ingress (or egress) flux levels. The time of mid-eclipse
wass defined as the mean of these times of mid-ingress and mid-egress of
thee white dwarf. We find for the interval between mid-ingress and midegresss of the white dwarf
4 cycles
9 seconds), which is
consistentt with the value found by Wood et al.
2 cycles).
Wee combined the fiducial arrival time of mid-eclipse of the white dwarf,
ass obtained from our average light curve, with 69 previously published
timess (see Appendix); a least-squares parabolic fit through these times as
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aa function of cycle number (E), yields the following ephemeris:
HJEDjnJd-ecjjpMM

=

2440264.68233(10)) + 0.0744992475(35)£ + 4.78(33) x 10~1ZE2
Thee flux of the white dwarf was estimated by extrapolating the graduall flux changes observed before and after ingress (and egress) of the
whitee dwarf eclipse, to the above described times of mid-ingress (and
mid-egress),, and taking the difference. From a numerical integration of
thee light curve over a phase interval (0.08 cycles long) centered on orbital
phasee 0.87 when the orbital hump appears maximal we obtain an estimate
off ÏD+W+S, the sum of fluxes of the disk, the white dwarf, and the bright
spot.. From the average of similar integrations over phase intervals of 0.05
cycles,, centered on phases 0.155 and 0.595, just after disappearance of the
brightt spot behind the accretion disk and just before reappearance of the
brightt spot half an orbital cycle later we obtain an estimate of the sum of
fluxesfluxes of the disk and the white dwarf (fo+w)- Estimates of the net flux
off the accretion disk and the bright spot were obtained by subtracting fw
fromm ÏD+W, and fo+w from fD+w+s,
respectively.
Thee total flux F between ~ 3400 and 6500 A has been derived by
numericall integration of the monochromatic fluxes over four passbands
(V,, B, L, and U), according to F = £?=i ƒ,- x A,-i/. (This should not
introducee much uncertainty, since the spectral distributions of the white
dwarf,, the disk, and the bright spot are rather flat between ~ 3400 and
65000 A). A summary of the resulting estimates of the fluxes of the white
dwarf,, the accretion disk and the bright spot is given in Table 2. In Fig. 2
wee show the variation of these integrated fluxes with interoutburst phase
rpio,rpio, which is defined by

0.oo =UU-t—r—
— w-i

wheree t,_i and U are the times of maximum light in the previous and
followingg outburst respectively.
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TableTable 8.
FluxesFluxes between ~ $400 and 6500 Ain the dwarf nova Z Cha of (a) the white
dwarf,dwarf, (b) the accretion disk, (c) the bright spot, and (d) the sum of fluxes
ofof the white dwarf and the accretion disk, in units of 10~12 erg/cm2/sec.
(*)(*) Results of single integrations of 188 sec duration, before and after
ingress/egress. ingress/egress.
c y c l ee

interoutburst t
phase e

F

+/-

(a))
869011
869144
869155
876255
876266
876922
876933
877600
877611
879866
879877
880000
880011
880133
880144
880266
880277
880288
880400
880411
880533
880544
884033
884577
885244
885255

0.104
0.122
0.123
0.048
0.049
0.099
0.099
0.150
0.151
0.322
0.323
0.333
0.334
0.343
0.343
0.353
0.353
0.354
0.363
0.364
0.373
0.374
0.639
0.680
0.731
0.732

3.06
3.75
2.47
6.03
5.50
3.46
3.59
3.30
1.95
3.24
3.70
2.33
2.46
2.44
3.28
3.67
3.33
2.56
4.06
3.64
3.66
3.09
3.33

0.21
0.21
0.24
0.18
0.27
0.49
0.24
0.16
0.25
0.20
0.20
0.30
0.21
0.29
0.33
0.27
0.28
0.32
0.37
0.33
0.34
0.23
(*)

(b)

(c)

(d)

3 . 8 3 0.17
3 . 7 4 0.18

1.86 0.16

6 . 8 9 0.11
6.85 0.08

2.17 0 . 1 9

2.68 0.13

7.94 0.09

2 . 9 9 0.28

2.52 0.10

6.52 0.06

2.81 0.16

2.79 0.10

5.43 0.06

2.55 0.17

3 . 8 0 0.14

6.02 0.09

4.25 0 . 2 0

3.67 0.13

6.65 0.09

3.62 0.23

3 . 4 0 0.12

6.48 0.07

3.45 0 . 1 9

3 . 2 5 0.12

6.64 0.08

2 . 1 9 0.26

3 . 2 4 0.14

6.04 0.09

2.71 0 . 2 2

3 . 3 6 0.11

6 . 0 9 0.07

2.18 0.05

3 . 3 9 0.07
3.55 0.12
3.46 0.13

5.51 0.05
6.51 0 . 0 9
6.22 0.10

2.72 0 . 1 0
3.50 (*)
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FigureFigure 2.
TheThe fluxes of the white dwarf, the accretion disk, and the bright spot in
thethe dwarf nova Z Cha against interoutburst phase &<,. The fluxes have
beenbeen integrated between ~ S400 and 6500 A, and are given in units of
10"1JJ erg/cm2/sec.
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Discussion

Fromm Fig. 2 it appears that there is no clear evidence for a long-term
trendd in the fluxes of either the white dwarf or the accretion disk (except
forr the results for one night within 3 days after the previous outburst has
terminated). .
Too quantify this statement we have made least-squares fits of Fw and
thee net flux of the accretion disk, Fp (in units of 10-12ergs /cm2 /sec), as
aa function of ij)io. These fits yield
FFww =

)+

) x rpio

FFDD =

) -

) x V,0

Thee 2a upper limit to the relative decrease of the white flux through
quiescencee is 0.48 magnitudes; for a comparison with the earlier results
forr VW Hyi (van Amerongen et al. 1987) in which only the sum of the
fluxesfluxes from the accretion disk and the white dwarf could be estimated we
mentionn that relative to the (average) sum of the white dwarf flux and
thee accretion disk flux this upper limit is 0.23 mag.
Thee white dwarf flux appears to be higher during one night just after
thee outburst than during the remainder of the interoutburst interval coveredd by our observations. (We have excluded the data for this night in the
above-mentionedd fits.) It is possible that the high value of Fw just after
outburstt is the result of heating of the outer layers of the white dwarf due
too the enhanced accretion during outburst. If the internal temperature
structuree of the white dwarf has reached an equilibrium state (i.e. does
nott change secularly) one would expect the cooling time after an outburst
too be not much larger than the heating time, i.e. the outburst duration
(seee e.g. Pringle 1988).
Thee 2a upper limit to an increase of the disk flux over the whole
interoutburstt interval is 0.45 magnitudes; relative to the sum of the white
dwarff and accretion disk fluxes this upper limit is 0.22 mag.
AA quantity whose variation is directly comparable to that for VW Hyi
iss the sum of the fluxes of the white dwarf and the accretion disk. For
thiss sum we find
FFDD++WW =

) -

) x ^
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correspondingg to a 2a upper limit to an increase of 0.11 mag (over an
interoutburstt interval). This upper limit is similar to that found for VW
Hyi.. (In this least-squares fit the data for JD 2446792 have been excluded.) )
Thee flux of the bright spot increased by about 40% between ipio=0.10
andd ^, o =0.35, and remained approximately constant thereafter. This
increasee may be related to the secular decrease of the radius of the disk
(cf.. the position of the bright spot), as found by O'Donoghue (1986) from
accuratee timing measurements of the eclipse of the bright spot.
Too relate this radius decrease to an expected increase of the flux of
thee bright spot we make the (admittedly crude) assumption that the luminosityy of the bright spot is a constant fraction of the kinetic energy
fluxflux in the stream of matter from the secondary hitting the disk. Then
thee expected flux variation is proportional to the difference in the (dimensionless)) potential Omega (see Kopal 1959) between the inner Lagrangian
pointt and the disk edge. The latter difference depends on the mass ratio
q=A/ 2 /M w dd and the relative radius of the disk.
Fromm the observed value q=0.15 (Wood et al. 1986) and the results
presentedd by O'Donoghue (1986) we infer an expected increase of the
bright-spott flux of ~35 percent, between V'io=0«l and 0, O =O.5, in satisfactoryy agreement with the observed bright-spot flux increase is. In view
off the gaps in the ^io coverage of the variation of the disk radius it is not
possiblee to exclude that between V\0 ~0.3 and V\0 ~0.7 the disk radius
iss constant (as expected, according to the above interpretation, from the
observedd constancy of the bright-spot flux).
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Conclusions

Wee have made Walraven observations of the eclipsing dwarf nova Z Cha,
whichh cover ^ 7 0 percent of a quiescent interval between two outbursts.
Fromm these observations we found that the fluxes of the accretion disk
andd the white dwarf do not vary significantly in quiescence. With respect
too this lack of a secular trend in quiescence Z Cha is similar to VW Hyi.
Thiss result, and earlier results for VW Hyi (van Amerongen et al. 1987)
cann be explained in a natural way by the mass-transfer instability model,
butt not by the disk-instability model for dwarf nova outbursts.
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Appendix x
Timess of mid-eclipse of the white dwarf in the dwarf
novaa Z Cha
Too derive an orbital ephemeris of the eclipsing dwarf nova Z Cha, different
methodss have been used in the past to define the 'times' of the eclipse in
thee binary.
Mumfordd (1971) and Warner (1974) used times of eclipse minima,
butt these times can be affected substantially by the changing azimuthal
positionn of the bright spot on the outside of the accretion disk, which is
eclipsedd later than the white dwarf, and which is still in ingress at eclipse
minimumm (see, e.g., Wood et al. 1986).
Baileyy (1979) alternatively adopted 'as an eclipse timing the center
off the white dwarf eclipse, defined as half-way between the mid-point of
thee white dwarf ingress and the mid-point of the egress'. He reanalysed
Warner'ss (1974) data to obtain an accurate orbital ephemeris, but did
nott incorporate Mumford's (1971) data due their low time resolution.
Cookk and Warner (1981) collected more eclipse data and again reanalysedd the data of Warner (1974) and Bailey (1979). They used as times of
mid-ingresss (and mid-egress) the half-depth positions of the flux with respectt to the flux levels at the contact phases of ingress (and egress); these
contactt phases, when ingress (and egress) start and end, are generally
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markedd by a sudden deviation of the gradual change of the flux before
(orr after) these phases. Alternatively they also calculated the times of
mid-eclipsee from the mean of these four contact phases. The first method
gavee slightly more accurate results than the second one; also the second
methodd gave 'an eclipse center on average 2 s later than the first'. From
thee available eclipse times Cook and Warner (1981) found that the orbital
periodd of Z Cha slowly increased.
Half-depthh mid-ingress (and mid-egress) phases and contact phases of
thee 16 eclipses published by Warner (1974), Bailey (1979), and Cook and
Warnerr (1981), have been published in Cook and Warner (1984, Table
2).. Cook (1985, Table 4) and Wood et al. (1986, Table 3) added 24 and
299 new white dwarf mid-eclipse times, respectively, based on the above
describedd half-depth mid-ingress (and mid-egress) phases. We have added
thee correction to ephemeris time (ET).
Fromm the available half-depth mid-ingress (and mid-egress) phases of
thee previously published eclipses of Z Cha (Cook and Warner 1984, Table
2;; Cook 1985, Table 5) the times of mid-eclipse of the white dwarf have
againn been derived using the ephemeris of Cookk and Warner (1984). These
weree also corrected to E T . Together with our fiducial mid-eclipse time,
andd the times of Wood et al. (1986), these eclipse times are listed in Table
3. .
AA least-squares parabolic fit through these 70 times yields the followingg ephemeris:
H J E D m i d -- edipae —
2440264.68233(10)) + 0.0744992475(35)£ + 4.78(33) X l O " 1 3 ^
Thee residuals of the tabulated times, with respect to the first accurate
linearr ephemeris derived by Bailey (1979), are displayed in Fig. 3.
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TableTable S.
TimingsTimings of mid-eclipse of the white dwarf in the dwarf nova Z Cha.

c y c l ee

HJED
(-2440000))

18736
18737
18750
20398
42938
43259
43260
43287
43367
43368
44438
44439
44452
54640
54653
58777
66419
66594
66621
68898
68899
68925
68940
68966

500484
1660.
.
6
574965
7
1660.
.
543444
0
1661.
.
1784.
.
318201
8
531873
8
3463.
.
3487.
.
446145
9
3487
7
520521
0
532013
7
3489
9
491967
3495
5
7
566530
3495
5
8
280758
3575
5
8
355291
3575
5
9
323752
3576
6
2
322592
4335
5
0
.291124
4336
6
3
.526259
7
4643
3
.850046
9
5212
2
.887476
5225
5
4
.898866
5227
7
1
.533793
5397
7
8
.608289
5397
7
9
.545275
5399
9
5
.662649
5400
0
0
.599751
6
5402
2

cycle

4 68979
5 68994
4 69046
1 69061
3 69062
5 69073
1 69074
3 69086
7 69087
0 69088
8 69101
1 69102
2 69127
2 69128
4 69168
9 69169
6 73691
6 73692
6 73704
3 73705
9 73731
5 73732
9 73755
1

HJED
(-2440000)
568249
5403.
.
9
685691
5404.
.
4
559670
5408.
.
6
677242
5409.
.
1
751656
5409.
.
2
571171
5410
0
3
645614
5410
0
4
539710
5411
1
6
614169
7
5411
1
.688634
8
5411
1
5412
2
.657163
1
5412
2
.731602
2
7
5414
4
.594182
.668715
8
5414
4
5417
7
.648628
8
9
5417
7
.723143
1
5754
4
.608976
.683467
2
5754
4
4
.577539
5755
5
.651993
5
5755
5
5757
7
.588972
1
.663416
2
5757
7
.376912
5759
9
5

cycle

9 73769
1 73771
0 73772
2 73795
6 73796
1 73798
4 73799
0 73800
9 73809
4 73810
3 73812
2 73822
2 73823
5 73825
8 73826
3 73835
6 73838
7 73839
9 73862
3 73863
2 73865
6 73876
2 86901

HJED
(-2440000)
5760.
.
9
419900
1
5760
0
568916
2
5760
0
643404
5
5762
2
356874
6
5762
2
431416
8
5762
2
580377
5762
2
654894
9
729399
0
5762
2
9
5763
3
399885
0
5763
3
474382
.623359
2
5763
3
.368367
2
5764
4
.442871
5764
4
3
.591842
5
5764
4
.666353
6
5764
4
.336907
5
5765
5
.560351
8
5765
5
.634867
9
5765
5
.348340
5767
7
2
.422828
3
5767
7
5
5767
.571841
7
.391309
6
5768
8
1
.744728
6738
8

0
6
4
4
6
7
4
9
5
2
9
7
1
2
3
7
1
7
0
8
1
9
8
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FigureFigure 8.
O-CO-C diagram of the times of mid-eclipse of the white dwarf in the dwarf
novanova Z Cha. Drawn are the parabolic least-squares fit to the observed
eclipseeclipse times and the residuals of these data. Both the fit and the residualsals have been calculated relative to the linear orbital ephemeris of Bailey
(1979),(1979), and corrected to Ephemeris Time.
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Summary.. We present results of five-colour photometric observations of the SU
UMaa system VW Hyi, made on six nights during the November 1984 superoutburst.. The light curve is dominated by superhump variations, whose amplitude in
alll passbands decreases with time (in the V-band from 0.16 mag about 4.5 day
afterr the superoutburst reached maximum brightness, to 0.10mag about 5 day
later).. The superhump light curve depends strongly on wavelength. In particular
itt appears that the light curves in different passbands are mutually shifted: the
largerr the wavelength is, the more the light curve is delayed.
11 Introduction
SUU UMa type systems are a subgroup of the dwarf novae with orbital periods below the 'period
gap'' (i.e. less than ~2hr), which exhibit two types of outburst with very different durations, the
'normal'' outbursts (lasting for at most a few days), and the 'superoutbursts' which last for about
twoo weeks, and reach a somewhat higher maximum luminosity.
Thiss bimodal distribution of outburst durations may well be the extension toward short orbital
periodss of the division between long and short outbursts observed in many dwarf novae above the
periodd gap (van Paradijs 1983).
AA distinct property of superoutbursts is the occurrence of superhumps, i.e. periodic brightness
modulations,, which become visible a few days after the superoutburst has reached maximum
brightness.. They have an amplitude of up to -0.35 mag, and gradually disappear as the superoutburstt decays. The period of the superhump variations is longer (by a few per cent) than the orbital
period;; the difference between the two periods increases with orbital period (Stolz & Schoembs
1981;1981; Robinson et al. 1987). After returning to the quiescent brightness level some systems have
shownn 'late superhumps' together with the normal orbital hump; the former are shifted by 180°
withh respect to the superhump ephemeris (Haefner, Schoembs & Vogt 1979; Schoembs & Vogt
1980;; Warner 1983; Schoembs 1986; van der Woerd 1987).
Althoughh various models have been proposed for superhumps (see Warner 1985; Charles et al.
dd on observations made at the European Southern Observatory, La Silla.

' oo
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1985)) there is at present no generally accepted explanation for this phenomenon, which has
becomee a defining characteristic of SU UMa systems (Vogt 1980).
Wee report here on results of multicolour observations of VW Hyi during a superoutburst,
whichh show that in this system the superhumps, as observed in different passbands, are shifted in
phase.. The longer the wavelength is, the more the light curve is delayed. This wavelength
dependencee of the superhump light curve of VWHyi provides another riddle to the already ill
understoodd superhump phenomenon, for which we cannot offer an obvious explanation.
22 Observations
Ourr superoutburst observations of VW Hyi cover the period between 1984 October 30 and
Novemberr 4. These observations, which were made with the Walraven photometer on the 90-cm
lightt collector at the European Southern Observatory, were part of a multiwavelength campaign
(comprisingg X-ray, ultraviolet, and optical observations of VW Hyi; see Pringle et al. 1987). For
ann overview of the Walraven data obtained during this campaign we refer to van Amerongen &
vann Paradijs (1987, their fig. 1).
Thee observations consisted of long series of 16-s integrations, which were interrupted every
—300 min for measurements of the sky background and a nearby comparison star (CPD-71°252).
AA total of 2600 such measurements were collected during the superoutburst. These data were
reducedd differentially with respect to CPD-71°252. An absolute flux calibration for this star was
obtainedd through observations of Walraven standard stars (see van Amerongen et al. 1987). Our
resultss are presented in terms of log Fv, where F„ is the flux in ergernis" 1 Hz" 1 .
33 The superhump light curve
Thee 1984 November superoutburst of VW Hyi started on day (JD-2440000) 5995 with a precursorr which, particularly in the far UV, is very similar to a normal outburst (Polidan & Holberg
1987).. This precursor lasted for about 3 days. Between day 5998 and 5999 the final rise to the
superoutburstt maximum occurred, after which the brightness of VWHyi slowly decreased until
aboutt day 6010, when a rapid decline of the superoutburst had started (see Pringle etal. 1987, figs
22 and 6). Our observations span from day 6003.54 to 6008.76, during the slow decline of the
superoutburst. .
Superposedd on the long-term brightness decrease during the slow decline, and the correspondingg steady reddening of the average colours, are short-term brightness variations, dominated by
thee superhumps, and quasi-periodic oscillations.
Wee have estimated the characteristic time-scale of the quasi-periodic oscillation by making
periodogramss obtained for data, separately for each night, after subtracting the average superhumpp light curve (see below). We find that the characteristic periods of the oscillations drift from
~ 88 min to ~6 min during the time interval of the observations.
Fromm the average times of maximum light in the V and B light curves, and the times of
maximumm light obtained from observations at SAAO (Verbunt etal. 1987), we find the following
quadraticc superhump ephemeris:
HJDmax=2445998.4430+0.077144 £-3.13x10 * &
55
0 6
Thee linear and quadratic terms of this ephemeris are in good agreement with the corresponding
valuess given by Vogt (1974) and by Haefner, Schoembs, & Vogt (1979) for other superoutbursts
off VWHyi. The superhump period, which is on average 3.3 per cent longer than the orbital
period,, decreased by ~1 per cent during the superoutburst.
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Figuree 1. Average superhump light curves ofVWHyi in the V-band (top), and U-band (middle), and (V-U) colour
curvee (bottom). Units arc given in log F, for the V- and (/-bands, and Alog Fr for the V-U band, where tickmarks
separatee intervals of 0.02, 0.01 and 0.01, respectively.

Duringg the 5.2-day time interval of our observations a single period of 0.0764965 day also
describess the times of maximum light in all five pass-bands very well; using this constant period
thee maximum accumulated phase difference with respect to the above quadratic ephemeris is only
0.015. .
Inn order to obtain average superhump light and colour curves we have therefore folded the data
att the fixed period of 0.0764965 day. Before folding we have subtracted the long-term brightness
variationn from the data; this trend is represented by a parabolic fit to the log F„ values, and a linear
fitt to the colours.
Thee average V and U superhump light curves, as well as the V-U colour curve are shown in
Fig.. 1.
Thee superhump amplitude is largest in the V-band, and decreases toward shorter wavelengths.
Forr a given pass-band, the amplitude of the superhumps decreases with time. Also, the superhumpss become redder as the outburst progresses. In order to avoid the effect of the quasiperiodicc oscillations we have estimated the amplitudes of the superhumps during each individual
nightt by making a linear least-squares fit of the nightly superhump variations as a function of the
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Tablee 1. Average brightness (log F, +26) and superhump amplitude (2.5x Alog F,) during the 1984
Novemberr superoutburst of VWHyi.
D a t ee

V

B

L

U

W

(JD-2440000) )
6003.54-6003.76 6 2 . 8 1 99
0 . 1 7 88

(2)
(10)

2 . 8 9 55
0 . 1 7 22

(2)
(11)

2 . 8 6 66
0 . 1 5 22

(2)
(10)

2 . 8 3 33
0 . 1 3 00

(2)
(11)

2 . 8 5 11
0 . 1 2 22

(2)
(14)

6004.57-6004.73 3 2 . 7 8 88
0 . 1 8 22

(1)
(9)

2 . 8 6 33
0 . 1 7 55

(1)
(9)

2 . 8 3 11
0 . 1 6 33

(3)
(9)

2 . 8 0 00
0 . 1 4 66

(3)
(10)

2 . 8 1 55
0 . 1 3 11

(5)
(13)

6005.69-6005.77 7 2 . 7 5 66
0 . 1 3 66

(1)
(8)

2 . 8 2 66
0 . 1 2 22

(1)
(8)

2 . 7 8 44
0 . 1 0 77

(1)
(7)

2 . 7 4 33
0 . 0 7 77

(1)
(7)

2 . 7 5 33
0 . 0 5 99

(1)
(7)

6006.53-6006.76 6 2 . 6 9 66
0 . 1 3 33

(1)
(7)

2 . 7 5 88
0 . 1 2 33

(2)
(8)

2 . 7 1 11
0 . 0 8 44

(2)
(7)

2 . 6 7 00
0 . 0 7 99

(1)
(8)

2 . 6 7 99
0 . 0 7 00

(2)
(10)

6007.55-6007.. 74

2 . 6 4 11
0 . 0 8 00

(1)
(-5)

2 . 6 9 88
0 . 0 6 11

(1)
(5)

2 . 6 5 22
0 . 0 6 00

(2)
(5)

2 . 6 0 66
0 . 0 3 88

(2)
(5)

2 . 6 1 22
0 . 0 4 22

(3)
(7)

6008.54-6003.76 6

2 . 5 6 33
0 . 0 8 55

(3)
(9)

2 . 6 0 99
0 . O 6 88

(3)
(7)

2 . 5 6 22
0 . 0 5 55

(3)
(7)

2 . 5 1 55
0 . 0 3 11

(3)
(7)

2 . 5 2 11
0 . 0 2 22

(3)
(8)

averagee superhump variations (the latter are not affected by the quasi-periodic oscillations, and
havee a well defined amplitude). The fits were made to data binned in 40 phase bins. The resulting
amplitudess are listed in Table 1.

44 Phase shifts
Fromm Fig. 1 it appears that the maximum in the average V-band superhump light curve occurs
laterr than that in the L^band curve. It is this phase difference which gives rise to the "blue dip' near
superhumpp phase 0.73 (the rise in the (/-band starts earlier) and the 'red peak' near superhump
phasee 0.03 (the decline in the U curve also starts earlier).
Thee phase shift is also apparent in t h e ellipsoidal shape of the track through which the
superhumpp moves in the V versus U diagram (see Fig. 2), similar to a corresponding track for two
phase-shiftedd sinusoids.
T oo investigate this interesting phenomenon in more detail we have cross-correlated the average
H,H, L, U, and W superhump light curves with the V curve. From these cross correlations we find
thatt the phase shift is present in the light curves of all four pass-bands, and steadily increases

uu

VV
Figuree 2. Average superhump variations represented as a track in the log f, (U) versus log Fr (V) diagram. Tick marks
separatee intervals of 0.02 (V-band). and 0.01 ((/-band).
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towardd shorter wavelengths (see Fig. 3). The total shift over the wavelength range covered by the
Walravenn photometric system (3250-5400 A) is - 0 . 0 6 .
Similarr cross-correlations of the superhump light curves for individual nights show that the
phasee shift is present during each night we observed V W H y i (see Fig. 4). The wavelength
dependencee of the phase shift does not vary significantly from night to night. Thus, the
wavelength-dependentt phase shift of superhumps appears to be a stable feature during the 1984
Novemberr superoutburst of V W H y i . (It should be noted that, on average, the phase shifts
obtainedd during individual nights are smaller than those obtained from the average superhump
curvess by - 0 . 0 1 cycle. This is likely due to the presence of the quasi-periodic oscillations, which
occurr simultaneously in the five passbands; these have been smoothed out in the average
superhumpp light curve.)
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55 Discussion
Thee main new result of our five-colour observations of VW Hyi during superoutburst is that the
superhumpp variations show a progressive, wavelength-dependent phase shift. In the V-band
(A—54000 A) the superhump light curve is delayed by —0.06 cycle relative to that in the W-band
(A—32500 A). This phase shift gives rise to a rather fast change in colours, with a 'blue dip' near
superhumpp phase 0.75, followed by a 'red peak' near superhump phase 0.10 (see Fig. 1). A similar
colourr variation (in U-B) was also noticed by Vogt (1974) during the 1972 December superoutburstt of VW Hyi.
Thee phase shift is present during all six nights of our superoutburst observations. These
observationss cover a time interval of - 5 . 2 day, corresponding to more than two beat periods
betweenn the superhump period (0.07714 day) and the orbital period (0.074271038 day). This
indicatess that the phase shift is closely connected with an underlying stable structure, which also
causess the superhump phenomenon itself.
Iff superhump variations reflect a periodically changing aspect of the system this structure
(counter)) rotates slowly (with the beat period between the superhump and orbital periods)
relativee to the line joining the white dwarf and the secondary (which is stationary in the
coordinatee frame corotating with the orbital motion). The relatively fast colour variations to
whichh the phase shift corresponds suggest the presence of a highly non-axisymmetric configurationn in the system (one could think here, for example, of occultation of a region with an
inhomogeneouss colour-temperature distribution). This could be located in the accretion disc, or
onn the secondary. Non-axisymmetric structure in the disc connected to the mass-transfer process,
e.g.. shock waves (Matsuda 1986; Spruit 1986), stream penetration (Bath, Edwards & Mantle
1983),, or a bright spot at the edge of the disc, are expected to give rise to variations at the orbital
period,, and cannot therefore account for the phase shift.
Off the superhump models proposed so far, the precessing eccentric disc model (Vogt 1981),
andd the counter-rotating 'active region' on the secondary proposed by Whitehurst, Bath &
Charless (1984), potentially leave room for an explanation of the phase shift, if these models can
bee suitably adapted. The same would appear to be the case for a retrogradely precessing tilted (or
twisted)) accretion disc with an inhomogeneous colour temperature distribution. The model
proposedd by Papaloizou & Pringle (1979), in which the superhumps are due to periodically
varyingg mass transfer from a secondary in a (slightly) eccentric, precessing, orbit could - in
principlee - also account for the phase shift.
Wee conclude that, although we cannot offer an obvious explanation for the wavelengthdependentt phase shift, this shift is closely connected to the superhump phenomenon itself.
Clearly,, the next steps to be taken in this area are: (i) to try and find whether this phase shift is a
universall phenomenon, by making a multi-colour survey of superoutbursts in SU Uma systems;
(ii)) to extend the wavelength range over which the superhumps and the phase shift may be
observable. .
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Summary.. Walraven photometric observations made in 1983 and 1984 of the
intermediatee polar AOPsc/H2252-035 are used to derive new times of
maximumm light for its orbital and pulsational light curves. Combining these times
withh previously published values we find that the periods of both pulsations
showw a secular decrease. The spin-up rate P of the white dwarf equals
P=P= - 6 . 6 1 .Ox 10" l l . This result is in good agreement with the value predicted by
Lambb & Patterson for an accreting magnetized white dwarf, spinning near its
equilibriumm period. However, the inferred low value of the magnetic field of the
whitee dwarf is in conflict with the conclusion of King, Frank & Ritter that there is
noo systematic difference between the white-dwarf magnetic fields in AM Hertypee systems and intermediate polars.
11 Introduction
Thee polars and intermediate polars are distinct subgroups of cataclysmic variables, whose X-ray
andd optical properties are strongly influenced by the large magnetic field strength of the
mass-accretingg white dwarf. In the polars (AM Her-type systems) the Alfven radius of the white
dwarff is comparable to the orbital separation, and the interaction of the white dwarf's magnetic
fieldd with the secondary star has forced the white dwarf to corotate with the orbital period. Also
thee formation of an accretion disc, which is prominent in the 'normal' cataclysmic variables, is
inhibited,, as the matter shed by the secondary is forced to flow along the white dwarf's magnetic
fieldd lines.
Inn the intermediate polars the magnetic interaction between the white dwarf and the secondary
starr is weaker, most probably because of their generally larger orbital period, and therefore
orbitall separations (Chanmugam & Ray 1984; King, Frank & Ritter 1985). As a result of this the
whitee dwarfs in intermediate polars can have spin periods which are much smaller than their
orbitall periods. Also these systems are believed to contain relatively undisturbed outer parts of an
accretionn disc. An interesting property of some intermediate polars is that they show optical
** Based on observations made at the European Southern Observatory.
Present address: KNMI. Postbus 201, 3730AE De Bilt. Netherlands.
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brightnesss variations at a third period, which is equal to the beat period between the orbital and
white-dwarff rotation periods. These brightness variations are the result of the reprocessing of
X-rayss in material which is corotating with the binary system (Patterson & Price 1981). For a
revieww of the properties of intermediate polars we refer to a recent paper by Warner (1983).
Inn this paper we present the results of optical photometry of the intermediate polar
AOO Psc/H2252-035 (Griffiths et al. 1980). This source has been observed extensively in the
X-ray,, UV and optical parts of the spectrum (White & & Marshall 1981; Patterson & Price 1981;
Hassalll et al. 1981; Pietsch et al. 1984; Van der Woerd, de Kool & van Paradijs 1984; see these
paperss for further references). The optical light curve of AOPsc contains three periodic
components:: an orbital brightness variation at a period of 3.5 hr and two pulsations, one at the
white-dwarff spin period of 805 s and another at a beat period of 859 s.
Wee derive new epochs of maximum light for these three light curves. Combining these with
previouslyy published values we obtain afirstsignificant measurement of the spin-up rate of the
whitee dwarf in AOPsc. The observed spin-up rate is in good agreement with the value predicted
byy Lamb & Patterson (1983) for accreting magnetized white dwarfs rotating near their
equilibriumm period.
22 Observations
Wee observed AOPsc during five nights in 1983 and six nights in 1984 (see Table 1), using the
Walravenn five-colour photometer on the 90 cm Dutch telescope at ESO, La Silla (Lub & Pel

Tablee 1. Observations.
Date e

UT T

JD D

orbitall phase

1983 3Aug. .
13 3

0633--0915 5

5559.773-- 5559.885 5

D.14-0.89 9

Aug. .
31 1

0331-- 0705 5

5577.647-- 5577.795 5

0.60-1.59 9

Sep. 08
. 8

0440-- 0617 7

5585.694-- 5585.762 2

0.38-0.84 4

15 5
Sep. .

0210-- 0805 5

5592.590-- 5592.837 7

0.47-2.12 2

17 7
Sep. .

0440-- 0700 0

5594.694-- 5594.792 2

0.53-1.19 9

Aug. 07 7

0425-- 0859 9

5919.689-- 5919.879 9

0.89-2.16 6

14 4
Aug. .

0642-- 0742 2

5926.785-- 5926.826 6

0.31-0.59 9

21 1
Aug. .

0332--0803 3

5933.654-- 5933.839 9

0.22-1.46 6

Aug. 24
. 4

0351--0605 5

5936.665--5936.768 8

0.34-0.98 8

07 7
Sep. .

0136--0407 7

5950.573-- 5950.678 8

0.29-0.99 9

Sep. 08
. 8

0128-- 0322 2

5951.567-- 5951.646 6

0.94-1.47 7

19844

1977).. The procedures followed in the observations and in the reduction of the data are the same
ass in our earlier observations of this source, and have been described previously by Van der
Woerdd et al. (1984). Part of the 1983 observations were made simultaneously with EXOSAT. A
preliminaryy description of these simultaneous X-ray/optical observations has been given by
Pietschh et al. (1984).
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33 Results
Inn order to derive new times of maximum for the three light curves we have folded the data
(separatelyy for the five passbands and for the 1983 and 1984 data), using the previously obtained
valuess of the periods (Van der Woerd et al. 1984). Since at a given orbital phase the two pulsations
havee a fixed phase difference, we have corrected each data point for the average contribution of
thee other pulsation, (obtained from a first iteration folding), to avoid a distortion of the folded
lightt curve due to non-uniform sampling in orbital phase. It happens that the times of maximum
lightt are only slightly affected by possibly non-uniform sampling along the orbit.
Thiss mutual correction is of particular importance for the 805-s pulsation, because of its low
amplitude.. Furthermore, since this pulsation consists of two components mutually phase-shifted
byy half a cycle, the times of maximum light due to this pulsation have to be viewed with some
caution.. One component is due to emission directly from the white-dwarf surface, the other from
reprocessingg of X-rays at the far side of the accretion disc (i.e. not corotating with the orbital
motion).. The composite character of the 805-s pulsation was suspected by Van der Woerd et al.
(1984)) on the basis of the wavelength dependence of its amplitude, and was confirmed by the
observationn of a 180° phase shift which occurred during one night in our 1983 observations
(Pietschh et al. 1984). The data for this night were not used in the determination of the epoch of
maximumm light in 1983. No such phase shifts were observed in the 1984 data.

Tablee 2. Epochs of maximum lightforr H2252-035.
HJDD
N
0-CC
o r b i t a ll

Reference

variations

3 8 0 8 . 6 8 2 00

-7054

-0.003288

Uhite and Marshall (1981)

4 4 2 8 . 8 7 3 00

-2909

4 5 3 0 . 6 3 7 55

-2229

-0.009599
0.009644
0.001644
0.009377

Patterson and Price (1981)
Motch and Pakull (1981)
Van der Uoerd (1984)
Kubiak (1983)

4815.06744

-328

5 2 4 6 . 5 9 4 88

2556

5 5 5 9 . 6 0 1 00

4648

5919.59355

7054

-0.000788
-0.007000

this paper
t h i s paper
White and Marshall (1981)

s h o r tt

pulsation

3 8 4 8 . 3 2 6 8 55

-111121

-0.002044

4530.637222

-37908

0.001011

Motch and Pakull (1981)

4 8 1 5 . 0 0 3 0 88

-7395

0.001499

Van der Woerd et al.(1984)

5263.000855

40676

0.002388

Van der Woerd et al.(1984)

5559.506066

72492

-0.001088

this paper

5919.507699

111121

-0.001766

this paper

longg

pulsation

4 4 2 8 . 8 5 1 7 66

-74994

-0.000977

Patterson and Price (1981)

4 5 3 0 . 6 4 2 7 33

-64752

-0.000100

Motch and Pakull (1981)

4 8 1 5 . 0 0 3 5 88

-36140

0.000466

Van der Woerd et al.(1984)

5246.602755

7287

0.000499

Kubiak (1983)

5263.001244

8937

0.000455

Van der Woerd et al.(1984)

5492.909000

32070

0.000955

Williams et a 1.(1984)

5592.501999

42091

5666.583200

49545

0.000255
-0.000100

t h i s paper
Williams et al.(1984)

5919.506711

74994

-0.001422

t h i s paper
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Thee times of maximum light (averaged over the five passbands), for the 1983 and 1984 data
separately,, are given in Table 2,, together with their cycle numbers. For convenience we also list
thee values determined previously. Two of the latter values, reported by Van der Woerd et al.
(1984)) have been changed. One contains a misprint (the orbital epoch HJD 4530.6750 should
readd HJD 4530.6375). The other change is due to a more refined analysis of the data obtained in
19822 October; the above described interaction was inadvertently omitted previously, to avoid
thee mutual distortion of the 805-s and 859-s pulsations (859-s epoch HJD 5263.00000 changes into
5263.00124). .
Fromm the results of linear least-squares fits of the times of maximum light to cycle number N
(HJD ma)t =HJDo+NP)) we find that the differences between the observed (O) times of maximum
lightt of both pulsations and the calculated values (C) show a clear trend with time. This trend can
bee well represented by a quadratic relation between (O-C) and cycle number, which indicates
thatt the pulsation periods change, with P given by the quadratic coefficient b=ViPP. We have
thereforee made a quadratic least-squares fit H J D m „ = H J D 0 + W / , o + ^ o ^ v ' 2 . An F-test shows
thatt this quadratic fit is better than a linear one at 87 and 98 per cent confidence levels for the 805-s
andd 859-s pulsations, respectively. The orbital period does not change significantly (see Fig. 3).
Thee results of the least-square fits are given in Table 3. The constancy of the orbital period is
consistentt with the long time-scale for orbital decay expected from evolutionary calculations of
mass-exchangingg low-mass binaries (see e.g. Joss, Rappaport & Verbunt 1983). We therefore
expectt that the changes of the two pulsation frequencies are equal. This is confirmed by our
observations;; from Table 3 we find v H os=/Wfio5=101+0.26xlO~ I 6 s~ 2 , and v g ^ O . ^ l
0.15xl0 _ 1 6 s - 2 . .
Thee frequency difference between the two pulsations corresponds to a beat period of
12927.8810.133 s, which is equal to the orbital period to within one part in 50000. At orbital
maximumm light the two pulsations have a phase difference of 0.4910.02. These results confirm to
aa high degree of accuracy the relations between the three periods first found by Patterson & Price
(1981)) and Motch & Pakull (1981).

0.003 3
0002 2
0.001 1

>» »
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-0.002 2
0
100000
-0.003 3 -1000000
Figuree 1. O - C values for the times of maximum light of the 805-s pulsation of AO Psc/H2252-035, for an assumed
constantt value of the pulse period. The parabolic fit through the data corresponds to a period derivative
P—6.54x10'". .
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Figuree 2. Same as Fig. 1, for the 859-s pulsation, with
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Figuree 3. O - C values for the times of maximum of the orbital light curve. There is no evidence for a change of the
orbitall period.

44 Discussion

Ourr results increase the number of intermediate polars, for which a spin-up rate of the white
dwarff is known, to three. The other two sources are DQHer and EXHya, which have been
observedd over long time intervals, before the intermediate polars were recognized as a distinct
classs of objects.
Lambb & Patterson (1983) proposed that the theory of Ghosh & Lamb (1979a, b), which
describess the accretion torques on accreting magnetized neutron stars, is applicable to the
intermediatee polars. They assumed furthermore that the white-dwarf spin periods are not far
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Tablee 3. Periods and period derivatives for AO Psc.
22
shortt pulse

longg pulse

4864.14289 9

4883.92085 5

5174.18125 5

44

00

77

orbit 1 1
HJD0 0

P 0 (s) )

PP ( 1 0 ~ Uss" 1 ) )
11

12927.64 4

805.2034 4

858.6860 0

66

55

22

... .

-6.54 4

-6.59 9

22

99

linear f i t t

22
ticc
quadra a

fit

fromm their equilibrium value. With plausible values for the accretion rate (corresponding to a
luminosityy of 2xl0 34 ergs~') they predicted for H2252-035 a white-dwarf spin-up rate of
5XHT11. .
Ass for DQ Her and EX Hya, the agreement between the observed and predicted spin-up rates
forr H2252-035 is very good, and our present results give some support to the suggestion of Lamb
&& Patterson (1983) that the rotation periods of white dwarfs in intermediate polars are not far
fromm their equilibrium values.
Thee magnetic fields of white dwarfs in intermediate polars (B0~~1Q6G) inferred from the
observedd spin period (assumed to be approximately equal to the equilibrium period) are an order
off magnitude below those for AM Her-type systems. However, King etal. (1985) argued that this
resultt is difficult to reconcile with current ideas on the evolution of cataclysmic variables. They
pointedd out that the observed difference in the orbital period distribution for these two types of
magneticc variables strongly suggest that intermediate polars evolve into AM Her-type systems,
throughh loss of orbital angular momentum due to magnetic braking and gravitational radiation
(cf.(cf. Chanmugam & Ray 1984), and conclude that the white dwarfs in these two groups do not
havee systematically different magnetic fields.
Iff the argument of King et al. (1985) is correct, there would be no a priori reason why the
observedd changes of white-dwarf rotation periods could not deviate widely from the values
predictedd by Lamb & Patterson (1983). In order to clarify whether the success of these predictions
iss a chance coincidence, or not, an extension of the sample of intermediate polars with measured
valuess of the white-dwarf spin-up rate is clearly desirable.
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Summary.. From a set of 10 times of maximum light of the 13.2min putsational
lightt curve of the intermediate polar V1223 Sgr (derived from optical observationss covering the period 1980-86) we find that the white dwarf rotation period
increasess on a time-scale
V1223Sgr is the fifth intermediatee polar for which a change of the white dwarf spin rate has been measured.
Usingg observed estimates of the mass accretion rate and an approximate descriptionn of the dimensionless function n(« s ), appearing in accretion torque models for
magneticc accreting compact objects, we derive estimates of the white dwarf
magneticc fields for these five intermediate polars. We find that for some of these
systemss the white dwarf spin rate is not close to its equilibrium value. We suggest
thatt the rather rapid spin-up and spin-down time-scales, observed for intermediatee polars, are the result of substantial variations in the mass accretion rate on
time-scaless less than 105—106 yr.

11 Introduction
Thee X-ray source 4U1849-31 is one of the 13 presently known intermediate polars (for recent
reviewss of these systems, see Warner 1983, 1985; Watson 1986). The optical identification of
4U1849-311 with the variable star V1223 Sgr (Van Houten 1953) was made by Steiner etal. (1980,
1981).. The system shows optical brightness variations modulated at a period of 13.2 min (Steiner
etet al. 1980,1981) and at its orbital period of 3.4 hr (Warner & Cropper 1984). Medium- and lowenergyy X-rays, detected with EXOSAT, are modulated at a period of 12.3 min, the rotation
periodd of the white dwarf (Osborne et al. 1985). No optical brightness modulations have been
foundd at the X-ray pulse period. The optical pulse period equals the rotation period of the white
dwarff in the reference frame of the binary, i.e. the beat period between the X-ray pulse period
andd the orbital period. The optical pulsations are the result of the reprocessing of X-rays in matter
corotatingg with the binary (Patterson & Price 1981).
Secularr changes of the white dwarf rotation period have been found in four intermediate polars
** Based on observations made at the European Southern Observatory, La Silla.
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(DQQ Her: Patterson, Robinson & Nather 1978; EX Hya: Gilliland 1982; Jablonski & Busko 1985;
AcrPsc:: Van Amerongen et al. 1985; H2215-086: Pakull & Beuermann 1987). Models for a
secularr change of the white dwarf rotation period, due to accretion torques exerted through the
whitee dwarf magnetic field, have been described by Lamb & Patterson (1983) and Hameury, King
&& Lasota (1986). (See also Lamb & Melia 1986; King 1986.) The main difference between these
modelss is that in the former the system is assumed to contain an accretion disc, whereas no disc is
formedd according to the latter model (related to a systematic difference in the strength of the
magneticc field of the white dwarf, cf. King, Frank & Ritter 1985). In this paper we report the
detectionn of a secular spin-down of the white dwarf in the intermediate polar V1223 Sgr. The
observations,, and the derivation of the ephemeris for the times of maximum light in the optical
pulsationn light curve, are described in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss the changes of the spin
period,, detected in five intermediate polars, in terms of the above accretion torque models. Our
conclusionss are summarized in Section 4.
22 Observations
Wee observed the intermediate polar V1223 Sgr during seven observing runs (27 nights total)
betweenn 1982 April 16 and 1986 September 27 using the Walraven photometer on the 90-cm light
collectorr at the European Southern Observatory (ESO) (for a short summary of the observations,
seee Table 1). The Walraven photometer provides simultaneous measurements in five pass-bands
(V,B,L,U(V,B,L,U
and W) between 3100 and 6400 A (Rijf, Tinbergen & Walraven 1969; Lub & Pel
1977).. The source was monitored during several hours each night and reduced differentially with
respectt to a local bright blue reference star (CD-31°16111, spectral type A0, V=8.5). A detailed
analysiss of the available data will be presented elsewhere (Van Amerongen et al., in preparation).
Inn the present paper we pay attention to the extraction of accurate times of maximum brightness
inn the optical pulse profile (pulse arrival times).
V12233 Sgr shows considerable variations in the amplitude of the orbital light curve on a timescalee of days. In addition, the amplitudes of the orbital and pulsational modulations are of
comparablee magnitude. In order to derive pulse arrival times we therefore subtracted the orbital
modulationss from the data; the orbital contribution was obtained by smoothing of data (using a
runningg mean) obtained in each night. After this correction optical pulse light curves were made
byy folding all data collected in each observing run (these have typical time intervals of several
weeks,, short compared with the overall time-base of the observations).

Tablee 1. Summary of observations of V1223Sgr.
date e

Julian nDay y

nuaberr of

nuaberr of

-2440000 0

ni ghts
i
s

datapoints s

Apr. .16 6
-- «ay 29 9

50755 - 511 IB

9 9

4312 2

Har. .13 3

5406 6

1 1

146 6

Aug. .18 8
-- Sep. 04 4

55644 - 55B1 1

2 2

38? ?

• Sep. 01 1
July y177 --

589BB - 5944 4

4 4

1420 0

-- Aug. 12 2
July y12 2

625BB - 6289 9

7 7

2976 6

July y<MM

y10 0

66155 - 6621 1

2 2

73S S

Sep. .233 -- Sep. 27 7

66966 - 6700 0

2 2

669 9

- July

Spin-downSpin-down

of the white dwarf in V1223

93 3

Figuree 1. Average pulse light curve (Walraven V-band) of the intermediate polar V1223 Sgr, as obtained during nine
nightss in the period 1982 April 16 to May 29. The optical pulse period is
1 s, zero phase has been
arbitrarilyy set at HJD 2445075.0

Thee optical pulse light curves were cross-correlated with a template light curve, which was
obtainedd by folding the data obtained during nine nights in 1982 April/May (see Fig. 1 for the
pulsee profile in the V band). This yielded relative times of maximum light, whose zero point was
sett by the time of maximum light of the template light curve. The arrival times, as obtained for the
fivee pass-bands of the Walraven photometric system, are always equal to within the accuracy of
theirr determination. The estimated accuracy of the arrival times (averaged over the five passbands)) is
2 day
2 cycles).
Inn addition to these seven pulse arrival times, we have used previously published values by
Steinerr et al. (1981, Johnson fi-band photometry), King & Williams (1983, white light photometry),, and Warner & Cropper (1984, white light photometry). We did not use the value given by
Bonnet-Bidaud,, Mouchet & Motch (1982), as its accuracy is much lower than that of the other
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Figuree 2. Residuals O - C (in units of 10~ day) of the pulse arrival times of V1223Sgr with respect to a linear
ephemeris,, obtained from a linear least-squares fit to the arrival times. The curve drawn represents a parabolicfitof
thesee O—C values to the cycle numbers.
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TaMee 2. Arrival times of maximum brightness in optical pulse light curve. /%, pulse=794.38191
c y c l ee

number

0 0

Tnax

(HJD-2440000)

.

ref

4506.4626 6

1 1

26271 1

4750.0040 0

T T

61619 9

5075.0010 0

thiss paper

97620 0

5406.0022 2

thiss paper

106846 6

5490.8465 5

3 3

114805 5

5564.0051 1

thiss paper

151132 2

5896.0047 7

thiss paper

190287 7

6258.0051 1

thiss paper

229116 6

6615.0084 4

thiss paper

237926 6

6696.0102 2

thiss paper
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erences!
Steiner et al 1981 1
C2JJ Warner & Cropper
[ 3 33 King

It W i l l i a m s

19B4
1983

values.. Since the pulse arrival times are independent of wavelength (over the range —3100 to
-64000 A) we can combine arrival times derived from different pass-uands. The difference of the
observedd times of maximum light with respect to the values calculated from a linear ephemeris
showss a clear quadratic dependence on cycle number (see Fig. 2), which implies that the rotation
periodd of the white dwarf changes. The quadratic ephemeris derived from 10 pulse f-rival times
overr 6.0yr (see Table 2), is:
HJD(( r mai )=2445 626.130 67+0.009194 235 05 x N+1.08 x 10"l3 x N2.
11
7
3
Thee quadratic term (equal to PP/2) corresponds to a time-scale of the white dwarf spin-down of
(P/PU={P/P\**(P/PU={P/P\**

x (PpuiSe/Pro,)=(l

>

) x 10* yr,

wheree / r o ,=l/(l/P p u ,«+l/P o r b ). The pulse period (794.38191
-11
ephemeris)) increases in time by
s s _ l or

s as given above in the
_l
.

33 Discussion
3.11 SECULAR CHANGE OF EQUILIBRIUM SPIN PERIOD

V12233 Sgr is the fifth intermediate polar for which a change of the white dwarf rotation rate has
beenn established. In three of these systems (DQ Her, EX Hya and AO Psc) the white dwarf spins
up;; in H2215-086 and V1223 Sgr the white dwarf spins down. The observed spin-up/spin-down
time-scales,, | P/P\, in these five systems range between 4x 105 and 4x lO'yr (see Table 3).
Accordingg to the model of Ghosh & Lamb (1979), which in various forms has been used to
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describee the spin behaviour of accreting magnetized stars and white dwarfs, the rate of change of
thee spin rate Q is given by
IQ=M(GMrIQ=M(GMrmmy*n(a>y*n(a>ss).).
Heree I is the amount of inertia of the accreting star, M is the mass of the accreting star, M is the
masss accretion rate; rm is equal to a (model-dependent) fraction ƒ of a magnetospheric radius r„:
rrmm=fr=frMM=(2.660=(2.660 x 1010 cm)ffii%M T^m^.
/*33»» -^16» and m are the magnetic moment of the white dwarf, the mass accretion rate, and the
whitee dwarf mass in units of lO^Gcm 3 , 10 16 gs _1 , and one solar mass, respectively; n(o/5) is a
dimensionlesss function of the ratio, w„ of the white dwarf spin rate Q to the Kepler frequency at
thee radial distance rm:
ft>ft>ss=Q/Q=Q/QKK(r(rmm). ).

Thee factor ƒ accounts for the somewhat different estimates of the magnetospheric radius, related
too the question of whether or not an accretion disc is formed in intermediate polars. Lamb &
Pattersonn (1983) assume that an accretion disc is formed, and apply the model of Ghosh & Lamb
(1979),, with /=0.63. According to Hameury, King & Lasota (1986) accretion discs are not
presentt in intermediate polars; in their description ƒ=0.37.
Iff the white dwarf magnetic field, and the mass accretion rate are constant, the spin rate will
reachh an equilibrium value Q^, given by a critical value (oc of a)s, for which n(*ys)=0:
Q e4 =(U e Q K (r m ). .

Accordingg to current ideas on the evolution of cataclysmic variables, their mass transfer rate is
drivenn by loss of orbital angular momentum due to magnetic braking and gravitational radiation
(Verbuntt & Zwaan 1981; Patterson 1984; Rappaport, Verbunt & Joss 1983); during the evolution
thee orbital period decreases. According to these models, for ^ ^ ^ 3 hr the mass transfer rate M is
positivelyy correlated with the orbital period, and one therefore expects M, and also the
equilibriumm spin period of the white dwarf to show a secular decrease (cf. Rappaport, Verbunt &
Josss 1983).
Usingg the average empirical relation between M and P^, proposed by Patterson (1984):
M = ( 5 . 1 x l 0 - I O M e y r - 1 ) P i 22

(3).

(wheree f,4=^>ort)/4hr) and an approximately linear relation between the mass, M2, of the secondaryy star and the orbital period (Warner 1976)
MM22/M/MQQ=0A52Pt=0A52Pt
onee finds for the time-scale of the secular decrease of Q M a value
eq q

Qc q /« e q =(6xl0 8 yr)P 4 - 2 2 . .
Thee observed spin-down time-scale of V1223 Sgr, and also that of H2215-086 (Pakull & Beuermannn 1987; see Table 3) is smaller by more than two orders of magnitude than this value, and is
thereforee unlikely to be due to the secular evolutionary decrease of Q^,. The observed spin-down
time-scaless of V1223 Sgr and H2215-086 are of the same order of magnitude as the observed
spin-upp time-scales of DQHer, EXHya and AcrPsc, whose spin-up obviously can not be
explainedd by the above evolutionary effect. It is therefore more likely that all observed changes in
whitee dwarf spin rates are due to accretion torques.

Spin-downSpin-down of the white dwarf in V1223
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3 . 22 MAGNETIC FIELDS OF WHITE DWARFS IN INTERMEDIATE POLARS

Followingg the analysis of Henrichs (1983), we will derive an approximate relation between the
whitee dwarf magnetic field and the mass accretion rate from the observed spin-up/spin-down of
intermediatee polars. We approximate the moment of inertia and the mass-radius relation of white
dwarfss (Motz 1952; Hamada & Salpeter 1961) by
7=0.22 MviRlA

(5)

and d
/?9=0.55 mWd' .

(6)
9

Heree R9 is the white dwarf radius in units of 10 cm, and mwd is the white dwarf mass in units of one
solarr mass.
Iff we approximate n(cos) as a linear function of o;,, «(a>s)=a<y5+è, equation (1) transforms into a
linearr relation between Q and Q,
Q=AQ+BQ=AQ+B

(7)

with h
X=-(6.332xx l O - ' S - O / V f S ^ m 0 3 1 4 ,
16

2

B=(1.681xl0- s- )/

I/2

^^Air^m

103

(8)

..

(9)

Thenn Q is an exponential function of time changing from an initial spin rate of the white dwarf,
Q0>> towards the equilibrium spin rate,
Q ( 0 = Q e q - ( Q e q - Q 0 )) exp (-t/zQ)

(10)

wheree Q 0 =Q('=0), and TQ(=—A~1=Qeq/B) is given by
r Q =(2.00xia 6 yr)(//0.5)- 2 (-fl)-V3~3 8/7 Mr 6 3/7 m- 03 " !!

(11)
11

GGeqeq=-B/A=(7.51xlO-^s-=-B/A=(7.51xlO-^s- )(f/0.5)-^b(-a)-%f)(f/0.5)-^b(-a)-%f77M^mM^m
Thee observed spin-up/spin-down time-scales may differ considerably from the above time-scale
r B ,, depending on how far the white dwarf spin rate deviates from equilibrium:
r o b s = Q ( 0 / Q ( 0 = W { [ Q c q / Q ( 0 ] - l ))

(13a)

or r
(QJQ^-l^Jr^.(QJQ^-l^Jr^.

(1

Wee define a parameter Q=Q0tx/£ltq(=<t>Jct)c), and combine equations (11) and (13b) to derive
expressionss for ju and M in terms of the observed values robs and Qobs and the above-defined
parameters/,, a, and b:
// 3 3=L226r obs (10 6 yr)- 1 ' 2 Q obs (10- 2 s- , )- I ' 2 Ö(l-Ö)- I ' 2 (//0.5)- 7/4 & !/2 fl- , m 02 ,,

(14)

M 1 6 =13.61Q o t e (10- 2 s-Xb S (10 6 yr)- 1 Ö- 1 / 3 (l-ö)- , (-ö) l / 3 ^ 4 / 3 '"- 1 2 6 7 --

(15)

Forr a pair of observed values Q and Q, and assumed values for/, a, and b (ƒ=0.63; o = - 4 ; b=l.4
forr the model of Lamb & Patterson (1983), and f=0.31; a= -1; b=1 for the model of Hameury et
al.al. 1986) these two equations describe a relation between M and// (with Q as a parameter). These
relationss are shown in Fig. 3, for the five intermediate polars with observed values of Q, for values
off Q ranging between -~0 and —10. (It should be noted that for the parameters a and b,
appropriatee to the model of Hameury et al. (1986) spin-down of the white dwarf is not expected,
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Figuree 3. Relation between the magnetic moment// (Gem3) and the mass accretion rate M (MGyr_1) for (a) the
intermediatee polar EX Hya; (b) V1223 Sgr; (c) AO Psc; (d) H2215-086; and (e) DQ Her, as inferred from observed
spinn rate and rate of change of this spin rate. The curves drawn are obtained from solutions for// (equation 14) and M
(equationn 15) as a function of the parameter Q=Q/Q eq . The left and lower scales are for values of the parameters/, a,
andd b following the accretion torque model of Lamb & Patterson (1983), the right and upper scales for the model of
Hameuryy «a/. (1986). The dashed lines mark the observed range of M (for details see text, Section 3.2). The ranges
oi/Aoi/A from the overlapping regions of solutions of (/j, M) and observed values of M, are given in Table 3 for both
scenarios. .
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ass this can only occur if rm exceeds the corotation radius, and accretion is then expected to be
inhibitedd or strongly reduced by centrifugal expulsion of matter. However, we have still used
theirr parameters in the analysis of the down-spinning systems to obtain a conservative estimate of
thee range of white dwarf magnetic fields.)
Intermediatee polars with white dwarfs spinning very close to equilibrium are located on the
branchh in the upper right corner of the fi-M diagram. Systems, deviating substantially from
equilibrium,, with up-spinning white dwarfs appear on the upper branch on the left-hand side of
thee diagram, those with down-spinning white dwarfs on the lower branch on the right-hand side.
Thee fi-M diagrams for the five intermediate polars have scales corresponding to the two sets of
parameterss (ƒ, a, b) given above and for a white dwarf mass m=1 (Af©). If a white dwarf mass of
0.55 MQ is used the log ft scales change by -0.06 and the log M scales by +0.38.
Thee log M scales for the two sets of values (ƒ, a, b) are very similar, whereas the log // scales
differr by about one order of magnitude (the lower value applies to the model of Lamb & Patterson
(1983),, which includes accretion torques from an accretion disc).
Fromm the ft-M diagrams shown in Fig. 3 it appears that a pair of observed values of Q and Q
providess a lower limit on M if the white dwarf is spinning up (at 0 = 0 2 5 ) , and a lower limit to/u if
thee white dwarf is spinning down (at 0 = 2 ) .
Byy combining the relation between fi and M, shown in Fig. 3, with (admittedly not very
accurate)) observational estimates of M we can constrain the magnetic field of the white dwarf.
Thee estimated ranges of M (Patterson 1984; Mouchet 1983; see Table 3), indicated in Fig, 3, take
intoo account an estimated uncertainty of
4 in log M (Patterson 1984). We note that for all five
systemss these observed estimates of M are consistent with the (//, M) relations derived above
fromm the observed Q and Q. The corresponding ranges of ft, Q, and ra are listed in Table 3.
Thee results in this table confirm the previous finding (Hameury et al. 1986) that the magnetic
dipolee moment //, inferred from the spin behaviour of an accreting white dwarf, depends quite
stronglyy on the adopted parameters (ƒ, o, and b; see above) of the accretion torque model. In
particular,, for the model proposed by Lamb & Patterson (1983) the values of/4 axe about an order
off magnitude less than for the model of Hameury et al. (1986). Furthermore, from Table 3 it
appearss that: (i) for a given accretion torque model the range in magnetic dipole moment of the
whitee dwarfs in intermediate polars may be quite large; (ii) the rotation rate of the white dwarfs in
somee intermediate polars deviates substantially from its equilibrium value.

3 . 33 VARIATIONS OF THE MASS ACCRETION RATE

Iff we assume that the white dwarf magnetic field is constant (see, however, King 1985) the only
plausiblee explanation for the observed changes of the white dwarf spin rates in intermediate
polarss (and, inferred from these changes, the deviations from equilibrium rotation) would seem
too be changes in the mass accretion rate M in these systems (see Verbunt 1984).
Thee linear approximation to n(ö>s) used in Section 3.2 allows us to relate the characteristic timescalee of these changes in M to the observed spin-up/spin-dowh times r ^ . In order to make an
approximatee estimate of this time-scale we describe the history of M as a series of time intervals
duringg which M is constant, with sudden jumps in M at the edges of these intervals. The real
historyy of M is undoubtedly more complex; however, in view of the limited information available
onn the white dwarf spin histories (consisting of a small number of 'snapshots') we feel that a more
complexx description of the history of M is presently unwarranted.
Duringg each of these time intervals the ratio Q=Q/Qtq depends on the time Af (since the last
jumpp in M) according to (see equation 10)
ö=l-(l-Qo)exp(-r))
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wheree Q0=Q(At=0), and T=At/rQ. An estimate of Tcan be made, once an initial value of Q0has
beenn chosen, since Q and rQ have been constrained by the above interpretation of the observed
valuess of Q, Q, and tit (see Section 3.2). Using generous ranges for Q0 between 0 and < 1.0 for
upspinningg systems, and between >1.0 and 10 for downspinning systems, we find upper limits for
thee five intervals At, as given in Table 3.
Thesee results, which are admittedly not very accurate (in view of the approximations used in
bothh the accretion torque model, and in the description of the history of M), indicate that the
characteristicc time-scale on which substantial changes of M occur, are less than 105-106yr.
Inn the framework of presently accepted ideas on the evolution of cataclysmic variables (Verbuntt & Zwaan 1981; Rappaport et al. 1983; Patterson 1984) the rate of mass transfer is expected
too depend on the orbital period, but is independent of the properties of the white dwarf (in
particularr its magnetic field). As a consequence, one would expect that the substantial variations
inn M on a time-scale less than 105-106yr occur not only in the intermediate polars, but in all
cataclysmicc variables. This would, at least in part, account for the large range in observed values
off M of individual systems at a given value of the orbital period (Patterson 1984). It alleviates, if
nott removes, the need for an intrinsic property of the secondary star which, together with the
orbitall period, determines M (cf. Verbunt 1984; Van Paradijs 1986; Czerny & King 1986).
Wee are unable to propose a mechanism, operating in the secondary, that could produce large
variationss in M on the required time-scale of less than lOMC^yr. In particular, the thermal timescalee of the convective zone of the secondary stars in cataclysmic variables (which is a basic
ingredientt in at least some models of magnetic braking, see e.g. Spruit & Ritter 1983) is much
largerr than 10*yr.
AA possible mechanism, which may lead to states of high and low M, has recently been proposed
byy Shara et al. (1986). According to their analysis most or all cataclysmic variables undergo
classicall nova explosions at intervals of 10 4 -10 6 yr, after which they become slightly detached
systemss which experience a long interval of very low mass transfer rates. (They are then not
recognizedd as a cataclysmic variable.) This scenario leaves room for the detection of cataclysmic
variabless during different stages in this 'on-off'' cycle, at very different values of M.
Wee note that a potential test of the model of Shara et al. (1986) is afforded by a comparison of
thee (M, Porb) relation of cataclysmic variables and of low-mass X-ray binaries. If their model is
correctt one might expect the scatter around the average (M, POTb) relation to be much reduced in
thee low-mass X-ray binaries (as compared to the cataclysmic variables), as no significant mass loss
occurss during the equivalent of the classical nova explosions in these systems (i.e. X-ray bursts).

44 Conclusions
Fromm optical pulse timing of the intermediate polar V1223 Sgr we have found that the rotation
6
ratee of the white dwarf in this system slows down on a time-scale of
yr.V1223Sgr is
thee fifth intermediate polar (out of 13 such systems known) for which a change of the white dwarf
rotationn period has been measured. Such changes, which are most probably the result of accretion
torques,, appear to be a common phenomenon.
Usingg observed estimates of the mass accretion rate M, and an approximate description of the
dimensionlesss function n(<ys), appearing in accretion torque models of accreting magnetized
compactt stars, we have derived estimates of the magnetic dipole moments of the white dwarfs in
thesee five intermediate polars. We have found that in some of these systems the white dwarf
rotationn rate is not close to its equilibrium value. The observed spin changes of white dwarfs in
intermediatee polars are most likely the result of substantial variations in the mass accretion rate,
M,, on a time-scale less than lCP-lO^yr. If, as seems plausible, M does not depend on the

Spin-downSpin-down of the white dwarf in V1223
propertiess of the accreting white dwarf, our results imply that such changes in M are a general
characteristicc of all cataclysmic variables. This may explain the large range in observed estimates
off M for cataclysmic variables at a given period (Patterson 1984).
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Summary y
Twoo outbursts of the intermediate polar TV Col/2A0526-328 have
beenn observed with Walraven photometry. For one of the bursts
wee have also obtained simultaneous CCD spectroscopy. Both events
lastedd as 5 h and showed an increase of about 2 mag in V over the quiescentt brightness level with smaller changes on time scales of minutes.
Thee burst spectra show strongly enhanced Hell A4686 emission and
severall lines which have not previously been observed in this object.
Wee give a brief qualitative discussion of these outbursts in terms of
existingg models for accretion instabilities in cataclysmic variables.
Keywords:: stars,binaries,close; stars,novae.
(*)) Based on observations made at the European Southern Observatory.

1.. I n t r o d u c t i o n
Thee variable star TV Columbae was identified as the optical counterpartt of the X-ray source 2A0526-328 (Cooke et al.,1978) by Charles
ett al.(1979) on the basis of its accurate HEAO-1 position (Schwartz
ett al.,1978) and the strong emission lines in its spectrum.
Thee optical brightness of TV Col varies with a period of 5.19 h and
(perhaps)) w 4 d (Motch,1981) while the radial velocity derived from
thee emission lines shows a 5.49h variation (Hutchings et al.,1981).
Thiss spectroscopic period is generally accepted to be the orbital period.. The 4d modulation is probably the beat between the photometricc (5.19h) and spectroscopic (5.49 h) periods. It is remarkable that
thee UV brightness of the system varies with the spectroscopic but not
withh the photometric period (Bonnet-Bidaud et al.,1985).
Thee presence of three periods interrelated by a beat phenomenon,
stronglyy suggests that TV Col is an intermediate polar. The presence
off a relatively strong Hell A4686 emission line (with an EW typically
halff that of H/3) also bears this out. It was then natural to associate
thee photometric period with the rotation of the accreting , magnetisedd white dwarf. However, the discovery of a 1911s X-ray period
(Schrijverr et al.,1985,1987) indicates (by analogy with the % 1000s
spinn periods in other intermediate polars) that this model is incorrect. .
Clearly,, another clock is present in the system in addition to those
off the spin and orbital motion. It has been suggested that this is
thee precession period of a tilted accretion disk (Bonnet-Bidaud et
al.,1985).. If the white dwarf has a large magnetosphere which possibly
preventss the inner part of the accretion disk from forming, it is not
obviouss that such a precessing disk can be present.
Duringg a photometric programme aimed at improving our understandingg of this complicated system, we have observed two outbursts of
TVV Columbae. The second burst was also monitored spectroscopically.. Here we present a brief discussion of these observations.

2.. Observations
Thee photometric observations were made with the 0.91 m Dutch telescopee at the ESO, La Silla site. The five colour Walraven photometer
(Lubb and Pel,1977) was used to monitor TV Col over several nights
inn November and December 1987. During some of these nights the
1.522 m ESO telescope with Boiler and Chivens spectrograph and RCA
CCDD was used to take simultaneous spectra of TV Col. All data were
reducedd using the computing facilities at La Silla. The photometry
wass reduced using many Walraven standards and two nearby comparisonn stars which were observed frequently during the monitoring. All
spectraa were, after CCD bias removal and flatfielding, corrected for
skyy lines and extinction, and finally flux calibrated using a standard
star. .
Thee first outburst started at V« 14 on November 26.13 UT and reached
itss peak brightness of Vw 11.9 on November 26.23 UT; the second
burstt started before December 04.06 UT and had decayed from V« 12
too V« 13 by December 04.31 UT.
Spectroscopyy was done on the nights of 29 and 30 November and
3,4,5,277 and 28 December. Two gratings were used, with dispersions
off 224 and 172 A/mm and wavelength ranges of 3725-6790 Aand 435068500 Arespectively. A total of 83 spectra were recorded. Here we will
discusss mainly the spectra taken during the second burst with the 172
A/mmm grating.
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3.. R e s u l t s
Thee light curves obtained during the two outbursts are shown in Figuree 1. The first was monitored during the rise, the second during
(probable)) maximum and decline. The rise of the first event took
justt over 2h, i.e. nearly twice as long as for the outburst observed
byy Szkody and Mateo (1984). The fastest observed change in optical
brightnesss (for burst 1 at day fraction 0.216) is ss 0.65 mag within 6 m.
Bothh outbursts showed a dip in the light curve; these dips are similar
inn strength and shape. When the curves are superimposed with the
dipss lined up, they form a smooth overall curve, suggesting that the
lightt curves of the two events are similar.
Inn both outbursts V-B, B-U and B-L decrease with increasing brightness,, corresponding to bluer colours (cf. Szkody and Mateo, 1984).
Additionally,, for the second event, B-U and (less clearly so) B-L show
aa dip associated with the dip in the light curve.

FigureFigure 1.
TheThe Walraven V magnitudes for both events are plotted against dayfrac
tion.tion. Two comparison stars are also shown as reference. The first light
curvecurve has been displaced downwards by 1.2 mag for clarity.
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Figuree 2 shows a spectrum taken during the peak of the second outburstt and one taken in the quiescent state. All quiescent spectra
showw several emission lines characteristic of intermediate polars, the
strongestt of which are Ha, H/3, Hel AA4471, 4922, 5016, 5876, 6678
andd Hell A4686. During outburst, additional lines appear eg. the
CIII/NIIII A4640 complex, Hell AA5411, 6683 and NIV A5794. Clearly,
thee excitation level is higher during the burst as shown by the increasedd strengths of the emission lines, especially Hell A4686, which
increasedd its flux by a factor of w 40 over that in quiescence and becamee significantly brighter than H/3. The equivalent widths of the
threee strongest lines are plotted in Figure 3 as a function of time,
wheree the pre burst values have been set equal to more clearly show
thee different relative increases to peak values. Note that the post burst
valuess are all similar and somewhat lower than before the event. Also
interestingg is the fact that the Hell line peaks before the hydrogen
liness reach their maximum values.
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FigureFigure 2.
TheThe peak burst spectrum is shown together with a typical quiescent
spectrum. spectrum.
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time e
FigureFigure 3.
TheThe equivalent widths of Hell X4686, Ha and H(3 , normalised such
thatthat they are equal before the burst, are plotted against time.

4.. Discussion
Ourr observations increase the sample of short outbursts from TV Col
fromm one to three. A similar short outburst has also been observed
fromm the intermediate polar V1223Sgr (van Amerongen et al., in
preparation).. This suggests, notwithstanding their apparent rarity,
thatt these short events are a characteristic of the intermediate polars.
Theree is little doubt that the outbursts are caused by an instability
inn the accretion flow onto the white dwarf. They differ in a number
off aspects from the well known dwarf nova outbursts, (i) They last
aboutt an order of magnitude shorter than dwarf nova events (between
55 and 24 hrs. as against 2 to 10 days respectively) while their magnitudess are within the normal range for dwarf nova events, albeit on the
loww side, (ii) During the outbursts both the UV and optical emission
liness increase their strengths while in dwarf novae the lines disappear
duringg the burst, (iii) While in dwarf nova events the UV flux increasee is delayed with respect to the optical rise by about a day, no
suchh delay was found in the TV Col event observed by Szkody and
Mateo(1984).. (iv) Dwarf novae redden during outbursts while TV Col
becamee slightly bluer as it brightened.
Thee disappearance of the emission lines in dwarf novae is generally
explainedd as being due to the strong increase in the optical thickness of
thee whole accretion disk. The rise time and UV delay (both « 1 day)
probablyy reflect the time needed for matter to travel from the cool
outerr parts of the disk to the hot inner region.
AA straightforward explanation of the different properties of the outburstss from TV Col would therefore be that the system lacks the
innerr part of the accretion disk. The reason for the non-existence of
thee inner disk is the strong magnetic field of the white dwarf creating
aa magnetosphere within which the Keplerian motion of the accreting
matterr is disrupted. Although it is not possible to give an accurate
estimatee of the radius of the magnetosphere (we do not know the
magneticc field of the white dwarf or have a sufficient understanding of
thee interaction between the inner disk and the magnetosphere), there
iss strong evidence that it is not small compared to the white dwarf
Rochee lobe radius (e.g. King et al.,1985).

Thee short rise time and absence of a UV delay would then qualitatively
bee explained by: (1) the relatively short time needed for matter to
diffusee inwards to the magnetosphere; (2) the fact that the outburst
luminosityy is dominated by emission from the immediate vicinity of
thee white dwarf which is reached in approximately a free fall time
scalee ( « l h ) .
Wee note that the dwarf nova SW UMa, which Robinson et al.(1987)
foundd to be an intermediate polar, shows only super outbursts. The
resultss for TV Col suggest that perhaps also in SW UMa normal events
occurr but that they have been missed due to their relative faintness
andd short duration. With respect to the absence of super outbursts,
TVV Col and V1223Sgr are similar to dwarf novae with orbital periods
abovee the gap.
Twoo types of model have been proposed to explain the accretion instabilityy giving rise to dwarf nova outbursts. In the model proposed
byy Bath(1974) a dynamical instability of the secondary star causes
suddenn increases in the mass flow onto the accretion disk. In this
modell the rise and duration of the burst would mainly depend on the
propertiess of the secondary star. In the other models (see e.g. Meyer
andd Meyer-Hofmeister, 1981) the mass flow onto the disk is constant
butt the inward transport of the matter to the white dwarf is unstable.
Inn this model the outburst properties will depend on the average mass
accretionn rate and on the amount of matter stored in the disk.
Thus,, unless the strong magnetic field of the white dwarf affects the
structuree of the envelope of the secondary in TV Col (e.g. through
itss influence on the X-ray emission which heats the secondary star)
itt would appear that the peculiar properties of the outbursts from
TVV Col can be more easily explained by the disk instability model
thann by the mass transfer instability model.

5.. Conclusions
Ourr simultaneous optical photometry and spectroscopy of TV Col in
outburstt shows that this event differs from normal dwarf nova outburstss in its much shorter rise time and duration and in the developmentt of its colour and spectrum. If the underlying instability giving
risee to the events in TV Col is the same as that of normal dwarf novae,
thesee differences are probably related to the absence of the inner part
off the accretion disk due to the strong magnetic field of the white
dwarf.. These outbursts cannot easily be fit into the framework of the
masss transfer instability model.
6.. Acknowledgements
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Summary y
Wee report the detection of an outburst from the intermediate polar V1223
Sgr,, which lasted between ~ 6 and ~24 hours and during which the opticall flux increased by at least a factor 3. With respect to duration,
amplitude,, and spectral development this outburst is very similar to outburstss previously observed from the intermediate polar TV Col. These
brieff outbursts may be caused by the same instability that gives rise to
dwarff nova outbursts, in a system where the inner parts of the disk are
absent. .
** Based on observations made at the European Southern Observatory
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Observations

Ass part of a long-term investigation of intermediate polars we have made
spectroscopicc observations of V1223 Sgr, to study possible spectral variationss (line strength, radial velocities) at the white-dwarf rotation period
off 13.2 minutes [see Warner (1985), Watson (1986), and Van Amerongenn et al. (1987) for references on V1223 Sgr]. The observations were
madee by one of us (SvA) on six consecutive nights between August 28
andd September 2, 1984, using the Boiler and Chivens spectrograph and
Imagee Dissector Scanner at the Cassegrain focus of the 1.52 m telescope
off the European Southern Observatory.
Duringg each night VI223 Sgr was observed for typically 4.5 hours,
i.e.. at least one orbital period (3.4 hours) was covered. Spectra were
takenn once every minute; they had a dispersion of 172 A / m m , and coveredd the wavelength range between ~4000 and ~7000 A. A total of 1360
spectraa were collected. These data were reduced at ESO (Garching) usingg the IHAP data analysis system. The reduction procedure included
skyy background subtraction, wavelength calibration, and flux calibration.
Forr each reduced spectrum we have derived estimates of the position and
integratedd flux of H a , H/?, and the He II line at 4686 A (all three are in
emission),, and of the continuum flux near these lines.
AA detailed description of the spectral variations of V1223 Sgr will be
reportedd elsewhere (van Amerongen and van Paradijs, in preparation).
Wee here report the detection of a brief outburst of VI223 Sgr.

22

Results

Inn Fig. l a we show the variation of the continuum flux of V1223 Sgr near
H a ,, during the six nights of observing (similar results have been obtained
forr the continuum fluxes near the two other emission lines).
Fromm this figure it appears that during five of these nights V1223 Sgr
wass at approximately the same brightness level (it showed a 0.15 mag
brightnesss modulation at its 3.4 hr orbital period). During the fourth
nightt we observed VI223 Sgr during what appears to be the decline of a
brieff event ('outburst') during which the flux was higher than the average,
ass observed during the other five nights, by a factor ~ 3 .
Throughoutt this night the flux decreased, with an average rate of
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FigureFigure 1.
VariationsVariations
of characteristics
of Ha in the intermediate
polar
V1223V1223 Sgr between August 28 and September 2, 1984. (a) the continuumuum flux around Ha (units 10~uerg/cm2/sec/A;
(b) the integrated line
14
2
fluxflux (units 2.5 X lO~ erg/cm /sec/A);
(c) the equivalent width (units:
A).A). Time is given in days. On August SI, the source was on the decline
ofof a flaring event, in which at the beginning of the night the flux was
approximatelyapproximately S times higher than on the other nights of observation
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declinee of 0.20 mag/hr. The decline rate was not constant; it showed
aa temporary slowdown which reflects the maximum of the underlying
orbitall light curve, whose expected time of maximum light it coincides
withh the slowdown. By the end of the night the flux had more or less
returnedd to the normal level observed during the other nights.
Thee H a , H/?, and Hell A4686 lines, which were in emission before
andd after the outburst, remained in emission during the outburst; their
integratedd fluxes increased by about twice as much as the corresponding
continuumm fluxes (see Fig. l b ) , leading to an increase of their equivalent
widthss by a factor ~ 2 .
Inn Fig. l c the variation of the equivalent width of H a is shown. It
appearss that after the outburst has disappeared the equivalent widths
off this emission line remained somewhat higher than before the outburst
(thee same is the case for H/? and Hell A4686).
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Discussion

Thee outburst we observed from VI223 Sgr is similar to a number of brief
eventss observed by Schwarz et al. (1988) from the intermediate polar TV
Coll (see also Szkody and Mateo 1984). For both sources the outbursts are
absentt a day before and after they are detected. The rate of decline of the
continuumm flux near H a (on average 0.20 mag/hr) is not very different
fromm the corresponding value of 0.35 mag/hr observed for TV Col in the
VV band (Schwarz et al. 1988). For both sources the emission lines are
strongerr during the outbursts than during the normal (quiescent) state.
Withh respect to the post-outburst behaviour of the emission lines
V12233 Sgr differs somewhat from TV Col: in the latter source the equivalentt widths were found to be slightly smaller after the outburst than
beforee (Schwarz et al. 1988).
Iff we make the assumption that the optical outbursts observed for
V12233 Sgr and TV Col have the same temporal profile (i.e. duration, and
maximumm brightness above the quiescent level) we can make an estimate
off their total duration by lining them up. We then find that they probably
lastt between ~ 6 and ~12 hours.
Thee detection of an outburst from VI223 Sgr suggests that these brief
events,, which are very different from dwarf nova outbursts with respect
too duration, amplitude, and spectral development, may be characteristic
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forr intermediate polars.
Sincee the emission from intermediate polars is totally dominated by
energyy release due to accretion onto a magnetized white dwarf, there is
littlee doubt that these outbursts are the result of an accretion instability.
Ass suggested by Schwarz et al. (1988) the mechanism of this instabilityy may be the same as that which gives rise to dwarf-nova outbursts;
thee small amplitude of the outbursts, their much shorter rise time and
duration,, and the different behaviour of the spectral lines, as compared
too dwarf-nova outbursts, may be due to the fact that the inner part of
accretionn disks is absent when the magnetic field of the accreting white
dwarff is strong.
Thiss idea is supported by the detailed calculations of the outcome
off accretion instabilities in intermediate polars by Angelini and Verbunt
(1988). .
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